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Abstract
Haptics can enable a direct communication pipeline between the artificial limb and the brain;
adding haptic sensory feedback for prosthesis wearers is believed to improve operation without
drawing too much of the user’s attention. Through neuroplasticity, the brain can become more
cognizant of the information delivered through the skin and may eventually interpret it as in-
herently as other natural senses. In this thesis, a wearable haptic feedback device (WHFD) is
developed to communicate prosthesis sensory information. A 14-week, 6-stage, between-subjects
study was created to investigate the learning trajectory as participants were stimulated with haptic
patterns conveying joint proprioception. 37 healthy participants were divided into three groups,
with each group assigned a different haptic stimulation method (τ0, τ1 or τ2). 18 participants
managed to complete the study within 7–14 sessions, demonstrating that participants were, in
fact, learning to interpret the haptic information. Participants in group τ2 had some advantages
in interpreting the haptic information over the others; however, each stimulation method has ad-
vantages that can be exploited and hybridized for future models of the WHFD. Learning rates
within groups were highly variable and deterred significantly with increasing quantities of simulta-
neous information. A secondary investigation determined strategies to improve the ability of the
haptic actuators to transfer information to the user, which will be employed for future prototypes.
Overall, the proposed WHFD is an effective device that can promote greater sensory awareness
for wearers of prostheses.




Amputees may regain some functionality with the assistance of an artificial limb, but many
affordable prosthetic limbs do not restore the ability to sense. Everyday tasks such as grasping and
reaching are difficult due to the missing senses of touch, temperature, and joint motion. Lacking
these senses can often lead amputees to abandon their prosthesis altogether.
This thesis presents a prototype of a wearable vibration device, that can present the sensory
information from a bionic limb as vibrations on the skin. Similar to how a blind person can learn
to read using their fingertips, an amputee can experience the senses captured from their prosthetic
limb as they learn to interpret the vibration patterns. Three vibration patterns were created
and tested to determine the best one to help people learn the meaning (hand and wrist gestures)
behind the vibrations. Despite interruptions due to COVID-19, a multi-week experiment found
that, no matter what vibration pattern participants were given, they were able to understand the
vibrations as hand motions to a satisfactory level of accuracy. One vibration pattern was found
to make it easier for participants to interpret the vibrations compared to the other two patterns.
ii
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Among 541,000 Americans (in 2005) who have reported to be suffering with upper-limb difference
(congenital and amputee alike), approximately 23% choose to abandon their myoelectric prosthe-
sis [1–5]. The common reasons for dissatisfaction with their prosthesis are related to the lack
of key features that improve the device’s functionality, usability, and comfort. Many of these
desired features, however, are available in modern high-end prostheses—so why is there such a
high abandonment rate? Most people do not own or have access to state-of-the-art artificial limbs
as upper-limb myoelectric prostheses can cost upwards of $80,000—$30,000 on average. This is
exacerbated since the cost of the hardware is only a fraction of the total expenses realized by
users—they must also pay for expensive surgeries, fitting, training, customization, and other ne-
cessities [6, 7]. Because of this inaccessibility, adding technology to top-end prosthetics is not the
most effective way to reduce the abandonment rate. Instead, it would be of greater benefit to
consumers if some high-tech features can be integrated into low-cost prostheses.
According to Biddiss and Chau, people with upper-limb deficiencies have an unacceptably
insufficient amount of control over their prosthesis [1, 2]. Further, operating an artificial hand is
fatiguing, both mentally and physically [1, 2, 8]. Wearers often complain that the amount of effort,
focus, and cognitive load needed to perform simple actions is too great for regular use. Part of this
issue stems from the excessive amount of effort required to generate adequate electromyographic
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(EMG) signals to detect motion intent. This is especially true for wearers who have surface
EMG (sEMG) sensors located on larger, primary muscle groups to intensify the signal. They
need to frequently flex unfamiliar, larger muscles, to perform actions with their artificial hand,
requiring concentration to operate it effectively. They tend to perform complex tasks without
their prosthesis, using their residual limb or other unconventional body features (such as their
mouth, chin, underarm, etc.) to compensate [1, 2]. Ultimately, it would be natural for people with
upper-limb deficiencies to only put forth the effort required to operate their low-tech prosthesis if
it is essential to perform the task. The unfortunate reality is that tasks that meet the demand
for their low-tech artificial hand are too infrequent to justify its everyday use. This can lead the
wearer to one of two outcomes: (1) upgrade to a costlier, more capable, high-tech prosthesis, or
(2) abandon their artificial limb altogether. Impactful solutions to this problem are discussed in
Section 1.1.1.
1.1.1 Improving Prosthesis Control
Researchers have found that much of the burden experienced with controlling an artificial limb
can be reduced by upgrading to better prosthetics that integrate optimal filtering on noisy EMG
signals to better classify motion intent and positional/force resolution. Some researchers propose
multi-modal sensor fusion, effectively using sensor redundancy to better predict intended motion
[9]. These techniques improve the processing of the intended motion, but also drastically increase
the complexity of device’s hardware and software, thus increasing its total cost.
The prosthesis control problem can be solved with surgical solutions as well. The first is
replacing sEMG sensors with implantable myoelectric sensors (IMES), designed to reduce sensor
noise [10, 11]. This is because they are implanted within the muscle (closer to the source of electrical
activity), as opposed to sEMG sensors that attempt to read the same electrical activity through
layers of skin, fats, tissues, and other active muscles, which dilute the signal quality. The second
surgical remedy is targeted muscle reinnervation (TMR), a surgery designed to relocate nerves
that, prior to amputation, commanded the necessary muscle contractions to facilitate normal joint
motion [12–14]. In this way, the brain can command motion of a familiar joint (e.g., the absent
index finger), causing electrical impulses to be sent to a muscle that is no longer intact. Instead,
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the nerve path is redirected, so that the electrical impulses terminate at a different (often larger)
muscle, causing a contraction intense enough for sEMG sensors to interpret cleanly. Finally,
the EMG sensor that has been placed over the newly reinnervated muscle registers the motion
command, resulting in the prosthesis moving the intended bionic joint accordingly. To summarize,
the natural user intent aligns with the prosthesis response. Linked to TMR, there exists a similar
surgical procedure that works in the opposite manner, called targeted sensory reinnervation (TSR).
With this procedure, nerve paths that were once connected to the absent limb can be relocated into
other sites of the residua, which can be stimulated externally. Using this method, the wearer can
feel stimulation collocated with the phantom limb (e.g., touching something with the bionic index
finger, can trigger the wearer to feel it at their absent fingertip) [15]. Together, targeted sensory
and muscular reinnervation (shortened to TR for targeted reinnervation), have had successful
reports of improved prosthetic control [12–15]. Direct cortical stimulation (DCS) and peripheral
nerve stimulation (PNS) are other surgical methods that are similar to TSR, only differing in
that they relay sensory feedback by directly stimulating internal structures of the central nervous
system [16–18]. Unfortunately, these surgical methods still require further clinical evaluation as
they are relatively novel solutions in prosthetics research, and it may be several years before
they are available commercially. These solutions greatly impact the wearer’s quality of life; but
unfortunately, the operations are invasive and dually expensive—both for the surgery itself and for
the cost of the prostheses that harness the procedure’s full benefit [6, 7]. Furthermore, the extent of
research done to date suggests that this solution works exclusively for fully-grown adult amputees,
suggesting that children or those with congenital upper-limb deformities may not be able to realize
the same benefits [19]. Methods to improve prosthesis control that are less expensive, less invasive,
and can benefit the entire population of prosthesis wearers need to be explored. One way to do
this, is to evaluate external sensory feedback methods, discussed in Section 1.1.2.
1.1.2 Sensory Feedback and Substitution
Sensory feedback has been shown to be an effective way of improving machine control, virtual
reality, and other applications where there is low or absent sensibility of critical information [20–
24]. The same is true for prosthetics, as there is limited feedback available to display sensory states
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of the prosthesis. Most users obtain their feedback by feeling contact forces at the cuff interface
on the residual limb, or by hearing the sound of stalled motors [1, 5, 8]. This is not a significant
amount of feedback, but if one is paying close enough attention, they may be able to identify
the forces exerted onto the object they are grasping. For more optimal proprioceptive feedback,
most wearers rely on their eyesight, watching their prosthesis perform the task, which is generally
effective but has its obvious limitations [25–28]. This is limiting as one would need to divert their
attention (and their eyesight) away from one task to instead focus entirely on viewing their moving
prosthesis and gauge the intensity of their applied EMG signals accordingly. Because of this, it is
a common complaint that prostheses demand too much active attention for effective use [1, 2, 8].
Using sensory feedback through natural sensory modalities to inform control decisions is a
concept called human-in-the-loop control, and is an essential tool for human–machine interfaces
[20–23]. Sensory feedback for prosthetics is vast, which is evident in a literature review by Antfolk
et al. [29]. They present the outcomes, benefits and drawbacks of many case studies that utilize a
variety of feedback methods. The literature review introduces the use of sensory substitution and
its positive effect in prosthetics. Sensory substitution, a well-known phenomenon in neuroscience,
suggests that the human brain can learn to replace damaged, underdeveloped, or absent senses with
information from one or more of the body’s other senses [20–23]. The underlying principle that
makes this phenomenon possible is neuroplasticity—forming new neural connections within the
brain in order to interpret new stimuli. Neuroplasticity is what causes the brain to bypass the active
thinking aspect of the sensory stimulation to directly and unconsciously associate meaning [20–
23]. The brain can learn to gather information, formerly obtained through one sensory modality,
with another; similar to how people can train themselves to read braille fluently through their
fingertips [30]. After enough practice, an individual can process braille almost as fast as most
people can read. Their brain has plasticized to instantly relate the sensation at their fingertips
to letters without actively thinking about the positions of each embossed bump [31]. Reading
braille is a skill that is not strictly limited to the visually impaired; sighted individuals have
learned to read braille too. In the same way that the brain employs different sensory modalities
to interpret information that would replace existing ones, they can be trained to interpret new,
foreign stimulation patterns and assign meaning. This allows the mind to expand its perceived
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reality beyond human capabilities with external peripheral devices, known as sensory augmentation
(or addition). Sensory augmentation allows one to gain a new direct perceptual experience with
unfamiliar information using a sensory stimulation device, as David Eagleman demonstrated in
his TED talk [30]. These phenomena allow assistive device designers and engineers to create
physical interfaces that can employ ones natural human senses to gather critical information.
Theoretically, as long as there exists a way to convert activity into recognizable patterns of sensible
information, one can learn to directly associate those patterns to intuitive meaning, thus expanding
the capabilities of the human brain [30, 32].
Applying the science of sensory substitution/augmentation to the field of prosthetics, re-
searchers have tried to restore senses typically through the wearer’s abundant cutaneous senses,
through the somatosensory system. Haptic interfaces that have been developed to engage a specific
tactile modality through either mechanotactile, electrotactile, or vibrotactile stimulation. Lately,
high-end prosthesis designers have integrated a haptic interface directly into the cuff, aiming to
stimulate the skin of the residual limb [33]. Haptic interfaces in the prosthetics field are less ad-
vanced compared to other fields that have explored different modes of sensory loss (such as sight
[22, 23, 34–37], balance [38, 39], and hearing [30, 32, 40–42]). Researchers from outside of the pros-
thetics field have demonstrated that humans are capable of clearly interpreting extremely complex
haptic information. In the prosthetics related literature, nothing to this scale has been replicated.
It is evident that prosthetics-industry researchers underestimate the amount of information a per-
son can process and limit the complexity at which this information can be displayed. Recovering
the wearer’s senses may be the most critical step in achieving functional control of their bionic
limb.
1.1.3 Feeding Back the Sense of Proprioception
The need to deliver all of the available senses within the prosthesis remains the utmost priority;
however in this thesis, the problem is simplified to only return the sense of proprioception, while
leaving the ability to feedback the sense of touch and temperature are still available for future
studies. Proprioception is the internal sense of knowing the position and orientation of ones own
limb. Biologically, this is determined through proprioceptors, a type of mechanoreceptor located
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in muscles, tendons, and joints. With them, the body is able to sense the amount by which the
active muscle has contracted, coupled with the amount by which skin, joints and tendons have
displaced [43]. With proprioceptive feedback, the brain has a complete unconscious sense of the
limb’s states such as force, position, velocity, and orientation. This sense is an essential attribute
of kinesthetics, an overlooked but critical aspect of living. For people with upper-limb deficiencies
wearing a prosthesis, this sense is not present and it is challenging to predict joint positions,
applied forces, and velocities without actively looking at the prosthesis as it moves [25–28]. Atkins
et al. conducted a survey that reported prosthesis wearers highly prioritize performing certain
functions with less visual attention [44]. The sense of touch and proprioception are both equally
essential modes of sensory feedback for precise and robust limb control, however, the literature
(especially for the surgical techniques mentioned in Section 1.1.1), the sense of touch is prioritized
much more than proprioception. Providing the sense of total-hand proprioception will eliminate
the need for the user to inspect the prosthesis as it performs tasks. This would allow them to
achieve a complete human-in-the loop control scheme, requiring less cognitive effort and attention.
By harnessing the value of sensory substitution/augmentation, the future of prosthetics can deliver
these senses non-invasively. If such a solution can be made affordable, then more people may be
satisfied with their prosthesis.
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1.2 General Problem Statement
The lack of sensory feedback is one attribute that makes the control of an upper-limb prosthesis
unsatisfactory, leading to an astonishing abandonment rate. This can be improved by providing
a complete display of sensory information including total-hand proprioception. Moreover, this
problem is exacerbated by the public’s reluctance to accept invasive surgeries, or costly addition-
s/upgrades to hardware and software.
1.3 Core Contributions, Research Objectives and Scope
This thesis focuses on further exploring the science of sensory substitution with the design of a hap-
tic interface and an investigation of the wearer’s ability to interpret the proprioceptive information
delivered during simulated hand motion tasks.
The primary contributions that this thesis provides to the scientific community are listed as follows:
1. The design and build of a custom wearable haptic interface capable of displaying proprio-
ceptive information for a complete eight-DOF trans-radial prosthetic hand.
2. The design and evaluation of different haptic display strategies, determining which pattern
attributes are most effective in proprioceptive interpretation tasks.
3. The evaluation of the effectiveness of the haptic interface for relaying distinguishable propri-
oceptive sensory information.
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1.4 Overview of the Thesis
The structure of this thesis is summarized in the outline below:
Chapter 1 Introduction: Outlines the primary motivation behind the work presented
in this thesis, and introduces key terms, and the small subset of work that
this thesis aims to improve. This chapter also details the general problem
statement, concluding with a brief description of the key contributions and
scope of the thesis.
Chapter 2 Literature Review: Presents a full contextual review of topics explored in de-
tail in this thesis, categorized by the following sections: Sensory Substitution,
Sensory Augmentation, Sensory Feedback in Upper-Limb Prosthetics, and
What Makes an Effective Haptic SSAD?
Chapter 3 Equipment Development: Includes the design considerations for the wearable
haptic feedback device. This includes a detailed look at the overall solution
and the first-stage prototype developed for early experiments. In this chapter,
the core functionality of the equipment is explained and the haptic display
methods are defined.
Chapter 4 Study Design, Data Collection and Processing: This chapter formally dis-
cusses the primary study details, such as the participant sample, the pro-
cedure, stimuli and measures, and the study design.
Chapter 5 Results and Discussion: Organizes the significant results obtained from the
primary study. For each result, its impact is summarized and the part is
plays in assessing the effectiveness of the proposed haptic equipment is dis-
cussed. Following the results of the the first study, results of a parallel side
study are presented, which help obtain significant design improvements of the
wearable equipment for future prototypes. The chapter concludes with high-
lighting potential causes for bias and identifying confounds that can lead to
misinterpretation of results.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Work: This chapter summarizes the contributions
made to the scientific community, highlighting significant results and assem-
bles them into meaningful lessons learned from the study. In reflection of the
study’s outcomes and limitations, recommendations for how to proceed with
future work are listed. Following this, the final concluding remarks of the
thesis are shared.
Appendix A Permissions and Approvals: Includes the experimental protocol, letter of in-




The primary goal of this thesis is to evaluate methods of sensory feedback for displaying prosthesis
information, focusing mainly on full-hand proprioception. This goal is expected to help improve
device control in a low-cost and non-invasive way, leading to a reduced prostheses abandonment
rate. With this as a starting point, a literature review was conducted to provide baseline knowl-
edge on sensory substitution and augmentation, and its applicability to the field of prosthetics.
This literature review summarizes all of the works deemed fundamental to support progress made
in this thesis. Primarily Google Scholar and Western University Library were used to obtain these
resources between September 2018 and April 2021. Searches included combinations of the follow-
ing keywords: sensory substitution, sensory augmentation, sensing in prosthetics, proprioception,
sensory feedback, and haptic feedback. The findings of these searches yield research that can be
categorized into Sensory Substitution (Section 2.1), Sensory Augmentation (Section 2.2), Sensory
Feedback in Prosthetics (Section 2.3), and What Makes an Effective SSAD? (Section 2.4). While
several hundreds of relevant sources exist in this research space, a total of 97 items were selected
as they are deemed most pertinent, unique, and exploration-provoking.
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2.1 Sensory Substitution
2.1.1 Dr. Paul Bach-Y-Rita: Pioneering Sensory Substitution
The term sensory substitution was coined by the highly regarded neuroscientist, Dr. Paul Bach-Y-
Rita, who hypothesized that the senses perceived are strictly the brain’s interpretation of electrical
pulses created through sensory transduction (e.g., sight is the brain’s interpretation of electrical
pulses created by the optic nerve) [45]. Knowing that with rigorous training the brain can plasticize
to recognize new stimuli, he expected that delivering a different set of stimuli to the body’s other
senses, once properly trained, can elicit the perception of artificial vision. To test this theory,
he created an apparatus with a grid of solenoids that can provide local pressure in the blind
participant’s lower back to render a pixelated version of an image captured from a camera [45].
With considerable training, participants started to become aware of the acute sensations on their
lower back and were properly identifying objects placed in front of them. Eventually, participants
started to directly link the pressure points on their lower back to the object in the camera’s view
without thinking about it. This means that the cognitive load associated with interpreting the
sensations began to diminish, forming an immediate association between the tactile patterns and
objects before them [45]. Bach-Y-Rita’s work went on to launch several additional studies to make
the science of sensory substitution concrete, where he and his colleagues developed apparatuses
called Tactile Vision Substitution Systems (TVSS) aimed at targeting various other tactile surfaces
across the body [20–23, 46–52]. A major advance in this research space was found with their tongue
display unit (TDU) [21–23, 52], which is a far more compact version of the solenoid grid used to
target the wearer’s lumbar region [45]. The TDU harnesses the tongue’s extraordinarily high
somatosensory receptor density at the expense of tongue cofunction (e.g., speaking and eating)
[22, 23, 53, 54]. The tongue simulator evolved from a 49- [21], to a 144- [22, 52], to most recently,
a 394-point electrotactile grid [34]. Blind users can capture the visual world around them with a
head-mounted camera and feel the visual environment through their tongue so that, with practice,
blind people can scan their environment, read plain text, and throw basketballs in hoops [22, 23,
34, 53, 55]. Later known as BrainPort, the non-invasive blindness solution was also repurposed to
help people with vestibular disorders to restore their balance, posture, and gate—recovering their
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ability to stand still, walk straight, and ride bicycles [38, 39, 55].
2.1.2 Sensory or Perceptual: Criticisms
Not long after the first study, Bach-Y-Rita and colleagues worked to clarify the implications of their
discovery. Specifically, they sought to determine if the newly realized perception replaces the absent
sense (i.e., participants reacquire visual sensory information) or gain a new sense altogether (i.e.,
participants acquire new information felt as though through the skin). Substitution was believed
to be the mechanism when he reported that the blind participants claim they are “. . . experiencing
the picture as located in space in front of them rather than on their skin.” [51]. Further evidence
was provided in 1998 when Sadato performed a study that PET scanned the brains of blind people
while they performed tasks such as reading braille. These scans confirmed that sensory stimulation
eventually re-routes through dormant cortices in the brain, specifically ones that are typically used
for visual processing. He stated:
“. . . tactile processing pathways usually linked in the secondary somatosensory area are
rerouted in blind subjects to the ventral occipital cortical regions originally reserved
for visual shape discrimination.” [31].
In contrast, Charles Lennay and colleagues stand in favour of the latter, stating that these devices
behave more as a mechanism of sensory addition and that the name, sensory substitution, can be
misleading [56]. Lennay et al. argue that sensory substitution implies an exact remedy of a deficit,
and more accurate names such as perceptual substitution or supplementation would be better since
it “. . . implies that these devices do not exactly remedy a deficit, but rather that they introduce
perceptual modalities that are quite original” [56]. Of course, sensory information that becomes
active in the visual cortex does not directly mean that vision is restored. Instead computations that
take place in that cortical region, such as spatial awareness and shape discrimination, normally
reserved for sight, can be repurposed, which is believed to be Lennay’s point—gaining select
perceptions which would otherwise be available in the original modality. In 2008, Michael Proulx
presented an alternative view to the traditional naming convention of reserved cortical space—the
brain cortical regions have been traditionally divided by the senses that generally use them (e.g.,
the visual cortex used for processing sight), however, they should be divided by the computations
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and tasks that they carry out [35]. Proulx’s research aims to recover sight information for the
blind, using a visual-to-auditory substitution device [35–37]. In short, the brain determines the
combinations of its computation centres that are effective for parsing the visual information from
the auditory signals; then it devotes whatever free cortical space in those computational regions
to process it. This means that if a sensory substitution device occupies one sensory modality
presenting information about another, the brain will learn to devote the necessary cortical regions
to enable artificial stimulus processing. His research found that, in some situations, this transition
is extremely fast (faster than plasticity can occur) meaning the neurological connections were
already established, while in more novel situations the learning rate is slow, indicating evidence of
coarse neuroplasticity [35].
2.1.3 Natural Sensory Substitution
It has been found that biological senses sometimes capture artefacts that can be used to infer extra
perception, which are generally ignored if the artefact contains information that can be richly
captured from another dedicated sense [57]. More precisely, these artefacts are not ignored if they
contain unique information, as one would not already have a distinct perception of it. Kolarik
presents an example of this in the from of echolocation, using hearing modalities to describe the
proximity of nearby obstacles. This is a skill that many congenitally blind people possess and
one that is very difficult to acquire for individuals who have normal stereo vision [57]. When
that dedicated sense (e.g., vision) is lost, the brain may need to seek more information from the
other senses (e.g., hearing), unmasking the artefacts (e.g., echo), causing natural and subconscious
perceptual expansion. When this is the case, the sensory sensitivity and the perceptual awareness
of these artefacts increase significantly, giving evidence that alternative sensory modalities become
heightened in order to acquire prevalent information missing from damaged or absent senses [57].
With artificial stimulation devices, providing a stimulus to the other available senses may
encourage the brain to become more attentive to these sensations. Natural or otherwise, this im-
pressive brain function can be harnessed to provide the individual with greater sensory perception
than before and should be considered as a viable solution to aid people who suffer from sensory
loss. While many can agree that perceptual supplementation is a more accurate explanation of
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the phenomenon at play, the term sensory substitution is better-known and, for this reason, will
continue to be used as the preferred term.
2.2 Sensory Augmentation
Sensory augmentation (SA), also known as sensory addition, is a more recently explored topic that
employs the same principles as sensory substitution (SS). SA differs from SS as the body is being
stimulated with new sensory information, but not necessarily to restore a deprived biologically-
typical sense. The brain is capable of interpreting these signals from sensory modalities if it is
deemed useful for performing tasks, even if it is not biologically necessary. Commonly referred to
as a sixth sense, sensory augmentation devices can help the wearer embody a direct perceptual
experience of foreign senses [30, 32, 58, 59].
2.2.1 The Mister Potatohead Model
Scott Novich, a PhD student under the supervision of Dr. David Eagleman, created a vibratory
motor vest (called VEST—Versatile Extra-Sensory Transducer) that can be used for an unbounded
variety of applications, both SS and SA. It was first built as a non-invasive, inexpensive SS solution
for the hearing impaired (compared to the cochlear implant), designed to redirect bands of audible
frequencies to vibratory stimulation on the trunk of the wearer [40, 42]. Within days of training,
the deaf participant developed the ability to directly associate the patterns of 32 vibrotactile
elements as speech [30, 32, 40, 42]. Eagleman describes sensory augmentation best using the
“Mr. Potatohead (PH) Model”, where all of the sensors make up the human sensory perception
are simply plug-and-play peripheral devices that send arbitrary electrical information down data
cables (nerves and neuron chains) to the brain where it eventually learns how to interpret the
information [30, 32]. His mission is that humans do not need to be born with special senses to
gain a perceptual awareness, and SA devices can be made to allow users to have extra-sensory
perception by temporarily hijacking the body’s natural senses to deliver new information. With
this mission, the VEST’s purpose was later expanded beyond deafness to provide a direct sensory
experience of any recorded data with an open API for researchers to develop upon [30, 32]. Beyond
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deafness, he has used the VEST to provide a GPS-like 360◦ vision experience to navigate foreign
buildings and allow drone pilots to remotely experience unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) dynamics
[30, 32]. Eaglman’s VEST and his later developments such as the wrist-worn version, Buzz, became
commercial products of his company, Neosensory [60]. The hope in this line of research is, like the
nature of sensory substitution, to train the brain to be aware of the incoming signals and treat
them as instinctively as it does for any biological senses.
2.2.2 Substitution vs. Augmentation
The caveat to sensory augmentation is that provided information is not as simply learned. The
brain chooses whether the information presented is essential enough to devote hardwired con-
nections. Compared to SS—where there is more apparent need to acquire the information pre-
sented—SA makes it more challenging to establish the motivation to learn and exhibit neuroplas-
ticity. In general, people exhibit a shorter learning curve for adopting sensory information with a
device used for SS compared to one used for SA, since the brain’s need to acquire information is
far greater for people deprived of one or more senses than those without any sensory impairments
[59]. Nagel’s research focused on delivering a new sense of compass-precision direction using a
haptic belt. He found that sighted individuals depend more on their vision to acquire a sense of
direction; thus, competing senses makes the learning process more difficult [59]. Later, a follow-up
study by Kärcher confirmed that, like blind participants, the sighted individuals can eventually
gain the same perceptual experience, although they require more rigorous training [61].
With this challenge in mind, sensory augmentation devices need to be carefully designed to be
effective. One can experience SA in practice if the feedback device can deliver valuable information
that compliments the performance of a task, thereby enabling a new level of dependence on the
sensory feedback [40]. This gives the brain the ideal environment to recognize the value of the
sense and it will plasticize to accept these sensations more readily. This challenge was observed by
Eagleman when he presented a participant with haptic patterns displaying real-time stock market
data through the VEST, summarized in Eagleman’s live presentations and an report by Iona Casas
Sharp [30, 32, 62]. In a personal discussion with Eagleman, he revealed that the participant was
unaware of the meaning behind the signals being presented, and therefore was not able to draw
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meaningful perception of the global economical trends. More precisely, the participant’s brain
could not see the motivation to extract these patterns and plasticize to readily interpret them.
Alternatively, in a public talk at Google, he reports that in applications where the senses are
depended upon to perform an action, such as walking with lower-limb prosthetics or navigating
a foreign building, people exhibited much faster interpretation rates [32]. This is not to say that
learning is impossible with arbitrary input such as the stock market data, only that they can
be interpreted better, faster, and more reliably when the sensory augmentation devices engage
the wearer to rely upon its feedback [40]. In addition to motivation, Novich discusses that the
stimulations are better interpreted if they share intuitive modalities to the sense captured [40],
meaning that if the perceptible information nearly resembles the actual event (like the loudness of
sound being rendered by the vibration intensity) would promote an early accelerated learning rate
compared to if the tactors are arranged, or the patterns are presented, at random [40]. In theory,
however, the brain would be able to interpret any arrangement of sensory feedback patterns, it
will only take longer if they are less intuitive.
In summary, the discoveries described above gave direction for many later researchers to develop
sensory substitution and augmentation devices (SSADs) to enhance human capabilities. While
early work had its roots in vision and balance restoration [20–23, 34, 38, 39, 46–53, 55], modern
applications are found in human–machine interfaces with low sensory capability and feedback,
such as minimally invasive robotic surgery [63, 64] and prosthetics (which will be discussed in
Section 2.3). Overall, this profound neurotypical function can be harnessed either by substitution
of, or in addition to, current sensory capabilities and presents a substantial motivation to deliver
SSADs wherever possible.
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2.3 Sensory Feedback in Upper-Limb Prosthetics
With the goal of improving prosthesis control to reduce abandonment rates, researchers have
found that providing sensory feedback to inform the wearer of dynamic changes to the state of
their prosthesis is effective [1, 5]. Before, wearers had to use their eyesight, hearing, and feeling of
pressures on their residual limb to estimate the prosthesis’ states [8, 29]. Studies by Pistohl [25],
Blank [26], and Rombokas [27, 28] use tactors to provide proprioceptive feedback to the wearer
while they performed prosthesis motion tasks, and evaluated the haptic feedback against vision.
They all found that prosthesis movement tasks were performed well using vision alone, providing
evidence that vision is especially effective; however, they determined that tactile feedback can
always be an effective additional or alternative modality, [25–28]. Eyesight and hearing are rich
senses, essential for numerous other actions, but can only be devoted to single processes at a time
[65, 66]. Wearers would be required to redirect their full attention onto their moving prosthesis,
which can be burdensome for regular use [1, 5, 8]. Compared to vision and hearing, the sense of
touch—feeling pressures on the residual limb—is a great form of subconscious sensory feedback that
does not require undivided attention to interpret. However, cuff pressure alone is an inefficient way
of obtaining sensory information that is limited when compared to other forms of haptic feedback.
2.3.1 Advanced and Invasive Methods of Sensory Feedback
Clinical studies show impressive results with surgical techniques such as targeted sensory rein-
nervation (TSR) [12, 13, 15], peripheral nerve stimulation (PNS) [17, 18], and direct cortical
stimulation (DCS) [16], all of which promise seamless integration between human and machine.
While impressive in concept, as of 2019, DCS has been shown to produce significantly slower re-
sponse times than peripheral touch (haptic feedback) [16], suggesting that the latter is still more
effective; however, breakthroughs in this field are still pending. Unfortunately, these novel feed-
back methods are not ready for integration into commercial prosthetics. In addition, they may not
be well adopted when they become available since they require invasive surgery and an upgrade
to one of the most expensive state-of-the-art prostheses in the market. The LUKE Arm [67, 68],
LifeHand2 [69] (which is the newest hand development, created by the same team who introduced
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the LifeHand1, AzzuraHand, SmartHand, and CyberHand), and the Modular Prosthetic Limb
(MPL) [70] are examples of upper-limb prostheses that are under development and will soon de-
liver an extraordinary sensory experience. These developments promise compatibility with the
pending state-of-the-art surgical feedback techniques (i.e., TSR, PNS and DCS); however, it is
less clear (but still promising) that they can be tailored to work with low-cost and non-invasive
(hereinafter abbreviated as LCNI) feedback delivery methods. LCNI solutions demand external
sensory feedback, employing the science of sensory substitution.
2.3.2 Commercially Available Upper-Limb Prosthetics
There is a wide spectrum of complexity in hardware and software available in commercial myo-
electric prostheses, and thus a wide disparity of price. The listed prices are estimates, as the total
cost can vary based on level of limb loss and additional prosthetist costs such as fitting, train-
ing, and rehabilitation [7, 71]. The iLimb Quantum ($80,000) by Ossur, the Michelangelo Hand
($60,000) and Bebionic ($11,000) by Ottobock are considered the best commercial state-of-the-art
prostheses. These bionic arms have strong, light and durable materials, multi-dexterous powered
robotic joints, and many grip/grasp options. They all feature internal sensors that promote robust
control, but do not make this sensory information available to the wearer. Bebionic and iLimb
feature auto-grasp, a clever feature that automatically adapts its grip strength when it detects ob-
jects are slipping from its grasp [72–74]. On the low end of the spectrum, the Hero Arm by Open
Bionics ($7,000) is among the least expensive prostheses on the market. Its design is also open
source, allowing for consumers to make derivative designs, and make it from home. In keeping
costs low, the Hero Arm does not deliver much in the way of the state-of-the-art features as it is
geared toward growing children [75]. More recently released prosthetic limbs, such the LUKE Arm
($150,000) by DEKA and the Ability Hand ($3,000) by Psyonic, provide the wearer with a sense of
touch (or grip force) through haptic feedback transducers [33, 67]. The haptic transducers inform
the wearer of grip states and touch pressures, to allow them to sharpen joint dexterity without
the need for visual focus. While the LUKE Arm is currently available with haptic feedback, it
will be available to integrate with higher level stimulation types, such as PNS [68]. Over the next
several years, prosthesis development will continue to reflect the unanimous need to deliver sensory
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feedback [1, 5], requiring more innovation in the design of LCNI feedback delivery systems.
2.3.3 Non-Invasive Sensory Feedback
Antfolk et al. [29] and Stephens-Fripp et al. [76] comprehensively review recent reports of sensory
feedback in prosthetics. They identify the most commonly used and effective feedback delivery sys-
tems, emphasizing the use of modally-matched feedback types wherever possible. Modally-matched
feedback types, like HapPro—a mechanotactile (MT) forearm-mounted roller device [77], deliver a
familiar proprioceptive sensory response to the brain, making the learning process straightforward
[29]. Modally-mismatched feedback types are more common, such as vibrotactile (VT), electro-
tactile (ET), aural/bone conduction, and visual/periphery displays. Haptic feedback types such
as VT and ET are not as bulky as MT devices. They can be arranged into a grid of several point
stimulations and they do not require as much power as MT approaches [29]. VT grids are gen-
erally used more than ET ones since they are considerably less expensive, use the lowest amount
of power to operate, and do not require a designated amplifier circuit. ET grids are preferred by
some researchers since each element can be smaller and provide a more precise stimulation to the
skin; additionally, two separate modalities (frequency and amplitude) can be stimulated simul-
taneously and without significant delays or ramp-up time [29]. Clemente et al. used augmented
reality glasses to project stretching elliptical figures representing grip closure and grip force into the
wearer’s peripheral vision [78]. Aural feedback methods, such as sound or bone conduction-based
stimulation can encode more information than visual feedback systems (without explicitly watch-
ing the prosthesis), using combinations of tones and volumes to report information from different
sensory channels [79, 80]. Unfortunately, visual and aural feedback methods demand significant
attention from an individual to gather the information, requiring one to ignore or tune-out their
visual/auditory environment to attend to the stimulation signals [65, 66]. This fails to relax the
wearer’s cognitive load, as expressed by dissatisfied wearers [1, 5, 8]. Moreover, compared to haptic
grids, the number of feedback channels is relatively low, and the systems can be costly.
D’Alonzo and Cipriani have made the most important advancements in haptic feedback for
upper-limb prosthetics. They created vibrating elements (vibels) that isolate haptic amplitude
and frequency modalities separately, useful for higher dimensionality feedback [81]. Later, using
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similar vibels, they created novel hybrid vibro-electrotactile (HyVE) elements that can efficiently
deliver multi-modal sensory feedback to communicate information from a multitude of sensory
channels from a prosthesis [82]. Eagleman used his VEST technology to give lower-limb amputees
a sense of joint angles and pressures to help improve gait [32]. To the extent of research done,
no other researchers have used a haptic grid of this magnitude, complexity, and dimensionality to
support sensory feedback in upper-limb prosthetics.
2.4 What Makes an Effective Haptic SSAD?
There are a number of considerations that need to be taken into account to establish an effective
sensory substitution/augmentation experience. These considerations tailor themselves to the ne-
cessities of the haptic delivery to promote the best information transfer. These include determining
the ideal stimulation sites, tactor spacing, vibration frequencies and intensities, response times,
and haptic display patterns. Beyond sensory substitution and augmentation, other considerations
need to be addressed to be an effective medical device, tailoring to the needs of the wearer so that
the technology can be adopted. Taken together, these considerations work an optimum SSAD that
promotes more functional use of their prosthesis and elicits better device ownership.
2.4.1 Target Feedback Location: Regional Skin Throughput
As discussed in Section 2.3.3, vibrotactile interfaces, for many reasons, are the most broadly used
somatosensory stimulation technique. To deliver the most effective vibrotactile experience, some
precautions need to be met, namely tactile sensitivity and acuity of the target site, and how
the haptic vibrator imparts information transfer. First, consider the selection of a stimulation
site. For haptic information to transfer successfully, the stimulator needs to be able to target a
sense that can always be felt, but more importantly on a site that isn’t necessary for cofunction,
unlike Bach-Y-Rita’s TDU [21–23, 52]. This excludes the sensitive regions of the skin such as the
tongue/mouth, face, hand, feet and genitals (which are too small anyway), and also rules out other
forms of stimulation such as visual periphery and aural feedback approaches [65, 66]. This leaves
lesser-used areas like the torso, arms, legs, and head. Of these, the torso [30, 32, 40–42, 59, 61]
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and arm [25–28, 33, 60, 67, 78, 81, 82] are the most commonly used. Both are effective stimulation
sites. The arm and torso differ largely in the application for which they deliver sensory information.
Most of the significant results regarding the torso are for sight/hearing feedback [30, 32, 40–42, 45],
while the arm has been targeted primarily for upper-limb prosthetics. This is because, while the
torso is somewhat arbitrary for the vision and hearing applications, the arm presents an extra
useful function for amputees wearing prosthetics. For those who have undergone an amputation,
phantom hand sensations are resolved where the severed nerve endings reside in the residua. This
allows a stimulation device to present a sensation collocated with the phantom limb via external
stimulation. This site is especially good for feeling touch sensations (modally-matched/aligned
stimulation), but there is little work (at least none found in this literature review) to support the
same effect for proprioception or temperature. Touch sensations mostly apply for those prosthesis
users who have undergone a recent traumatic amputation surgery; significantly fewer individuals
experience similar perceptual experiences if the amputation was in the distant past or they were
born with limb deficiency [19]. Beyond only the sense of touch, if more multi-sensory channels are
capable of being captured from the prosthesis and are able to be delivered to a haptic grid, there
is not enough sensing space on the arm, especially compared to the torso or head. At least for
temperature and proprioceptive feedback, it is necessary to direct those senses to a larger tactile
body, where there is more tactile real-estate so that significantly more stimulators can be used.
However, even though the space is ample on the torso, the distance that two adjacent tactors
need to be separated (more than seven centimeters) is significantly larger than on the scalp (less
than four centimeters), according to E.H. Weber—the pioneer of the two-point-discrimination test
[54]. He found that, despite hair obstruction, the skin on the scalp has good tactile sensitivity
and excellent tactile acuity, although it is not perfectly uniform [54]. Last of all, and probably
the most overlooked subject in haptic stimulation, is that stimulation sites that are active and
movable may disrupt the tactor contact onto the skin. The arms, legs, and torso all dynamically
change shape throughout the day. For this reason, the head’s fixed-shape makes it the most ideal
surface to place tactile stimulators because movement is very unlikely to prevent the wearer from
feeling a stimulation. This benefit is twofold as it mitigates the risk of getting damaged with
regular movement. In the literature, only one haptic device was found to target the head as the
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stimulation site [58] for hazardous workplace sensory addition. Bertram et al. found that the scalp
provides a sensitive and rapidly responsive site to transmit tactile information. They experienced
response times were equal to or faster than stimulation on the hand and thigh, and confirmed that
targeting touch was more preferential than sight and hearing because of its increased “bandwidth”,
when the latter senses are busy [58].
Beneath the skin are tactile mechanoreceptors of many types, as shown in Fig. 2.1, each which
serve a specific purpose in sensing skin function:
 Slowly Adapting: (1) Merkel receptors, which sense pressure and texture and (2) Ruffini
cylinders, which respond to skin stretching.
 Rapid Adapting: (1) Meissner corpuscles, which activate with low frequency (20–50 Hz) pres-
sure fluctuation and (2) Pacinain corpuscles, which respond to high frequency (50–250 Hz)
pressure fluctuation [83].
Figure 2.1: Somatosensory system, a detailed look at the internal structures within the skin. Image
courtesy of Bruce Blausen, medical gallery of Blausen Medical 2014.
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Vibrational haptic systems need to target the rapid adapting receptors to be effective, so actuators
need to be carefully chosen to operate within these frequencies.
2.4.2 Reaction Time
Humans wearing myoelectric prostheses will find that feedback begins to be perceptibly delayed
for response times that occur longer than 300 (50–400) ms after the believed instant of an event;
however, this is a highly debated topic in the literature [84]. This means that if the amount of time
between when the participant should have sensed an event (which is usually 50–200 ms after the
actual instant of the event [85]) and when they feel it is greater than 300 ms, they will notice some
latency [84, 85]. For some real-time human-in-the-loop control systems, delays over one second
introduce significant complexity to the task, exceeding the average person’s “flow of thought” rate
[86]. Reaction time is characterized extensively in a literature review by Kosinski [87]. To illustrate
the effect reaction time has on the wearer in practice, consider the hypothetical task of curling
a bionic finger to a target position with eyes as the feedback sensor, assuming that the finger is
already in motion:
The wearer is constantly monitoring the deviation of the finger with their eyesight, except due to speed at
which someone can interpret the sighted information is delayed by nominally 100 ms (14–222 ms [85, 88]),
which is normally responded to within 180–200 ms [87] due to neuromuscular lag. Neglecting predictive
and preemptive response behavior (somewhat similar to a proportional controller), the person interprets the
bionic finger surpassing the target destination point 100 ms after it actually did, this along with neuromus-
cular delay adds up to 200 ms before a halting EMG signal is received by the bionic limb’s EMG sensors.
At this point, the EMG signals are filtered over 100 ms windows (100–125 ms as reported by Farrell and
Wier [84]) to be processed. This is followed by another conservative 200 ms for EMG processors to predict
the intended action and send electrical control signals to the bionic finger’s operating motor, which, given
its own momentum and inertia will decelerate smoothly to rest.
In its entirety, the hypothetical bionic finger task action endured about 500 ms of delay, and
results in a joint deviation that is well beyond the intended target position. Noting that the
internal biological parts are “instantaneous” from the wearer’s perspective, any additional time on
top of their own processing time is recognized as a delay [85]. Now consider the same circumstance
when they, instead of eyesight, depend on an SSAD’s haptic information, assuming they have
been completely trained (they can directly interpret the sensory information). Tactile information
is responded to slightly faster (155 ms) than eyesight (180–200 ms) [87], but the end result in
this new scenario would worsen since there are inherent latencies that come with operating the
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SSAD: sensing, electronic communications, microprocessor interpretation/computation, and then
haptic actuation dynamics. Of course, after significant practice, users in human–machine interfaces
can become skilled at timing actions before its the critical event (like derivative, D, gain in PID
controllers). So even though the wearer is bound to experience latency, a latency figure of over
300 ms is still acceptable due to the compensative nature of the human brain, and fairly stable
control of the bionic joint can be maintained despite the delays in the system. Beyond 1 second,
the user feels as though they are no longer in control of their machine. This is a fundamental
number for web development reported in Jakob Nielson’s textbook, Usability Engineering [86].




The primary development in this thesis is the custom design of a wearable haptic feedback device
(WHFD) intended to describe the sensory states of a prosthesis to its wearer in a low-cost and
non-invasive way. It will alert the wearer of activity on his/her prosthesis so that they do not need
to direct visual, auditory or other forms of attention to their actions. In this chapter, the required
functional objectives are outlined, detailing the criteria the desired solution must feature. After
establishing a clear picture for the expectations to be included in the final product, later discussion
outlines the features that do not need to be present in the first prototype. This chapter describes
each functional component of the prototype, including a detailed look at the internal components
and how they contribute to the overall workflow. After a forward look at integration methods for
modern myoelectric prostheses, this chapter concludes with suggestions for ways to improve the
current WHFD for future prototypes.
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3.1 Objectives of the Final Product
A daily struggle for people with upper-limb deficiencies is that they regularly need assistance
with everyday tasks or risk lacking grace given their limited mobility both with and without
the prosthesis. An assistive sensory feedback device can promote independence and sharpen the
ability to use and handle objects. With this in mind, the stimulation device needs to be wearable,
wireless and lightweight such that it can be donned and doffed one-handedly, without any strain or
need for additional help. As discussed in Section 2.3, the cognitive load to operating a prosthesis
is burdensome, and SSADs aimed at stimulating the wearer’s eyes or ears do not alleviate that
burden. Moreover, tactile senses provide the brain with large quantities of information that can be
processed all together, while senses such as sight and hearing can only be interpreted when attended
to [65, 66]. With this consideration, the stimulation device is required to target the wearer’s tactile
senses via haptic actuators, so not to be an obstruction to their visual and auditory environment.
As a result, this leaves the rich senses free to multitask as they normally would, while providing
the wearer with abundant concurrent information.
The WHFD is aimed at improving the individual’s accuracy and confidence with their prosthe-
sis. This is only possible with plenty of practice, taking time to gain familiarity with the sensory
information that may eventually promote better limb control. For this endeavor to be successful,
the wearer’s first impression needs to result in a clear improvement in operational efficiency to
instill a new level of sensory dependence [40]. Without immediate success, the wearer will be less
motivated to continue to use it. From a neurological development perspective, the brain needs
to become aware of the impact introduced by the artificial sensory information to proceed with
neuroplasticity—and by extension, sensory augmentation [40]. The brain needs incentive to rewire
neural pathways to direct stimuli through requisite cortical regions so that it can readily interpret
the sensory information and treat it as necessity. To accomplish this, the stimulation patterns
need to be intuitive and immediately understood so that the learning curve is shallow and the
stimulator’s effectiveness is realized early—before significant practice. With sufficient practice,
the user’s brain will have become prepared to accept these signals and they can be interpreted as
instinctively as a natural sense. Finally, after enough exposure, the wearer is expected to have
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gained an intuitive control of the prosthesis, even if the SSAD is not worn. This was proven
possible by Bach-Y-Rita’s balance restoration device, BrainPort. After significant exposure, the
user only needed to use it once to calibrate her vestibular system so that her balance would be
sustained for several days [38, 39, 55]. For it to work with this device, the tactile receptors need to
be strongly stimulated so that the brain can learn to imagine the sensations, and predict the state
of the prosthesis. Eventually, this WHFD will instill a dependence on the sensory information so
that, much like a training-aid, the wearer will be able to have improved control of the prosthesis
on a subconscious level. Theoretically, with enough time, the brain will be able to plasticize to
the point where sensory states can be well-approximated, instead of sensed directly; hopefully, to
the extent that they will seldom need to wear the WHFD for enhanced control of their limb.
The WHFD needs to be designed to accommodate a futuristic model of a prosthesis. In the
best modern commercial prostheses, they have less than five degrees-of-actuation (DOA) resulting
in a multitude of gestures [72, 74]. To operate the prosthesis, a collection of internal sensors that
read the user’s intent determine which grip pose to apply, then more user intervention begins
the actuation. The novelty of the WHFD is that it needs to display great quantities of sensory
information; other SSADs in this field limit the dimensionality of the stimulus to no more than three
active sensors. Applying the strategies of Bach-Y-Rita [20–23, 45–52], and Eagleman [30, 32, 40–
42], the WHFD’s tactile display needs to contain a multitude of actuators, capable of delivering
many independent sensory states. Greater developments in EMG, FMG, EEG or other motion-
intent sensing technologies may give rise to robotic limbs that enable precise individual digit/joint
control. In this hypothetical scenario, the need for sensory feedback is increased greatly, such
as knowing how much each joint has moved and how much load each joint is under. Much like
developments such as the Modular Prosthetic Limb (MPL) and the LUKE Arm, a prosthetic limb
is under development in the Sensing and Mechatronic Systems (SAMS) Lab at Western University
(Fig. 3.1), which is capable of eight independent DOA and multi-channel sensing.
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(a) Front (b) Rear
Figure 3.1: A custom 3D printed trans-radial prosthetic arm with eight DOA.
The WHFD is to be designed to have many tactile stimulators so that, should upper-limb
prosthetics gain this level of dexterity and sensibility, the wearer will be well-informed of each
independent sensory state. With the custom prosthesis in Fig. 3.1 as the known benchmark, the
WHFD will be designed to display all 15 sensory states (eight proprioceptive, four tactile, one
temperature, and two auxiliary). However, the WHFD is also intended to be compatible with
existing prostheses that would be retrofitted with an external sensor package. This means that
the presentation of the information will need to be configurable to the wearer’s specific needs as
well as the arrangement and form factor of their prosthesis. Not only does the WHFD need to
portray a lot of information, but it also needs to present the information in real time. The overall
assembly will need to be responsive in order to avoid significant latency between the instance of
an event and when the wearer is informed. If the response is too delayed, the person may struggle
to relate the sensation to reality and find that performing tasks with it is impractically slow [86].
To address the most essential needs of the target market, the WHFD needs to be portable,
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affordable, comfortable, and aesthetically pleasing while the technology remains inconspicuous. To
achieve this, the tactors and other internal electronics will have to be minimized so that they can
be integrated into, or under, other items of clothing. Wires, batteries and other internal equipment
are not to be exposed. Beyond this, the final product will need to have a full-day longevity before
its battery needs to be recharged, so a battery and other power-harvesting hardware will need to
be carefully optimized to satisfy all of the product requirements such as size, power, and discharge
rate. Materials that make up the WHFD need to consider comfort and visual appeal, so factors
such as warmth, bulk, integration and fit need to be considered so the user will be willing to wear
it each day. Last of all, the total cost of the product should aim to not exceed $100, so the internal
components must be relatively inexpensive to remain accessible for anyone who needs it.
3.2 The First Prototype
The features detailed in the above section lay out the criteria that must be satisfied in the WHFD.
In this section, those criteria that are essential in the first prototype are discussed. The prototype
needed for the primary investigation will reflect most of the functionality of the final product, and
unnecessary features will be added to future iterations. Like any development, prototypes need to
be created along the way to assess the device feasibility and determine features to add to, keep in,
or exclude from future iterations.
Wearable devices pose a challenge to test on a broad population scale. This is because a single
prototype may only properly fit select individuals, leaving those who have different dimensions
and body-types to wear the device incorrectly and typically miss the full benefit of the equipment.
However, in most circumstances, it is inefficient and unreasonably expensive to develop copies of
hardware to fit specific bodies, especially for initial prototypes. This means that there is a trade-off
between how uniformly the tactile sensation presents itself across every participant and the breadth
of the eligible users. Due to these conflicting objectives, it was decided to design the prototype
with as much conformability and adjustability as possible to closely resemble the functionality
that would be achieved if it were properly fitted for each unique individual. This design decision
could introduce bias favoring those with a specific body type, resulting in a potential correlation
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between the usefulness of the prototype and the participant’s physical shape.
The form factor of the electronic hardware matters primarily in the final stage of development;
ideally, the final product will have smaller electronic components so that they can be internalized
and disguised in the wearable’s aesthetic. For interim prototypes, functionality trumps aesthetic
as they are typically prone to error and unforeseen bugs. The electronics need to remain adaptable
and exposed enough to troubleshoot, allowing faults to be rectified as they occur. Alternatively,
large and overly exposed components may obstruct and diminish the tactile sensation, which is
not representative of how the final product will work. So while the device’s electronics are not
necessarily expected to be developed to their final form, some thoughtful design and overall size
reduction should be considered. Additionally, the inclusion of batteries and charging circuitry
can greatly complicate the design, which may compromise the prototype’s form factor and safety.
For early experiments, an emergency power-cut circuit is essential, so the power circuit and its
emergency features must be externalized, in place of a battery.
Due to mid-term modifications in the project scope (a primary focus on the WHFD over the
integration with prostheses), the prosthesis that the WHFD is designed for is not yet complete.
For now, the prototype is to obtain its sensory information from computer simulation instead
of sensors directly. The simulation is designed to emulate the expected nature of the sensory
input, only that it can be prompted by mechanisms in software instead of reality. The simulation
is created in a MATLAB environment, which is also used for automating the study flow, data
collection and tracking the progress of each participant. Additionally, the goal is to assess the
prototype feasibility, so that it does not need to convey every possible sense that the eventual
prosthetic will be capable of gathering. In this case, the MATLAB program limits the sensory
attributes to only proprioceptive information, which are listed in Table 3.1 below:
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Table 3.1: Active joints available on the prototype prosthesis.
Hand Wrist
Index Finger Flexion (IF) Flexion/Extension (WF/WE)
Middle Finger Flexion (MF) Ulnar/Radial Deviation (WU/WR)
Ring Finger Flexion (RF) Supination/Pronation (WS/WP)
Thumb Flexion (TF)
Thumb Opposition (TO)
The prototype needs to be modular so it can be disconnected from the virtual environment and
directly into the prosthesis, without any significant changes. This way, the WHFD can respond to
the simulated sensory information in the same way as the true system. As the prototype is not yet
expected to be wireless until the power circuitry is internalized, the simulated sensory information
delivered from MATLAB can be directly communicated via a USB connection.
The factors discussed in the above two sections provide some criteria and constraints on the
design of the final product and the expectations to be delivered upon for the first prototype.
A comprehensive technical overview of the features and internal workings of the prototype in
conjunction with how they satisfy each objective and constraint is discussed in Section 3.3.
3.3 Prototype Features
Encapsulating all of the essential objectives and constraints of the WHFD that were discussed
in the previous sections, the prototype development, functions, and its key features are detailed.
As mentioned in Section 2.3, vibrotactile stimulators are most commonly used in haptic feedback
devices for their small form factor, low unit cost and exceptionally low power per unit. While
they still may have some significant drawbacks compared to ET and MT style stimulators, both
alternatives also have drawbacks that fail to satisfy the form factor and cost constraints of the
final design. The actuator selected for this prototype is an eccentric rotary mass (ERM) vibratory
motor, similar to the actuators that Novich and Eagleman used in the VEST [30, 32, 40–42].
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Specifically, this actuator is a 10 mm brushed DC motor, (product number 310-103) developed
by Precision Microdrives, for approximately $2 per unit (in batch quantities) [89]. This style of
actuator is commonly referred to as a coin or pancake haptic motor. The magnitude of vibration
force, Fv, generated by the motor is given as the centrifugal force, Fc, which is a function of the
angular velocity, ω, the mass of the eccentric load, m, and the distance between its centre of mass
and its rotational axis, `, as presented in Eq. (3.1). This equation describes the in-plane centrifugal
force magnitude, which is resolved as a single 2D vector pointing radially from the axis of rotation.
It is the result of the superposition of the forces directed in both the x and y directions. This
model is simplified to neglect plane tilt and gravitational effects.




For all of the reasons discussed in Section 2.4, the scalp may make a great stimulation site
for haptic feedback. This site has the added benefit of satisfying the above objective to create
a single prototype that can fit a large proportion of the adult human population. Adult human
head dimensions do not change significantly throughout the adult population; in fact, hats—more
than every other item of clothing—are designed as one-size-fits-most unisex [90]. This, coupled
with all of the benefits that support the scalp as a large cutaneous surface for which to stimulate
with haptics, brings great confidence that such a design is feasible. While limited research has
attempted to use the scalp as the stimulation site for an SSAD, Bertram et al., had promising
results [58]. They only target the skin around the forehead, temples and nape (the most sensitive
regions of the scalp), while the study presented herein will aim to stimulate the complete scalp.
Further, the feasibility of using the entire scalp as the stimulation site will also be evaluated.
The prototype features 30 vibratory units stitched onto a Lycra skullcap (produced by Outdoor
Essentials), arranged as shown in Fig. 3.2. Lycra (commonly known as Spandex) is very thin,
light and breathable, but also offers extensibility to conform snugly onto most adult heads (40th
percentile female up to the 80th percentile male [90]). The skullcap material also provides some
preload onto the scalp, collapsing dense hair and still effectively pushing the vibrating elements
firmly and comfortably onto the scalp. While the preload of the skullcap is not perfectly uniform
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Figure 3.2: The layout for haptic actuators spread across the scalp (forehead left).
for each participant, the population’s head dimensions are consistent enough that the headgear
should produce similar tactile experiences for the great majority of users. Future iterations still
may consider units of different sizes for a customized fit.
The headgear features a Teensy 4.0 microcontroller, which has a 32-bit, 600 MHz IC framework
developed by Arm (Arm Cortex M7) [91]. Revisiting Eq. (3.1), the vibration intensity is directly
proportional to the rotational velocity of the motor. The motor speed, ν, can be directly controlled
by the provided voltage, Vm, given by the KV rating of the motor, Kv (which is a motor constant
that relates the supplied voltage to the output speed, in units of RPM/V); the relationship is
expressed in Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3). After substitution, Eq. (3.4) shows the magnitude of the
vibration force as a function of the motor voltage and KV.
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With digital circuitry, the standard way to manipulate the apparent voltage across a reactive
load is to rapidly toggle the voltage state (i.e., high and low). At fast toggling frequencies, the
time-averaged voltage over several cycles is the perceived voltage experienced by the motor, due to
the lagging nature of inductors. In Eq. (3.5), it can be seen that the amount voltage experienced
by the motor, Vm, is directly related to the amount of time the voltage, Vcc, is high in a toggle
cycle. This ratio of “on-time”, thigh, to the total cycle time, T , is known as the duty cycle, D. So
to directly increase the speed of the motor (and increase the vibration intensity), the duty cycle
needs to be increased (i.e., the voltage spends more time in its high state). The process known
for varying the duty cycle is known as pulse width modulation, or PWM. Each motor is fastened
to a custom printed circuit board (PCB) that uses a MOSFET switching circuit to convert the
logic-level PWM signal (Vcc = 3.3 V at 25 mA) to a sufficient power level provided by an external
power supply (Vs = 5 V at 150 mA) to power each motor. Substituting Eq. (3.5) into Eq. (3.4),
and recognizing that the MOSFET switches the high state of the control voltage from Vhigh to Vs,
yields the general model of the expected vibration force given PWM control of the supply voltage,
represented in Eq. (3.6). This equation is a major simplification, neglecting core dynamics and
initial conditions of the motor. Refer to Fig. 3.3 to clarify the derivation in Eq. (3.5).
Figure 3.3: PWM control signal.






























Pulse width modulation is achieved by allocating a certain amount of MCU clock cycles to
the high-voltage state, given a known PWM frequency. For independent control of 30 motors,
PWM is a costly operation to do locally on the MCU, and can make the cycle time considerably
slow. Since reaction time is one of the top priorities of the haptic device, cycle speed could not
be compromised. In the prototype, two PCA 9685, 12-bit PWM generators are used (produced
by NXP) [92]. Each one is dedicated to precisely controlling the duty cycle percentage of up to
16 motors. Both PCA modules operate on an I2C communication protocol and are commanded
to update the duty cycle of each channel at fixed time intervals, which significantly increases the
MCUs productivity. The great benefit of using I2C is that up to 128 devices can be daisy-chained
by extending only two wires (SDA and SCL). Further, 62 PCA modules can be coupled together,
allowing up to 992 motors to be individually controlled, with virtually no deficit (assuming that
there is sufficient power available). This solution allows for potential future circuit expansion with
minimal change to existing hardware or software. The target feedback lag time is designed to not
exceed 300 ms (though the individual’s response time will be greater, around 700 ms) to prevent
the wearer from feeling out of control of their prosthesis. They should feel the haptic sensation
aligned to the instant of an event on their prosthesis. Delays any longer than 300 ms appear too
delayed to be functional, as they can result in response times greater than 1 s given other latencies
in the prosthesis operation pipeline [84–86]. To achieve this, the sensory capture system and the
WHFD need to optimize the data collection, wireless communication and actuation methods so
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that the motor reaches its steady state vibration intensity within the 300 ms of the instant of the
event.
The sensory capture system is capable of sending updates to the WHFD at 100 Hz. Each time
the sensors are polled, a sensor data package is produced. It contains 15 eight-bit numbers—one
for each sensor sampled plus a start and stop bit for every byte—totaling 150 bits to be sent via
a wireless data transfer platform (such as Bluetooth or WiFi). With the latest wireless commu-
nication platforms such as Bluetooth 5.2, or WiFi 6, data transfer rates of this magnitude (15.0
kb/s—150 bits at 100 Hz) are manageable with significant bandwidth to expand to more sensory
data or faster sampling/transmission rates if needed. Conservatively, assume that the processing
time needed to parse the data on the WHFD’s end takes equally as long before commanding mo-
tors to change rotational velocity. Thus, for every new sensory event, it will take 20 ms before
that data is interpreted on the WHFD. After this point, the WHFD needs to send a command via
I2C to the PWM drivers. Empirically, it takes 45 µs for each motor’s PWM channel to update,
which in the worst case can slow the response time for 30 active motors by up to 1.4 ms. The
slowest part of the process is waiting for the motor to accelerate to its new steady state velocity.
This step is variable as it depends on the motor’s current speed, the magnitude of velocity step
change, and the voltage/current provided. This transition is negligible for small speed changes,
however, for large velocity change steps, such as the ones used in the first study, the perceptible
stimulation time can be delayed by up to 100 ms. Overall, the roughly calculated maximum time
delay experienced between the instant of an event to the time it is presented to the wearer’s skin
is slightly over 120 ms, which is well under the critical 300 ms target. Together, these systems can
even make the person’s response time (the time needed to interpret and respond to the new haptic
information) around 280 ms, and 600 ms if the response involves an adaptation to the EMG sig-
nals and prosthesis joint trajectories. Note that, the internal workings of the sensory capture and
haptic feedback systems are greatly simplified, omitting major optimizations than can be made to
increase the data transfer reliability, speed, and microcontroller productivity.
The custom motor module also features an LED display that serves as a visual indicator of the
commanded vibration intensity, which is only used for troubleshooting purposes. Troubleshooting
is also made simpler with an LED heartbeat available on the MCU, it beats at known pulse-rates
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assigned to different computational processes. The system uses a B&K Precision power supply
(Model 1671A) [93]. The power supply’s voltage is set to 7.0 V and its current draw is limited
to 5 A, since with 30 motors, each at their maximum rated startup current of 150 mA, the total
current should never exceed 5 A unless there is a short-circuit. The power lines are passed to an
emergency stop (E-Stop) button that is used to disconnect the circuit from the source so that no
power can be delivered to the motors, even if the MCU demands motor activity. This is especially
useful in the event of an emergency situation that is causing harm or discomfort to the wearer.
After the E-Stop button, the power lines are passed into a buck converter, which is an active
voltage regulator that dynamically adapts the power to maintain a safe 5 V and 5 A supply.
Excluding the actuators and external power components, the rest of the electronics are housed
in a 3D printed case that has been stitched to the rim of the skullcap where it will hang by the
base of the skull at the nape. Every motor is connected in parallel to the main power supply.
The motor modules can be separated from the internal electronics via a DB37 connector, which,
much like the E-Stop button, separates the actuators from the supply power and MCU. This is
an essential feature to repair broken wires without the risk of damaging other hardware. The
combined weight of all of the head worn components totals 190 g, which is about 100 g more
than an average baseball cap. With future prototyping, the overall size and weight of the haptic
hardware can be reduced further with custom printed circuit components and smaller connectors;
however, integrating the hardware into aesthetic head worn accessories as well as the addition of
batteries and charging circuitry would likely negate—or exceed—the size and weight reductions.
The headgear and accompanying circuitry are shown in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5.
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(a) One motor module (b) Haptic hat with E-Stop
(c) Haptic hat
Figure 3.4: Headgear and its accompanying circuitry.
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Figure 3.5: A. Lycra skullcap fabric. B. Custom motor module PCB. C. 3D-printed electronics
case. D. DB37 connector. E. Two 16-channel 12-bit PWM generators (PCA 9685).
F. Teensy 4.0 MCU. G. Buck converter. H. E-Stop button. I. DC barrel connector to
power supply.
3.4 Haptic Sequences
There are a variety of ways to encode sensory information into a sequence of vibratory stimuli
that can be interpreted by the wearer; however, many are too complex to gain much information.
As stated before, the haptic patterns need to be prominent and intuitive to promote an instant
familiarization of the haptic information with little practice. Abstract patterns, such as binary or
multiplexed style encoding, offer a small reduction in the number of actuators needed to encode
every combination, but this benefit is not significant enough to consider over more intuitive stim-
ulation patterns. The haptic grid is designed with many actuators so that they do not need to
be used sparingly. The stimulation patterns that this design will employ are simple to interpret;
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they use a single motor, or pair of motors, to encode the information from a single sensor. For this
primary investigation, three differing haptic patterns are compared to one another—PVI, SVI, and
ST, respectively assigned stimulation types 0, 1, and 2. In this section, each stimulation type will
be described in depth. With each stimulation method a YouTube link is provided to help better
visualize the physical presentation of the haptic signals.
3.4.1 Type 0: Point Vibration Intensity
Stimulation Type 0 is the point vibration intensity (PVI) stimulation method. It is arguably the
simplest stimulation method as it most näıvely describes the presence of sensed behavior from the
prosthesis and uses the actuators most sparingly. This method is also the most commonly used
haptic feedback strategy found across the literature. The sensed quantity is directly mapped to
a single motor’s rotation speed. The mapping for Type 0 is provided in Fig. 3.6. In the study
described in Chapter 4, participants assigned this stimulation type are classified as τ0.
Figure 3.6: Joint to actuator mappings in stimulation Type 0 (forehead left). Grey elements are
unused and can be reserved for other senses.
As the sensed quantity increases in prominence, so does the motor’s rotation speed, thereby in-
creasing the vibration intensity, shown in Fig. 3.7 below and in the PVI video available on YouTube
(https://youtu.be/m2TPOf3BTmc). After the sensor readings have settled on a quantity for one
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second, the motors are rested, as too much vibration can be distracting, can introduce headaches,
and may drown out the sensations of other active tactors. The vibration will resume when the
sensor quantity is moved beyond a 5% threshold of its resting state. Using the fewest number of
actuators is both a benefit and a drawback since there are more free nodes for more senses to be
displayed at the expense of feedback resolution. Provided that the person can precisely recognize
relatively small changes in the vibration intensity, the sensory information can be displayed on a
fine resolution scale, but this is limited by the wearer’s minimum perception of vibration intensity
change. This method encourages more of a modally-matched relationship to scalar senses such as
forces and temperatures. In this way is it easy to interpret the tactile information as force when it
is presented as vibration force, or vibration frequency that is is analogous to thermal energy. This
simple relationship is one that can permit intuitive association and fast learning rates according
to Novich [40].
Figure 3.7: Haptic response with the PVI stimulation method. The vibration intensity of a single
actuator increases proportionally with the sensed quantity. The colour bar at the
bottom represents the mixture of vibration intensities (transitioning from white to
red) at each sensed quantity level.
3.4.2 Type 1: Spatial Vibration Intensity
Stimulation Type 1 is the spatial vibration intensity (SVI) stimulation method. It behaves like
an extended version of the PVI method, differing only in that SVI uses twice as many actuators.
The SVI actuator mapping for the proprioceptive information used in the first investigation is
presented in Fig. 3.8. In the study described in Chapter 4, participants assigned this stimulation
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type are classified as τ1.
Figure 3.8: Joint to actuator mappings in stimulation Type 1 (forehead left), smaller points be-
tween paired actuators indicate a transition in vibration intensity. Grey elements are
unused and can be reserved for other senses.
As the sensed quantity increases in magnitude from 0–50%, the first motor ramps from rest to
its maximum speed, then from 50–100% the vibration intensity transitions from the first motor to
the second. This is graphically represented in Fig. 3.9 and in the SVI video available on YouTube
(https://youtu.be/MHXioEUeVOM). This was a novel design, extending upon PVI, which was
hypothesized to provide modally-matched feedback for vector (magnitude and direction) sensory
quantities such as joint motion. This method feels like the combined vibration beat is moving across
the scalp, proportionally to the amount of joint motion. Just like PVI, the haptic output will stop
when the sensory output has halted for over one second and will resume after a 5% deviation
from the last update. The benefit of SVI over PVI is that it can display the sensed quantity
over a wider output spectrum, effectively doubling the output resolution. Moreover, spreading the
output spectrum over two vibrating entities uses sensory redundancy to further improve haptic
clarity since it utilizes two coupled attributes (space and vibration intensity), to render the sensed
quantity. Unfortunately, in exchange for better haptic resolution, it suffers obvious drawbacks such
as using more nodes, resulting in fewer sensed quantities available to be displayed, greater electrical
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power consumption, and could potentially overwhelm the wearer if all of the sensors are triggered
at once. Any number of actuators can be used to expand the haptic resolution further at the
expense of proportionally more power consumption, among other deficits. In this first experiment,
for 11 independent joint actions, the 30 available actuators limit the maximum number of actuators
that can be used for each senor to two. At the same time, two motors per sensor is the minimum
number of actuators needed to demonstrate the SVI effect. In later iterations of the WHFD, more
actuators per sensed quantity will be considered if it can satisfy the cost-to-benefit criteria. For
this to be done, more actuators need to be added and grouped motors will need to be placed closer
together.
Figure 3.9: The haptic response with the SVI stimulation method. The first actuator (red) grad-
ually increases proportionally with the sensed quantity up to 50%; afterwards, the
second actuator (blue) gradually increases while the first actuator gradually decreases
proportionally with the sensed quantity. The colour bar at the bottom represents the
mixture of vibration intensities (transitioning from white to red to blue) at each sensed
quantity level.
3.4.3 Type 2: Spatiotemporal
Stimulation Type 2 is a spatiotemporal (ST) stimulation method. It is the most abstract feedback
strategy evaluated in this investigation. It gained its merit in Novich’s haptic throughput explo-
ration using Eagleman’s VEST [40, 41]. Subtle elements of a haptic pattern, such as space, time
and the physical implementation of the pattern itself, can be considered the information carriers.
Combinations of these attributes contribute to an outstandingly high level of feedback dimension-
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ality resolving the same amount of information with fewer actuators. Novich found that haptic
patterns using space and time to encode the information, especially in a sweeping fashion, carry
information most clearly and efficiently [40, 41]. He also found that ST patterns perform even bet-
ter as the stimulation time (haptic sequence duration) increases. For the prosthesis application, a
single sweep can encode several components of sensory information such as the motion, direction
and contact forces experienced by one finger—in a single sweep. In this study, the sweeping pattern
evolves like two marching motors shown in Fig. 3.10, as well as the ST video available on YouTube
(https://youtu.be/uKEfTT3vrls). Both motors start at rest, the first motor turns on, followed by
the second, then the first motor turns off, followed by the second. The direction of the sweeping
motion indicates the direction in which the joint is moving. Joint motion in the wrist is defined as
either positive (flexion, ulnar deviation, or supination) or negative (extension, radial deviation, or
pronation) displacement from the neutral pose. Alternatively, the joints in the hand only deviate
in one direction (flexion/opposition) from their neural pose, which is at one extreme of the stroke.
Figure 3.10: The haptic response with the ST stimulation method, the pair of actuators (red and
blue) activate to full intensity in sequence each time a sensed quantity threshold is
surpassed, the duration of the haptic sequence increases proportionally to the mag-
nitude of the sensed quantity. Empty circles represent that the motor has turned
off.
Of course, a downside for ST stimulation methods is that they cannot report sensory informa-
tion instantaneously, since the sequence takes time to execute. The pattern used in this investiga-
tion elapses over at least 300 ms and up to 3 s depending on the magnitude of the sensed quantity
(time is the information carrier). For an ST feedback method to be successful in the prosthetics
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sensing application, the haptic pattern will need to play out quickly enough before polling the
next sensed quantity and the new haptic pattern begins. As a result, either the ST pattern needs
to be short in duration (which defeats the purpose of ST patterns), the sensed attributes need to
be polled very slowly (which delay the response time the wearer can achieve with the WHFD),
or the output spectrum needs to be discretized into fewer levels/thresholds (reducing the wearer’s
sensed precision). While there is no dispute that ST style stimulation types can achieve higher
quantities of information transfer and substantially better identification rates over other feedback
methods, it can only generally achieve this in exchange for delayed response times or poor sensory
resolution. Overall, ST patterns are not ideal for real-time haptic feedback applications such as
piloting a prosthesis. The ST pattern is investigated in this study to compare against PVI and
SVI patterns. It should be noted that there are several interpretations and implementations of
ST patterns, the sweeping ST pattern was selected strictly for comparison to Novich’s research. If
Type 2 proves most successful, perhaps future research should explore other forms of ST feedback,
ideally those that reduce some of the drawbacks found to be present in the one evaluated in this
study. The layout for how these motors are mapped to the vibration motors on the headgear is
presented in Fig. 3.11. In the study described in Chapter 4, participants assigned this stimulation
type are classified as τ2.
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Figure 3.11: Joint to actuator mappings in stimulation Type 2 (forehead left), chevrons between
paired actuators indicate the direction of the termporal sequence and point in the
direction of motion (deviation from their rest/home position). Hand joints (I [red],
M [orange], R [yellow], T [green], and O [blue]) deviate in only one direction from
their rest position, while wrist joints (F-E [violet], U-R [magenta] and S-P [cyan]) can
move in two directions per joint but have a neutral rest position between both joint
limits. Grey elements are unused and can be reserved for other senses.
In both stimulation Types 0 and 1, the feedback can be output on a vibrational continuum,
but Type 2 cannot. In order to test them all comparably, they were all resolved into the same six
discrete thresholds (0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%). Fig. 3.12 describes how this modification
changes the output haptic response for Type 0 and Type 1.
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(a) PVI discretized (b) SVI discretized
Figure 3.12: A discretized model of both stimulation Type 0 and 1, separated into the same six
thresholds as represented in Type 2.
3.5 How it Works
When the headgear is turned on, it begins by setting up its communication connection and then
performs a brief calibration sequence—every motor on the headgear is cycled in vibration intensity
so that the user can detect faults such as missed motors or vibration irregularities. This calibra-
tion sequence allows the wearer to become accustomed to the haptic intensities and provide a
predisposed model of the motor mapping and vibration intensity spectrum for which to relate the
sensory activity. Now the MATLAB program (or in future, the sensory capture system) can send
any information over to the headgear and the headgear will respond promptly. The MCU computes
the rotational velocities to be commanded of the appropriate motors. When any one of the sensor
quantities has reached a steady-state, the motors will be halted, the MCU it will enter idle again
until sensory information arrives that indicates a 5% change from the last update. This process
repeats continuously, dynamically adapting motor vibration states as the sensory data continues
to flow. If the hat has remained in idle for over a minute without any successful information
transfer the headgear will check its communications with the sensory information sender to ensure
the connection is still present. If the communications have broken, it will signal the wearer with a
specific haptic stimulation to attend to this fault.
Chapter 4
Methods: Study Design, Data
Collection and Processing
To evaluate the effectiveness of the prototype, a study was constructed to determine how well
participants are able to interpret haptic information. In this chapter the participant sample de-
mographics are established and the study design and procedure are described. It details how
participants are assigned to their experimental group. The study also attempts to establish which
experimental group—given one of three different haptic stimulation patterns—can best learn to
interpret the information. Before transitioning into Chapter 5, each operational variable is defined
how it can help quantify overall learning is explained.
4.1 Participants
Thirty-seven participants (28 male and 9 female, all identifying as cisgender) were recruited for
the study, the majority of whom were related to the Faculty of Engineering at Western University
(mean age = 27.5). The eligibility requirements limited participation to individuals over the age
of eighteen with normal to corrected-to-normal vision, but no volunteers had to be turned away.




Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three experimental groups, with each group
tasked to learn a different haptic stimulus pattern. A random group number assignment, τi,
was determined by the chronological order in which participants attended their first session, also
creating their participant ID number, :
i = mod (, 3),
( = 1→ τ1,  = 2→ τ2,  = 3→ τ0)
(4.1)
The order by which participants became involved in the study was organized at random,
determined only by the mutual availability of the participant and investigators, resulting in uniform
assignment over the experimental groups (Type 0: n = 12, Mage = 25.08 (SD = 3.872), 9 males;
Type 1: n = 13, Mage = 30.46 (SD = 13.226), 10 males; Type 2: n = 12, Mage = 28.08 (SD =
9.922), 9 males).
Participants were scheduled to attend their sessions on a weekly basis, with adjustments for
availability and convenience. To keep the visits as routine as possible, it was politely recommended
that successive visits be booked as close to the same time every week. Initially, the duration
between successive visits was firmly set between 4–10 days (1 week ± 3 days) and breaching this
would default to withdrawal from the study. However, this standard had to be circumvented due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, which will be discussed at length in Section 5.4.2 and Section 6.2.1. The
total number of sessions needed to collect data, and thus the number of weeks to be scheduled,
varied by participant. This is due to the nature of the study design, in that participants were
required to pass the tests to advance to the following stages. This was a strict control over the
learning rate of the participants. Theoretically, the entirety of learning could be observed in a 3–6
hour session, combining multiple sessions into a single sitting. This practice is recommended for
formal training if it were to be done in a clinical setting. Since the participant’s time was voluntary,
it was exceedingly difficult to ask them for any more than one hour of their time on any given
week. Extending the study over several weeks produced the added observation of week-after-week
information retention, quantified by the amount of knowledge that is lost throughout the week.
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This trend over time was expected to give clarity over the participant’s long-term memory of the
haptic information, determining how their knowledge of the haptic stimulations slowly become
affixed in their memory.
At the first session, individuals were introduced to the varying pieces of study equipment and
the study itself in order to ask questions and express concerns with the investigator before signing
consent. A participant ID number, , and an experimental group, τi, were assigned at this time.
The participant ID number is used to label their personal information and all of the data collected
from them throughout the study, which was to be accessed later under this label in the database.
The ID number protects personal information such as age, sex, gender identity, hand dominance,
level of education, and head measurements. The head measurements recorded were the head
circumference (as shown in Fig. 4.1a) and temple-to-temple head height (as shown in Fig. 4.1b).
After this initial process was finished, the routine experiment could begin.
(a) Circumference (b) Temple-to-temple
Figure 4.1: Head measurements.
Participants were informed the details of the task—that they would be learning to associate
the haptic pattern provided by the vibratory motors on the hat with specific joint movements,
they would be assessed on their ability to interpret various movements correctly and confidently.
Kinesthesia is obtained by tracking the joints’ positions; while the joint moves over time, the
user can internally calculate attributes of the joint’s motion and dynamics such as velocities,
accelerations and forces. To begin every visit, the pre-training test was administered. As this test
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is intended to assess learning from the previous session, it was only ever omitted on the first visit.
As with training sessions (discussed below), a pattern of vibrations was played on the hat, but
this time without the aid of the video. Using the haptic information, participants were asked to
identify which joint(s) was/were active and the amount of movement of the joint(s). For each joint
believed to be active, they were also asked to indicate their level of confidence in their selection on
an integer scale from 0 to 10. Once the participant submitted their answer, immediate feedback
on the correctness of their answer was provided on the display by revealing the correct answer.
The process was repeated for a total of 8 questions in phase 1 and 15 questions in phase 2.
After being tested for long-term learning, participants underwent a training session where
hand/wrist actions were displayed, one joint at a time. While the headgear presents the haptic
stimulation to the participant, a video of a hand producing the presented action plays on screen.
Refer to Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.12 for more clarity about the how the WHFD displays a joint’s pro-
prioceptive sensory state. Each single-joint motion was always played nine times, three repetitions
at three different speeds (slow, medium and fast). A training video showing a slow moving joint
would contain approximately 200 frames that would normally play over 10 s, increasing the speed
was simulated by sub-sampling the original frame rate by orders of two (both medium and fast
speeds were 2x and 4x faster than the slow speed respectively).
After training, learning was tested once again. This test, the post-training test, is identical
to the pre-training test, however, the difficulty reflects the training that they just received, which
may or may not be the same as the difficulty experienced in the pre-training test. The answer
correctness and associated confidence from this set of 8 (phase 1) or 15 (phase 2) questions was
used to evaluate whether the participant had learned enough to “pass” onto the next checkpoint
or would need to repeat it again the following week. To pass, the participant achieves an accuracy
score of 80% or greater along with a confidence score of 60% or greater. A complete outline of
the study procedure is represented in Fig. 4.2. For more explicit detail about the experimental
protocol refer to Appendix A.
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Figure 4.2: Study procedure flow chart.
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4.3 Stimuli and Measures
The experiment was programmed in MATLAB and run on a PC in the Sensing and Mechatronic
Systems (SAMS) Lab in the Faculty of Engineering at Western University. The program is custom-
designed software to guide the user through each stage of the study at their own pace using
various prompts that control and organize the study flow (as described in Section 4.2). It handles
the participant acquisition process, which collects their personal information and creates their
participant profile saved in a database under their newly assigned ID number, . The MATLAB
program enables the participant to access their profile, where all of their prior study progress has
been saved, and proceed with the next session from where they left off (Fig. 4.3).
Figure 4.3: Participant acquisition form. On the participants first visit, he is given his participant
ID number,  = 2. He enters this number in the participant ID field, the program
then searches the database for this number. Since no other participants have been
assigned this number, it opens a new profile under this ID and allows the user to enter
his personal information into the below fields. This process is concluded by checking
the “Information Complete” checkbox and pressing the “Generate New Participant”
button. Then the user can proceed with the rest of the first trial. On the second visit,
he can access his profile by entering the participant ID number he was assigned. The
software searches the database for this ID number and populates all of his personal
information and progress fields to what were saved from the previous session; at this
point the profile is reactivated and he can continue with the second session.
In training, the software visually presents a video of a hand performing joint motion on-screen,
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while at the same time, it communicates that sensory information to the WHFD so the haptic
response is synchronized to the visual cues, shown in Fig. 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Training process. The user observes the index finger flexing on screen while he feels
the vibration motors that activate on his head (two motors are vibrating as he was
given the ST display pattern—stimulation type 2).
The MATLAB program is responsible for generating random test questions and automates the
test experience. Following each test stimulation, the program exposes a response form which they
need to fill and submit. Submitting the question form enables the response to be processed and
the resultant data to be automatically stored in a Microsoft Excel database. At the same time
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the actual answer is reported on screen indicating the areas of the question the participant was
correct (green), close (amber) an incorrect (red), shown in Fig. 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Testing scoring and feedback. In this example, the user (Phase 1 Level 1 - hand joints
only) believed that the haptic pattern presented indicated a ring finger flexion to 50%.
After pressing submit, the user was notified that the answer submitted was partially
correct (indicated by the amber feedback light and the word “Close!” at the bottom
right of the screen). The joints coloured with green text indicate the joint positions
that were correctly identified. In this example, the middle finger and ring finger are
coloured red, as the haptic pattern presented was actually a middle finger flexion to
75% instead of the ring finger. The accuracy score for this question is saved to the
database as 6/10, or 60% (since 2/5 joint positions were incorrectly identified). No
points were awarded for confidence.
At the end of the test, the program then saves the participant’s progress and automatically
transfers the completed databases to encrypted safe storage folders. The data is organized in a
manner that allows the data to be later post-processed, assembled and exported to data analysis
software such as SPSS. The MATLAB program tracks and manages the progress of each partic-
ipant. It internally computes their test scores, determines the difficulty of their next visit, and
schedules it for them.
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4.3.1 Defining Key Variables
Recall that one of the goals of this thesis is to determine whether people can learn to associate
haptic stimulation from their scalp to the sensory states transpiring from a remote device. Learn-
ing was defined as the individual’s ability to identify familiar events, recalling taught/trained
information in both short- and long-term. This is quantified by five key learning criteria defined
here:
 State Identification. The ability to identify the state (active/inactive) of any joint. It is
equally important that wearers can recognize that a joint is inactive as much as another is
active. In this study, active is defined as non-zero joint deviation from its rest pose. This is
measured as correctly identified (1) or incorrectly identified (0) for each joint in a question.
For each question, q, in the test, an identification score, Iq, is calculated as the sum of each






At the end of each test, the test state identification score, It, is calculated as the average






 Active Identification. The ability to identify only the joint(s) that are active. For each
question, q, in the test, an active identification score, Ĩq, is calculated as the sum of each






At the end of each test, the test active identification score, Ĩt, is calculated as the average
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 Accuracy. The ability to recognize the amount by which all joints (active or not) has
moved. Every joint is labeled by one of three accuracy score values: correct (2), close (1),
or incorrect (0). For each question, q, in the test, an accuracy score, Aq, is calculated as the
sum of each joint’s, j, accuracy score, Aj , divided by twice the total number of joints, J . It







At the end of each test, the test accuracy score, At, is calculated as the average question






 Active Accuracy. The ability to recognize the amount by which an active joint has moved.
For each question, q, in the test, an active accuracy score, Ãq, is calculated as the sum of
each active joint’s, ̂, accuracy score, A̂, divided by twice the total number of active joints,
Ĵ . It is normalized by a factor of 2 to bring the score between 0 and 1, since the accuracy






At the end of each test, the test active accuracy score, Ãt, is calculated as the average
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 Confidence. The participant’s personal level of sureness or conviction that they have an-
swered the question correctly. It acts as a measure of their comfort and familiarity with
the incoming haptic information. The participant must indicate a confidence score for every
active joint they believe to be active in the question provided, between 0 and 10. For each
question, a confidence score, Cq, is calculated as the sum of the confidence level for each
active joint, C̂, divided by 10 times the total number of active joints, Ĵ . It is normalized by






At the end of each test, the test confidence score, Ct, is calculated as the average question






At the end of each session, only the participant’s test accuracy score, At, and confidence score,
Ct, are assessed to determine if the test has been passed, indicating a change to the checkpoint in
the study the following week. If they did not pass, they remained in the checkpoint for another
session. The number of attempts required to pass a checkpoint, or inversely, the passing rate of
each checkpoint are defined below:
 Checkpoint Attempts. The number of attempts the participant spent in each checkpoint,
or in other words, the total number of visits, Vc, the person needed before passing the
checkpoint.
 Checkpoint Scores. If the participant achieves an accuracy score greater than 80% and a
confidence score greater than 60%, then the participant has passed the test. At this point
the learning scores for each test in this checkpoint are averaged and are finally saved as a
single value, the participant’s checkpoint scores (Ic, Ĩc, Ac, Ãc, and Cc). In its final form,
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 Checkpoint Passing Rate. Is best understood as the reciprocal of Attempts to Pass, its
value is represented as a scale value between 0 and 1.
Pc = 1/Vc (4.17)
For an analysis of memory, each week’s post-training test scores, It, Ĩt, At, Ãt, and Ct are
compared to the follow-up scores (the pre-training test of the following session). These are referred
to as delta, ∆, scores, as the follow-up score is subtracted from the post-training score:
∆It = ItPost − ItFollowUp (4.18)
∆Ĩt = ĨtPost − ĨtFollowUp (4.19)
∆At = AtPost −AtFollowUp (4.20)
∆Ãt = ÃtPost − ÃtFollowUp (4.21)
∆Ct = CtPost − CtFollowUp (4.22)





























The study is a between-subjects design, where the independent variables are haptic stimuli repre-
senting the proprioceptive states of joint(s) on a prosthetic hand, operationalized by three different
haptic patterns (one for each experimental group). Learning performance, the dependent variable,
is modeled by time (the number of visits taken to surpass each checkpoint), identification and
accuracy scores (related to both active and inactive joints), and confidence. The identification,
accuracy and confidence scores for each subject are tracked over the several weeks (time) it took
them to successfully progress through the increasing difficulty of the three levels of two phases
or fail out of the study. The sample size of N = 37, n ≈ 12 per group, was determined by the
number of participants willing to volunteer. By the end of the study only 18 participants managed
to complete it (nτ0 = 4, nτ1 = 5, and nτ2 = 9). With such a limited sample size, significance was
tested at α = 0.1 to remain conservative, however significant results with α ≤ 0.05 are explic-
itly reported so. This, combined with a Hedge’s |g| ≥ 0.8 yields a moderate power for detecting
learning performance.
This study (WREM Project ID: 114871) was approved by Western University’s Research Ethics
Board (REB) on January 15th, 2020; COVID-19 compliant amendments were later submitted and
re-approved on July 16th, 2020. All approved documents such as the letter of information, consent
form and experimental protocol are provided in Appendix A.
Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
In this chapter, several results are reported as a result of the study. The amount of data collected
allows for several viewpoints from which to assess participant learning. The results presented
are those that have produced interesting outcomes and that provoke meaningful discussion to the
research questions. Each result is accompanied by a brief discussion. Special analysis is performed
in consideration of potential outliers, which includes a dedicated section to interpreting the effect
a substantial interruption to the data collection (caused by the COVID-19 pandemic) may have
imposed on participant’s learning. A secondary, parallel study is also discussed that addresses
a critical design change to obtain the best haptic information transfer for future research. The
chapter concludes with a critical reflection of the study, highlighting potential causes for bias and
identifying confounds that can lead to misinterpretation of results.
5.1 Demographics
A preliminary note: conservatively statistically significant results (90% CI) are reported as well
as statistically significant results (95% CI). This is to remain conservative due to the low power
produced by the small sample sizes. Reporting more data is better in this case, should follow-up
studies utilize results produced here, they may be interested in results that were slightly greater
than the standard significance window, as perhaps more participants may add power and greater
separation between means, converting conservatively significant results into significant ones.
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5.1.1 Sex and Gender
37 volunteers participated in this study. The sample population includes 28 individuals who were
assigned male at birth, 9 were assigned female at birth, 0 classified as intersex, and 0 participants
that chose not to indicate their sex. Fig. 5.1 reporting the sex distribution is below.
Figure 5.1: Experimental group allocation of participants by their sex.
Research suggests that the proportion of individuals who are non-binary is of negligible sig-
nificance for small sample sizes; thus it can be assumed that for this sample population that
the data is binary. A binomial test was performed to determine if the sample population of the
study is not different than a typical population demographic. Both the male and female turnout
differed significantly from a typical population demographic B(0.5, N = 37) = 0.003, indicating
that the sample population has an unequal distribution of sex. Presumably, this may be the case
since most of the volunteers found this study through the Faculty of Engineering. A 2017 report
by the London Free Press reports that the Faculty of Engineering at Western University has a
male to female demographic ratio of approximately 3:1 (75.2%) [94]. With this expected pop-
ulation, a separate binomial test was conducted to determine it the sample demographic is not
unlike a typical demographic if only sampled from the Faculty of Engineering at Western Univer-
sity. This study’s demographic was not significantly different than the expected number of male
and female participants obtained from a typical study that recruits participants from engineering,
B(0.752, N = 37) = 0.562, suggesting that it is plausible that the proportion of male and female
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volunteers is related to the common demographic of the Faculty of Engineering.
Every participant recruited specified that they identify as the sex given at birth (i.e., cis-
gendered). With no instances reported as another category, no inferences can be made about
the participant’s gender identity. No significant differences are expected given different gender
identities.
5.1.2 Age
The sample population was obtained from the engineering faculty at Western University, so volun-
teers were mostly university students between 18 and 35 years. Some faculty and other interested
participants over 50 years of age also participated. The descriptive statistics for the age of the
sample population are reported in Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.2.
Table 5.1: Age in years mean and standard deviation.
Group n x̄ SD
Type 0 12 25.08 3.872
Type 1 13 30.46 13.226
Type 2 12 28.08 9.922
All 37 27.95 9.899
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Figure 5.2: Age distribution for each experimental group.
A one-way ANOVA test was performed that determined there are no significant differences in age
between groups, F (2, 34) = 0.918, p = 0.409.
5.1.3 Highest Level of Education
Participants found the study by word-of-mouth in an engineering faculty setting. As a result,
the overwhelming majority of participants have a background in engineering, and were students
currently in undergraduate, master’s and PhD level programs (having earned a secondary school
diploma, undergraduate or master’s level degrees). In 2016, Statistics Canada reported that 28.5%
of Canadians report their highest level of education at the university undergraduate level and above,
22.4% having earned a college diploma, 23.7% having earned a secondary school diploma, others not
specified by the current study (such as ‘none’, ‘apprenticeship’, or ‘university certificate/diploma
below the undergrad level’) account for the remaining 25.4% [95]. Transforming the data over to
this standard, 30 (81.1%) individuals have a university undergraduate degree or above, 1 (2.70%)
individual has a college diploma, and 6 (16.2%) individuals have a completed secondary school
(on-route to an undergraduate degree). Given the expected proportions, a chi-squared goodness
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of fit test was performed to determine if this is a satisfactory population distribution of education
χ2(2, N = 37) = 29.823, p < 0.001, however this test has a known violation on the assumption that
any observation must have greater than 5 counts (college). To compliment this test as a comparison
of the distribution across each stimulation group, a Fisher’s Exact test was used, which found that
there is no significant differences in education distributions, p = 0.418. Education level may be
strongly correlated with information retention and learning rate; thus, individuals with a higher
education background may be more likely to perform well in this study. For this reason, this
study may prove to be an unreliable model for the general human population. However, it may
be useful to suggest that given a best-case-scenario; one that, should the given sample population
fail to learn from the haptic cues, it may be a fair to conclude that there is a lower likelihood of it
working well for an arbitrary individual from a broader population. A bar graph representing the
education distribution for each stimulation group is presented in Fig. 5.3 below.
Figure 5.3: Distribution of participant education background, where SSD is secondary school
diploma, CD is college diploma, UD is undergraduate degree, MD is master’s degree,
and PhD is doctorate degree.
5.1.4 Handedness
In the sample population, 6 individuals (16.2%) reported they are left handed, as shown in Fig. 5.4.
A recent survey reported that 10% of the general population are left handed. A binomial distribu-
tion test was used to determine if the percent of expected right-handed individuals (90%) agrees
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with the sample population, B(0.9, N = 37) = 0.160. It was found that the proportions for
handedness are not significantly different. However, a Fisher’s Exact test determined that the
distribution of right- and left-handed individuals were not distributed evenly across all stimulation
types with conservative statistical significance, p = 0.06. The participants are expected to deter-
mine the activity of joints of a simulated right hand, independent of their personal handedness.
This decision was made based on the fact that limbless individuals do not give preference to the
limb that is absent, so the choice of right hand proprioception was arbitrary. Since this is not a
connection to their own hand, but rather a connection with a virtual right hand, no hand prefer-
ence was expected. Of course, this outcome would be evaluated further if there is was any evidence
that handedness had a significant effect on performance. In this case, this was not determined
to have contributed to the performance of the participant, perhaps since the sample size was too
small to identify this effect. Recruiting enough participants for this effect to be realized would
prove difficult since left-handed individuals account for only 10% of the human population.
Figure 5.4: Distribution of participant handedness.
5.1.5 Head Dimensions
The headgear is designed to accommodate a 40th percentile female up to a 80th percentile male.
Two head measurements, circumference Fig. 4.1a and temple-to-temple Fig. 4.1b, provide basis
for the approximate size of their head for which to fit comfortably in the skullcap. The sample
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population’s head dimensions are reported in the pair of histograms, Fig. 5.5b. From this graphic,
distributions appear to be weighted more to the right, presumably since males typically have
slightly larger heads and a greater proportion of the participants are male. None of the study
groups had significantly different head dimensions than any of the others, seen in Fig. 5.5a. Those
with head dimensions beyond 1.5 IQR away from the sample population median may fail to
experience the haptic vibrations reliably, and are further analyzed as outliers.
(a) Separated by experimental group (b) Distribution
Figure 5.5: Head dimensions, distribution of the entire sample population and separated by their
experimental group.
One participant in particular,  = 36, has a 52 cm head circumference, and a 28 cm temple-
to-temple measurement. These dimensions are significantly below the median of the sample pop-
ulation by more than 1.5 IQR (54.3 and 30.0 respectively). Recalling from participant notes, she
verbalized that the hat sits “baggy” and that stimulations are not felt, or can easily be confused
with others. The headgear favours larger heads than smaller ones since they allow the skull cap to
stretch more, producing a greater preload to the motors, which presses them more firmly to the
scalp. Those with smaller heads may experience limited sensation as when the vibration motor is
active, it may not be in contact with the scalp of the wearer, and may shake neighboring tactors.
If it is apparent that results skew as a result of the inclusion of this individual’s data, further
analysis will be done excluding their data. This individual’s demographic data (Sex: Female, Age:
33, Type: 0, HLOE: PhD, Handedness: Right) will be adjusted should this be the case.
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5.2 Learning
At the end of each session, only the participant’s At and Ct test scores are assessed to determine if
the test has been passed, indicating a change to the checkpoint in the study on the following week. If
they do not pass, they will remain in the checkpoint for another session. Simply tracking the rate at
which each checkpoint is passed may give clear indication that there is, in fact, learning occurring.
Fig. 5.6 reports the average time trends of the checkpoint progression for each experimental group
and the total population.
Figure 5.6: Average trends for which participants move through each checkpoint, subcategorized
by experimental group. Shaded regions represent the 90% confidence intervals.
Participants in τ2 always managed to progress through checkpoints quicker than the other
groups, however, this was not significant in any checkpoint as the 90% confidence regions always
intersected the others. It appears that checkpoints are challenging enough to cause plateaus in
their learning rate, requiring more time and training to develop enough familiarity with the haptic
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patterns before succeeding onto the next challenge, although the challenge appears to be non-
linear. In other words, some checkpoints may present as relatively easy compared to previous
checkpoints given the previously gained experience. To assess which checkpoint introduced the
greatest challenges for participants (organized by experimental group) to overcome, a two-tailed
paired samples t-test between each pair of checkpoints (e.g., checkpoint 1 compared to checkpoint
2—a total of 15 pairs are evaluated in each test) is used with α = 0.1. Following this, deeper
analysis determined how each of the experimental groups performed at this checkpoint. For this
test, a one-way ANOVA is used. Additionally, Levene’s Test for homogeneity of variance de-
termines which post-hoc analysis strategy to apply; Tukey HSD for equal variances assumed or
Games-Howell otherwise. This analysis is carried out for the six key learning metrics detailed in
Section 4.3: state identification, active identification, accuracy, active accuracy, confidence and
passing rate. Significant and conservatively significant results are explicitly reported at p ≤ 0.05
and p ≤ 0.1 respectively in the tables following each bar graph. Due to limited sample sizes,
Hedges’ g is used (over Cohen’s d) to report the significant result’s effect size. Significant differ-
ences with low and medium effect scores are ignored—only significant results that also had a large
effect (|g| ≥ 0.8) are highlighted in each of the tables.
5.2.1 State Identification
State identification scores express the participant’s ability to identify the activity (or inactivity) of
every joint on the hand/wrist. They receive a point for each joint for which the state is correctly
identified. The score of each question is calculated as a total score out of J , where the number
of joints is 5 in phase 1 and 11 in phase 2. Fig. 5.7 shows the average Ic scores—the mean of the
test scores within each checkpoint. Graphically, it appears that the order by which participants
(in general) found the checkpoints most complex can be ranked as the following: I6, I3, I5, I1, I2,
and finally I4.
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Figure 5.7: Mean state identification scores in each checkpoint, note the y-axis scale.
Significant differences between checkpoint scores are outlined in Table 5.2. I6 (parings: 5, 9,
12, 14 and 15) was significantly lower than Ic scores in every other checkpoint for all experimental
groups. This was only not the case for two instances: (1) I1 for τ0, and (2) I3 for τ1, as neither
had significantly different scores than I6. I3 (parings: 2, 6, and 10–12) and I5 (parings: 4, 8, 11,
13 and 15) were tied for second-lowest among Ic scores as they were significantly lower than I1
(pairings: 1–5), I2 (pairings: 1, 6–9) and I4 (parings: 3, 7, 10, 13 and 14). Exceptions were found
for participants in τ0, where their I5 scores were not significantly different than I1 and I2, while
I3 scores were not significantly different from I1. The remaining checkpoints (1, 2 and 4) had the
highest mean Ic scores and none were significantly different from one another for all experimental
groups.
Table 5.2: Significant checkpoint pairs of state identification scores.
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
Type 0 Pair 6
2 0.966 7 0.037
8.101 6 < 0.001 2.866
3 0.895 7 0.047
Pair 9
2 0.975 4 0.035
8.324 3 0.004 3.615
6 0.872 4 0.015
Continued on next page
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Table 5.2 – Continued from previous page
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
Pair 10
3 0.909 4 0.034
-4.333 3 0.023 -1.882
4 0.973 4 0.015
Pair 12
3 0.909 4 0.034
3.144 3 0.051 1.366
6 0.872 4 0.015
Pair 13
4 0.973 4 0.015
5.016 3 0.015 2.178
5 0.917 4 0.022
Pair 14
4 0.973 4 0.015
9.139 3 0.003 3.969
6 0.872 4 0.015
Pair 15
5 0.917 4 0.022
2.878 3 0.064 1.250
6 0.872 4 0.015
Type 1 Pair 2
1 0.950 5 0.025
3.806 4 0.019 1.536
3 0.894 5 0.015
Pair 4
1 0.950 5 0.025
3.404 4 0.027 1.374
5 0.900 5 0.018
Pair 5
1 0.950 5 0.025
3.644 4 0.022 1.471
6 0.872 5 0.032
Pair 6
2 0.943 5 0.048
2.839 4 0.047 1.146
3 0.894 5 0.015
Pair 8
2 0.943 5 0.048
2.162 4 0.097 0.873
5 0.900 5 0.018
Pair 9
2 0.943 5 0.048
5.469 4 0.005 2.208
6 0.872 5 0.032
Pair 10
3 0.894 5 0.015
-19.553 4 < 0.001 -7.893
4 0.962 5 0.009
Pair 13
4 0.962 5 0.009
7.119 4 0.002 2.874
5 0.900 5 0.018
Continued on next page
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Table 5.2 – Continued from previous page
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
Pair 14
4 0.962 5 0.009
7.824 4 0.001 3.159
6 0.872 5 0.032
Pair 15
5 0.900 5 0.018
2.356 4 0.078 0.951
6 0.872 5 0.032
Type 2 Pair 2
1 0.965 10 0.033
4.592 9 0.001 1.390
3 0.926 10 0.038
Pair 4
1 0.965 10 0.033
4.455 9 0.002 1.349
5 0.909 10 0.033
Pair 5
1 0.967 9 0.035
7.894 8 < 0.001 2.506
6 0.864 9 0.026
Pair 6
2 0.958 10 0.026
3.563 9 0.006 1.079
3 0.926 10 0.038
Pair 8
2 0.958 10 0.026
4.912 9 0.001 1.488
5 0.909 10 0.033
Pair 9
2 0.961 9 0.025
10.509 8 < 0.001 3.336
6 0.864 9 0.026
Pair 10
3 0.926 10 0.038
-3.766 9 0.004 -1.140
4 0.973 10 0.020
Pair 12
3 0.932 9 0.036
6.030 8 < 0.001 1.914
6 0.864 9 0.026
Pair 13
4 0.973 10 0.020
5.690 9 < 0.001 1.723
5 0.909 10 0.033
Pair 14
4 0.974 9 0.021
9.515 8 < 0.001 3.020
6 0.864 9 0.026
Pair 15
5 0.911 9 0.034
8.875 8 < 0.001 2.817
6 0.864 9 0.026
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Lower Ic scores in this checkpoint were expected as it was intentionally designed to be the most
complex checkpoint, integrating all of the core complexities of the haptic interpretation process.
Despite having the lowest Ic scores, they are still large—greater than 85%—indicating that even
with the greatest challenge, independent of the type of stimulation they are given, the individual
can still properly decipher the prosthesis joint states to an excellent level of accuracy. Once again,
there is little surprise for finding that checkpoint 5 was found to be the next most complex, second
only to checkpoint 6, as it was designed to be only slightly easier. Checkpoint 3 was not expected
to be found as second-most complex. One reason for why this might be the case is that checkpoint
1 and 2 were not challenging enough to prepare the individual for the new challenge introduced in
checkpoint 3, and after adapting to checkpoint 3, later checkpoints appeared easier in comparison.
Checkpoint 4 was not expected to present itself as the tied-for-easiest checkpoint in the study.
It may have been found to be easy after the participant surpassed checkpoint 3, suggesting that
the new complexities introduced in checkpoint 4 were adapted to relatively quickly having already
experienced/accomplished a fairly complex checkpoint. No significant differences were observed in
any checkpoint between experimental groups.
5.2.2 Active Identification
Active identification scores express the participant’s ability to identify the joints that are active
in a given haptic sequence. They receive a point for correctly identifying each of the active joints
in the haptic pattern. The score of each question is calculated as a total score out of Ĵ , however,
the number of active joints is variable and dependent on the phase and level in which they are
tested. Fig. 5.8 shows the average Ĩc scores—the mean of the test scores within each checkpoint.
Graphically, it appears that the order by which participants (in general) found the checkpoints
most complex can be ranked as the following: Ĩ6, Ĩ5, Ĩ4, Ĩ3, Ĩ1, and finally Ĩ2.
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Figure 5.8: Mean active identification scores in each checkpoint, note the y-axis scale.
Significant differences between checkpoint scores are outlined in Table 5.3. Ĩ6 was significantly
lower than Ĩc scores in every other checkpoint for all experimental groups. The only exception was
found for τ0 as their Ĩ6 scores were not significantly different than their Ĩ1 scores. Ĩ5 (parings: 4,
8, 11, 13 and 15) had the second-lowest Ĩc scores as they were significantly lower than the previous
checkpoints (1–4). Exceptions were found for participants in τ0 where their Ĩ1 and Ĩ4 scores were
not found to be significantly different than their Ĩ5 scores. The remaining checkpoints had the
highest mean Ĩc scores and none were significantly different from one another. This is only not the
case for participants in τ0, where their Ĩ3 were found to be significantly lower than their Ĩ2 scores.
Table 5.3: Significant checkpoint pairs of active identification scores.
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
Type 0 Pair 6
2 0.933 7 0.069
5.589 6 0.001 1.977
3 0.874 7 0.059
Pair 8
2 0.953 4 0.060
3.497 3 0.040 1.519
5 0.803 4 0.040
Pair 9
2 0.953 4 0.060
12.578 3 0.001 5.463
6 0.740 4 0.039
Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – Continued from previous page
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
Pair 11
3 0.889 4 0.047
2.817 3 0.067 1.223
5 0.803 4 0.040
Pair 12
3 0.889 4 0.047
28.921 3 < 0.001 12.561
6 0.740 4 0.039
Pair 14
4 0.875 4 0.074
3.863 3 0.031 1.678
6 0.740 4 0.039
Pair 15
5 0.803 4 0.040
2.348 3 0.100 1.020
6 0.740 4 0.039
Type 1 Pair 4
1 0.881 5 0.056
4.100 4 0.015 1.655
5 0.769 5 0.047
Pair 5
1 0.881 5 0.056
5.301 4 0.006 2.140
6 0.730 5 0.057
Pair 8
2 0.900 5 0.084
4.262 4 0.013 1.721
5 0.769 5 0.047
Pair 9
2 0.900 5 0.084
7.083 4 0.002 2.859
6 0.730 5 0.057
Pair 11
3 0.867 5 0.030
3.228 4 0.032 1.303
5 0.769 5 0.047
Pair 12
3 0.867 5 0.030
4.646 4 0.010 1.876
6 0.730 5 0.057
Pair 13
4 0.860 5 0.043
3.217 4 0.032 1.299
5 0.769 5 0.047
Pair 14
4 0.860 5 0.043
6.419 4 0.003 2.591
6 0.730 5 0.057
Pair 15
5 0.769 5 0.047
2.168 4 0.096 0.875
6 0.730 5 0.057
Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – Continued from previous page
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
Type 2 Pair 4
1 0.919 10 0.078
4.616 9 0.001 1.398
5 0.788 10 0.079
Pair 5
1 0.924 9 0.081
6.069 8 < 0.001 1.926
6 0.754 9 0.041
Pair 8
2 0.938 10 0.042
5.865 9 < 0.001 1.776
5 0.788 10 0.079
Pair 9
2 0.938 9 0.044
9.368 8 < 0.001 2.974
6 0.754 9 0.041
Pair 11
3 0.918 10 0.032
7.142 9 < 0.001 2.163
5 0.788 10 0.079
Pair 12
3 0.921 9 0.032
12.351 8 < 0.001 3.920
6 0.754 9 0.041
Pair 13
4 0.890 10 0.092
3.218 9 0.011 0.974
5 0.788 10 0.079
Pair 14
4 0.896 9 0.095
4.197 8 0.003 1.332
6 0.754 9 0.041
Pair 15
5 0.799 9 0.076
2.662 8 0.029 0.845
6 0.754 9 0.041
A one-way ANOVA determined that there was a conservatively significant difference between
experimental groups in checkpoint 3 [F (2, 19) = 3.464, p = 0.052]. Levene’s test determined that
the variances between groups can be considered equal [F (2, 19) = 2.104, p = 0.149], suggesting
that a Tukey HSD post-hoc analysis can be applied; this determined that there is a conservatively
significant difference in Ĩ3 scores between τ2 and τ1, p = 0.096. These results are summarized in
Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Significance between experimental groups for active identification.
Levene’s Test ANOVA Post-Hoc
Test Group n x̄ SD df F p F p η2 τi − τj p
Ĩ3
Type 0 7 0.874 0.059 2 2.104 0.149 3.464 0.052 0.267 Tukey HSD
Type 1 5 0.867 0.030 19 2 1 0.096
Type 2 10 0.918 0.032
5.2.3 Accuracy
Accuracy scores express the participant’s ability to interpret the amount that each joint moved.
They receive two points for correctly interpreting the joint’s motion, one point if their response
was ‘close’ (< 25% joint deviation) and zero points are awarded otherwise. The score for each
question is calculated as a total score out of 2 · J , where the number of joints is 5 in phase 1
and 11 in phase 2. Fig. 5.9 shows the average Ac scores—the mean of the test scores within each
checkpoint. Graphically, it appears that the order by which participants (in general) found the
checkpoints most complex can be ranked as the following: A3, A6, A5, A1, A2, and finally A4.
Figure 5.9: Mean accuracy scores in each checkpoint, note the y-axis scale.
A3 scores were significantly lower than every other checkpoint for all experimental groups.
This was only not the case for participants in τ2, as their A6 scores were not significantly different
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than their A3 scores. A6 was found to have the second-lowest score, significantly lower than the
other checkpoints (1, 2, 4 and 5). The only exception was found for participants in τ0, where they
produced A1 scores that were not significantly different than their A6 scores. Checkpoints 1, 2,
and 5 were observed to have equivalent Ac scores with scattered exceptions: (1) participants in τ1
scored significantly better A1 scores than A5 scores, and (2) participants in τ2 scored significantly
better A2 scores than A5 scores. Finally, A4 scores were the largest, significantly greater than
checkpoints 1, 2 and 5; except for τ0, where their A1 and A4 scores were not significantly different.
Table 5.5: Significant checkpoint pairs for accuracy scores.
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
Type 0 Pair 2
1 0.855 7 0.059
5.115 6 0.002 1.810
3 0.735 7 0.035
Pair 6
2 0.859 7 0.027
7.657 6 < 0.001 2.709
3 0.735 7 0.035
Pair 7
2 0.859 4 0.021
-2.405 3 0.095 -1.044
4 0.915 4 0.026
Pair 9
2 0.859 4 0.021
5.965 3 0.009 2.591
6 0.772 4 0.014
Pair 10
3 0.737 4 0.037
-14.077 3 0.001 -6.114
4 0.915 4 0.026
Pair 11
3 0.737 4 0.037
-5.833 3 0.010 -2.533
5 0.853 4 0.003
Pair 12
3 0.737 4 0.037
-2.464 3 0.091 -1.070
6 0.772 4 0.014
Pair 13
4 0.915 4 0.026
4.627 3 0.019 2.010
5 0.853 4 0.003
Pair 14
4 0.915 4 0.026
11.983 3 0.001 5.204
6 0.772 4 0.014
Pair 15
5 0.853 4 0.003
10.061 3 0.002 4.370
Continued on next page
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Table 5.5 – Continued from previous page
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
6 0.772 4 0.014
Type 1 Pair 2
1 0.920 5 0.029
13.854 4 < 0.001 5.593
3 0.726 5 0.016
Pair 3
1 0.920 5 0.029
-2.217 4 0.091 -0.895
4 0.947 5 0.010
Pair 4
1 0.920 5 0.029
7.451 4 0.002 3.008
5 0.842 5 0.018
Pair 5
1 0.920 5 0.029
7.033 4 0.002 2.839
6 0.792 5 0.013
Pair 6
2 0.850 5 0.033
9.612 4 0.001 3.881
3 0.726 5 0.016
Pair 7
2 0.850 5 0.033
-6.581 4 0.003 -2.657
4 0.947 5 0.010
Pair 9
2 0.850 5 0.033
3.366 4 0.028 1.359
6 0.792 5 0.013
Pair 10
3 0.726 5 0.016
-23.488 4 < 0.001 -9.482
4 0.947 5 0.010
Pair 11
3 0.726 5 0.016
-14.795 4 < 0.001 -5.973
5 0.842 5 0.018
Pair 12
3 0.726 5 0.016
-7.494 4 0.002 -3.026
6 0.792 5 0.013
Pair 13
4 0.947 5 0.010
13.964 4 < 0.001 5.637
5 0.842 5 0.018
Pair 14
4 0.947 5 0.010
18.392 4 < 0.001 7.425
6 0.792 5 0.013
Pair 15
5 0.842 5 0.018
4.567 4 0.010 1.844
Continued on next page
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Table 5.5 – Continued from previous page
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
6 0.792 5 0.013
Type 2 Pair 2
1 0.871 10 0.058
6.688 9 < 0.001 2.025
3 0.770 10 0.053
Pair 3
1 0.871 10 0.058
-4.431 9 0.002 -1.342
4 0.950 10 0.018
Pair 5
1 0.874 9 0.061
4.646 8 0.002 1.475
6 0.787 9 0.025
Pair 6
2 0.909 10 0.038
7.247 9 < 0.001 2.195
3 0.770 10 0.053
Pair 7
2 0.909 10 0.038
-3.363 9 0.008 -1.018
4 0.950 10 0.018
Pair 8
2 0.909 10 0.038
3.291 9 0.009 0.997
5 0.864 10 0.027
Pair 9
2 0.910 9 0.040
7.755 8 < 0.001 2.462
6 0.787 9 0.025
Pair 10
3 0.770 10 0.053
-12.323 9 < 0.001 -3.732
4 0.950 10 0.018
Pair 11
3 0.770 10 0.053
-6.269 9 < 0.001 -1.898
5 0.864 10 0.027
Pair 13
4 0.950 10 0.018
11.069 9 < 0.001 3.352
5 0.864 10 0.027
Pair 14
4 0.952 9 0.018
15.210 8 < 0.001 4.828
6 0.787 9 0.025
Pair 15
5 0.864 9 0.029
7.612 8 < 0.001 2.416
6 0.787 9 0.025
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A one-way ANOVA determined that there are two instances (A2 and A4) where there are
significant differences in accuracy scores produced between experimental groups. In the first case,
A2, Levene’s test determined that the variances between groups cannot be considered equal, so a
Games-Howell post-hoc analysis strategy was applied. This determined that there are significant
differences in A2 scores between τ2 and both other groups. In the second case, A4, Levene’s test
determined that the variances between groups can be considered equal, so Tukey HSD post-hoc
analysis found that there are significant differences in A4 scores between τ0 and both other groups.
These results are summarized in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Significance between experimental groups for accuracy.
Levene’s Test ANOVA Post-Hoc
Test Group n x̄ SD df F p F p η2 τi − τj p
A2
Type 0 11 0.852 0.024 2 4.085 0.026 8.892 0.001 0.350 Games-Howell
Type 1 13 0.866 0.047 33 2 0 0.001
Type 2 12 0.918 0.043 2 1 0.021
A4
Type 0 4 0.915 0.026 2 1.303 0.299 5.630 0.014 0.413 Tukey HSD
Type 1 5 0.947 0.010 16 1 0 0.048
Type 2 10 0.950 0.018 2 0 0.012
5.2.4 Active Accuracy
Active Accuracy scores express the participant’s ability to interpret the amount of motion of each
of the active joints. They receive two points for correctly interpreting the joint’s motion, one
point if their response was ‘close’ (< 25% joint deviation) and zero points are awarded otherwise.
The score for each question is calculated as a total score out of 2 · Ĵ , however, the number of
active joints is variable and dependent on the phase and level in which they are tested. Fig. 5.10
shows the average Ãc scores—the mean of the test scores within each checkpoint. Graphically, it
appears that the order by which participants (in general) found the checkpoints most complex can
be ranked as the following: Ã6, Ã5, Ã1, Ã3, Ã4, and finally Ã2.
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Figure 5.10: Mean active accuracy scores in each checkpoint.
Ã6 scores were found to be significantly lower than Ã2 and Ã3. Other than these two instances,
τ0 was not involved in any other statistically significant results. The remaining significant results
only relate to differences found by type 1 and type 2 experimental groups. Participants in τ2
produced significantly lower Ã6 scores than Ã5, and τ1 produced significantly lower Ã6 scores than
Ã1. Ãc scores in checkpoints 3 and 5 were not significantly different from each other, however,
both were significantly lower than Ã2 scores. Additionally, τ1 participants produced significantly
lower Ãc scores in checkpoints 3 and 5 than they did in checkpoint 1. Ã4 scores were significantly
higher than checkpoints 3, 5 and 6. Participants in τ2 produced significantly higher Ã4 scores
than Ã1, and τ1 produced significantly higher Ã4 scores than Ã2. The highest mean Ãc score was
produced in checkpoint 2 by participants in τ2, this is significantly larger than how they scored in
every other checkpoint, except that this difference is not significant when compared to checkpoint
4.
Table 5.7: Significant checkpoint pairs for active accuracy scores.
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
Type 0 Pair 9
2 0.578 4 0.079
3.067 3 0.055 1.332
6 0.416 4 0.042
Continued on next page
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Table 5.7 – Continued from previous page
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
Pair 12
3 0.540 4 0.065
7.968 3 0.004 3.461
6 0.416 4 0.042
Type 1 Pair 2
1 0.763 5 0.105
5.810 4 0.004 2.345
3 0.535 5 0.038
Pair 4
1 0.763 5 0.105
6.236 4 0.003 2.517
5 0.490 5 0.071
Pair 5
1 0.763 5 0.105
5.791 4 0.004 2.338
6 0.458 5 0.025
Pair 6
2 0.603 5 0.082
2.435 4 0.072 0.983
3 0.535 5 0.038
Pair 7
2 0.603 5 0.082
-2.296 4 0.083 -0.927
4 0.733 5 0.105
Pair 8
2 0.603 5 0.082
5.088 4 0.007 2.054
5 0.490 5 0.071
Pair 9
2 0.603 5 0.082
4.093 4 0.015 1.652
6 0.458 5 0.025
Pair 10
3 0.535 5 0.038
-4.419 4 0.012 -1.784
4 0.733 5 0.105
Pair 12
3 0.535 5 0.038
4.353 4 0.012 1.757
6 0.458 5 0.025
Pair 13
4 0.733 5 0.105
4.004 4 0.016 1.616
5 0.490 5 0.071
Pair 14
4 0.733 5 0.105
4.994 4 0.008 2.016
6 0.458 5 0.025
Type 2 Pair 1
1 0.508 12 0.238
-4.477 11 0.001 -1.248
2 0.807 12 0.141
Continued on next page
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Table 5.7 – Continued from previous page
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
Pair 3
1 0.481 10 0.229
-3.635 9 0.005 -1.101
4 0.727 10 0.102
Pair 6
2 0.781 10 0.137
2.659 9 0.026 0.805
3 0.629 10 0.089
Pair 8
2 0.781 10 0.137
4.540 9 0.001 1.375
5 0.586 10 0.076
Pair 9
2 0.774 9 0.144
5.336 8 0.001 1.694
6 0.502 9 0.055
Pair 10
3 0.629 10 0.089
-2.913 9 0.017 -0.882
4 0.727 10 0.102
Pair 12
3 0.643 9 0.081
4.728 8 0.001 1.501
6 0.502 9 0.055
Pair 13
4 0.727 10 0.102
5.068 9 0.001 1.535
5 0.586 10 0.076
Pair 14
4 0.737 9 0.102
6.280 8 < 0.001 1.993
6 0.502 9 0.055
Pair 15
5 0.589 9 0.079
2.674 8 0.028 0.849
6 0.502 9 0.055
A one-way ANOVA test determined that there was at least one circumstance in every checkpoint
where there are significant (or conservatively significant) differences between experimental groups.
Levene’s test proved inconsistent for each checkpoint—some tests needed to be assumed equal in
variance, while others did not. Consult Table 5.8 for more details on the statistical results of each
test.
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Table 5.8: Significance between experimental groups for active accuracy.
Levene’s Test ANOVA Post-Hoc
Test Group n x̄ SD df F p F p η2 τi − τj p
Ã1
Type 0 12 0.483 0.134 2 3.616 0.038 2.944 0.066 0.148 Games-Howell
Type 1 13 0.651 0.180 34 1 0 0.036
Type 2 12 0.508 0.238
Ã2
Type 0 11 0.572 0.082 2 1.014 0.374 12.187 < 0.001 0.425 Tukey HSD
Type 1 13 0.654 0.116 33 2 0 < 0.001
Type 2 12 0.807 0.141 2 1 0.007
Ã3
Type 0 7 0.550 0.061 2 2.804 0.086 3.879 0.039 0.290 Games-Howell
Type 1 5 0.535 0.038 19 2 1 0.033
Type 2 10 0.629 0.089
Ã4
Type 0 4 0.417 0.173 2 0.736 0.494 10.838 0.001 0.575 Tukey HSD
Type 1 5 0.733 0.105 16 1 0 0.003
Type 2 10 0.727 0.102 2 0 0.001
Ã5
Type 0 4 0.490 0.070 2 0.145 0.866 4.013 0.039 0.334 Tukey HSD
Type 1 5 0.490 0.071 16 2 1 0.074
Type 2 10 0.586 0.076
Ã6
Type 0 4 0.416 0.042 2 1.058 0.372 4.991 0.022 0.400 Tukey HSD
Type 1 5 0.458 0.025 15 2 0 0.020
Type 2 9 0.502 0.055
In short, Ã1 scores were found to have been significantly larger in τ1 than τ0. Ã2 scores were
found to have been significantly larger in τ2 than both other experimental groups. Ã3 scores were
found to have been significantly larger in τ2 than τ1. Ã4 scores were found to have been significantly
lower in τ0 than both other experimental groups. Ã5 scores were found to have been significantly




Confidence scores express the participant’s level of certainty in the belief that the action they felt
is the true action. Participants rank their confidence on a scale of 0–10. When they correctly
identify the activity of the joint, the confidence they provided for that joint in their answer is
accepted, otherwise it is rejected. The score for each question is calculated as a total score out of
10 · Ĵ , however, the number of active joints is variable and dependent on the phase and level in
which they are tested. Fig. 5.11 shows the average Cc scores—the mean of the test scores within
each checkpoint. Graphically, it appears that the order by which participants (in general) found
the checkpoints most complex can be ranked as the following: C6, C5, C3, C1, C2, and finally C4.
Figure 5.11: Mean confidence scores in each checkpoint, note the y-axis scale.
C6 scores were found to be significantly lower than Cc scores in checkpoints 2–4. Participants
in τ1 and τ2 produced significantly lower C6 scores than C1 scores, while only those in τ1 had
significantly lower C6 scores than C5 scores. C1, C3 and C5 are are not significantly different from
one another, excluding τ2, where their C3 scores are significantly greater than their C5 scores. For
participants in τ1, checkpoints 1, 2, 3 and 5 were all found to have significantly lower confidence
scores compared to checkpoint 4, while for participants in τ2, only their C3 and C5 scores were
significantly lower than their C4 scores. Participants in τ2 were found to produce significantly
greater C2 scores over their C5 scores. Finally, participants in τ0 were found to produce significantly
greater C2 scores over their C3 scores. No significant differences were observed in any checkpoint
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between experimental groups.
Table 5.9: Significant checkpoint pairs for confidence scores.
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
Type 0 Pair 6
2 0.732 7 0.075
4.642 6 0.004 1.642
3 0.686 7 0.071
Pair 9
2 0.714 4 0.066
5.081 3 0.015 2.207
6 0.591 4 0.041
Pair 12
3 0.681 4 0.057
5.968 3 0.009 2.592
6 0.591 4 0.041
Pair 14
4 0.726 4 0.096
2.656 3 0.077 1.154
6 0.591 4 0.041
Type 1 Pair 3
1 0.692 5 0.087
-2.588 4 0.061 -1.045
4 0.807 5 0.045
Pair 5
1 0.692 5 0.087
2.340 4 0.079 0.945
6 0.604 5 0.047
Pair 7
2 0.702 5 0.082
-2.332 4 0.080 -0.941
4 0.807 5 0.045
Pair 9
2 0.702 5 0.082
3.231 4 0.032 1.304
6 0.604 5 0.047
Pair 10
3 0.672 5 0.048
-4.699 4 0.009 -1.897
4 0.807 5 0.045
Pair 12
3 0.672 5 0.048
2.737 4 0.052 1.105
6 0.604 5 0.047
Pair 13
4 0.807 5 0.045
9.476 4 0.001 3.826
5 0.643 5 0.050
Pair 14
4 0.807 5 0.045
12.944 4 < 0.001 5.225
6 0.604 5 0.047
Pair 15
5 0.643 5 0.050
3.338 4 0.029 1.347
Continued on next page
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Table 5.9 – Continued from previous page
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
6 0.604 5 0.047
Type 2 Pair 5
1 0.727 9 0.100
2.571 8 0.033 0.816
6 0.643 9 0.047
Pair 8
2 0.748 10 0.067
4.216 9 0.002 1.277
5 0.655 10 0.030
Pair 9
2 0.739 9 0.065
6.151 8 < 0.001 1.952
6 0.643 9 0.047
Pair 10
3 0.710 10 0.042
-2.710 9 0.024 -0.821
4 0.798 10 0.076
Pair 11
3 0.710 10 0.042
3.024 9 0.014 0.916
5 0.655 10 0.030
Pair 12
3 0.703 9 0.039
4.471 8 0.002 1.419
6 0.643 9 0.047
Pair 13
4 0.798 10 0.076
5.428 9 < 0.001 1.644
5 0.655 10 0.030
Pair 14
4 0.803 9 0.079
4.571 8 0.002 1.451
6 0.643 9 0.047
5.2.6 Passing Rate
Passing rates inversely express the number of visits needed before the checkpoint is passed. Passing
rate scores are calculated when the participant has successfully completed the checkpoint. Its
units are expressed in passes/visit. This value alone presents meaningful information about how
challenging the checkpoint was. Essentially, it describes the success rate, which can be loosely
translated into learning rate—describing the slope of the checkpoint progression curve presented
in Fig. 5.6. Fig. 5.12 shows the average Pc scores—the mean of the test scores within each
checkpoint. Graphically, it appears that the order by which participants (in general) found the
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checkpoints most complex can be ranked as the following: P3, P6, P1, P5, P2, and finally P4.
Figure 5.12: Mean passing rate scores in each checkpoint.
Confidence intervals of zero (found in τ2 of P2, all groups in P4, and τ0 of P6) are explained
by the fact that all participants in that category passed the checkpoint in the same number of
tests; all participants in P4 and τ2 of P2 completed the checkpoint in a single test. The passing
rate scores were astonishingly low in checkpoint 3, significantly lower than every other checkpoint.
This was only not the case for checkpoint 6, where participants in τ0 and τ2 had passing rates that
were not statistically different from their P3 scores. Next, P6 scores were significantly lower in
checkpoints 2, 4 and 5 for all experimental groups, while participants in τ0 also had significantly
lower P6 scores over P1 scores. Checkpoints 2 and 4 had the highest passing rates, as most (or all)
participants finished each in a single visit. Participants in τ2 had P2 scores that were significantly
greater than their P1 scores. Alternatively, τ1 participants produced P4 scores that are significantly
greater than their P1 scores. No significant differences were observed in any checkpoint between
experimental groups.
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Table 5.10: Significant checkpoint pairs for passing rates.
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
Type 0 Pair 2
1 0.857 7 0.244
7.117 6 < 0.001 2.518
3 0.342 7 0.160
Pair 5
1 0.875 4 0.250
3.000 3 0.058 1.303
6 0.500 4 0.000
Pair 6
2 0.929 7 0.189
7.235 6 < 0.001 2.559
3 0.342 7 0.160
Pair 11
3 0.327 4 0.200
-2.739 3 0.071 -1.190
5 0.875 4 0.250
Pair 15
5 0.875 4 0.250
3.000 3 0.058 1.303
6 0.500 4 0.000
Type 1 Pair 2
1 0.700 5 0.274
2.832 4 0.047 1.143
3 0.307 5 0.118
Pair 3
1 0.700 5 0.274
-2.449 4 0.070 -0.989
4 1.000 5 0.000
Pair 6
2 0.900 5 0.224
5.945 4 0.004 2.400
3 0.307 5 0.118
Pair 9
2 0.900 5 0.224
2.994 4 0.040 1.209
6 0.533 5 0.274
Pair 10
3 0.307 5 0.118
-13.116 4 < 0.001 -5.295
4 1.000 5 0.000
Pair 11
3 0.307 5 0.118
-5.945 4 0.004 -2.400
5 0.900 5 0.224
Pair 12
3 0.307 5 0.118
-2.595 4 0.060 -1.048
6 0.533 5 0.274
Pair 14
4 1.000 5 0.000
3.810 4 0.019 1.538
Continued on next page
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Table 5.10 – Continued from previous page
Group Checkpoint Pair x̄ n SD t df p Hedges’ g
6 0.533 5 0.274
Pair 15
5 0.900 5 0.224
2.994 4 0.040 1.209
6 0.533 5 0.274
Type 2 Pair 1
1 0.750 12 0.261
-3.317 11 0.007 -0.924
2 1.000 12 0.000
Pair 2
1 0.800 10 0.258
4.161 9 0.002 1.260
3 0.442 10 0.215
Pair 6
2 1.000 10 0.000
8.199 9 < 0.001 2.483
3 0.442 10 0.215
Pair 9
2 1.000 9 0.000
5.060 8 0.001 1.606
6 0.556 9 0.264
Pair 10
3 0.442 10 0.215
-8.199 9 < 0.001 -2.483
4 1.000 10 0.000
Pair 11
3 0.442 10 0.215
-4.375 9 0.002 -1.325
5 0.850 10 0.242
Pair 14
4 1.000 9 0.000
5.060 8 0.001 1.606
6 0.556 9 0.264
Pair 15
5 0.833 9 0.250
3.162 8 0.013 1.004
6 0.556 9 0.264
All of the above learning criteria results, along with complimentary results obtained form
confusion analysis below (Section 5.3), found that the primary cause for participant performance
degradation is directly related to the number of active joints presented in the question. The
checkpoints that were found most challenging, were ones where the participant needed to answer
test questions with three or more active joints. Meanwhile other factors such as joint resolution
and the whether or not the wrist joints were trained/evaluated do not appear to be related to the
apparent complexity of the checkpoint.
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5.2.7 Memory
Another way learning can be found to be taking place is measured by memory. Participants were
evaluated by two consecutive tests. The first took place immediately after training, and the second
test took place approximately one week later. The differences in the time-separated scores quantify
knowledge loss, therefore if the differences decrease with increasing experience, the more knowledge
is assumed to be retained. This was found to be the case for all participants, irrespective of the
stimulation group they were in.
The following five figures (Fig. 5.13–Fig. 5.17) show the delta score trends as a function of the
checkpoint at which they were evaluated. It describes the familiarity with the haptic information,
and registering more concretely in memory, as increasing over time (represented as a reduction
in knowledge loss). At first, the deltas are positive, meaning the score was better (larger) on the
post-training test, than in the follow-up test. For many of the subplots, these trend toward zero.
For later checkpoints (5 and 6), there are several instances where the average result was below
zero, indicating that the group on average performed even better on the follow-up test in than the
post-training test.
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5.2.7.1 Delta State Identification
Figure 5.13: Week-to-week state identification knowledge loss.
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5.2.7.2 Delta Active Identification
Figure 5.14: Week-to-week active identification knowledge loss.
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5.2.7.3 Delta Accuracy
Figure 5.15: Week-to-week accuracy knowledge loss.
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5.2.7.4 Active Accuracy
Figure 5.16: Week-to-week active accuracy knowledge loss.
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5.2.7.5 Delta Confidence
Figure 5.17: Week-to-week confidence loss.
In Fig. 5.13–Fig. 5.17, it can be seen that none of the stimulation groups produced delta scores
that differed significantly from the others. The only case where significant difference was found
was is in ∆Ã2, for participants in τ0, as shown in Fig. 5.16. It appears to show a significant
result since the 90% confidence intervals (shaded blue region) do not to intersect with the 90% CI
regions of the other groups. All trends, excluding ∆Ĩc in Fig. 5.14) showed to steadily decline with
increasing checkpoint (analogous with time). Fig. 5.14 had an interesting profile that is unlike the
other tests. At first, ∆Ĩ1 scores were low, suggesting that the participant was able to produce
close to, or better, active identification test scores in their follow-up visit compared to the post-
training test of the previous visit. This effect did not stay low for long, as participants were not
able to produce equally as low ∆Ĩc scores through checkpoints 2, 4 and 5; however, the ∆Ĩc scores
through checkpoints 1, 3 and 6 were close to zero or negative. This phenomenon appeared to be
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consistent for all participants regardless of the stimulation type they were given. Overall, delta
scores trending toward zero in the later checkpoints indicate that that participants were gradually
becoming more comfortable with the haptic information, it was being retained better, and were
able to produce follow-up test scores that were close to, equal to, or better than, the previous
week’s test.
5.3 Haptic Clarity and Confusion
The identification metrics were analyzed much like a multi-channel machine learning classifier. This
analysis was used to determine if there are any significant links between commonly misidentified
joints. It is important to emphasize that identifying joint inaction is just as important as identifying
joint action. Participants may use the inaction of other joints to broaden their perception of the
stimulus and sharpen their accuracy when predicting the joint states. The premise that the
participant’s ability to recognize the state of a joint is paramount, whether it is active or not.
As such, the combination of both the active and inactive analyses capture the true utility of the
haptic device and the stimulation sequences it provides its wearers. Active identification counts
the number of instances a joint is correctly identified as active and noting how often it may have
been confused (either false positive or false negative) with other joints. A similar process is used for
determining inactive identification, but instead it counts the number of instances when a joint is
correctly identified as inactive. Such a classifier scheme can be constructed into a confusion matrix,
and the key classification metrics, such as positive predicted value (PPV), negative predicted
value (NPV), true positive rate (TPR), true negative rate (TNR), and F1 scores express the how
distinguishable any one joint is from one another. Additionally, the overall classification accuracy is
computed to generally compare different experimental groups, or how the same experimental group
improves or worsens in specific joint identification through different checkpoints. This analysis is
an assembly of every single question ever delivered in trials, resulting in an extremely large dataset
(on the order of 105), so significant differences maintain substantial statistical power. The overall
classification accuracy scores are presented in Fig. 5.18.
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(a) Active classification accuracy (b) Inactive classification accuracy
Figure 5.18: Overall classification accuracy for each experimental group in each checkpoint.
In general, participants in τ0 were strongest at the active and inactive identification tasks,
showing significant scores over one (τ1) or both experimental groups in checkpoints 2, 3, 5 and
6 (p ≤ 0.001). In some checkpoints, participants in τ2 had better identification scores than both
other groups such as in checkpoints 1 and 3 (p ≤ 0.001). All of the significant differences are
reported in Table 5.11.
Table 5.11: Significant checkpoint pairs of SI scores
p-test Checkpoint
(two-tailed) 1 2 3 4 5 6
Active Identification
p(τ0 = τ1) 0.456 0.001 < 0.001 0.510 < 0.001 < 0.001
p(τ0 = τ2) < 0.001 0.236 < 0.001 0.567 < 0.001 < 0.001
p(τ1 = τ2) 0.001 0.049 < 0.001 0.183 0.703 0.068
Inactive Identification
p(τ0 = τ1) 0.933 0.147 0.001 0.944 0.142 0.069
p(τ0 = τ2) 0.342 0.564 < 0.001 0.953 0.058 0.003
p(τ1 = τ2) 0.350 0.436 < 0.001 0.890 0.732 0.196
Aside from general classification accuracy, the more-important outcome to determine from this
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test is which joints are most commonly confused with one another. These results are presented in













































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.19: Active identification confusion matrices.













































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.19: Active identification confusion matrices, continued.
The ring finger had, by far, the best active identification rates. It was rarely confused with
other joints—only participants in stimulation groups τ1 and τ2 misidentified it when the middle
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finger was active (false positive). This means that when the ring finger was active, the stimulation
was prominent enough for the participant to be sure that the joint is active (and unlikely to
mistake it for a different joint); however, when the middle finger was active it could have been
sometimes perceived as a ring finger. Thumb flexion, much like the ring finger, was also rarely
misidentified, and groups τ1 and τ2 make up the majority of the mistakes made. These groups only
typically confused it with thumb opposition, but they share equal parts of false positive and false
negative misidentifications. Finally, the wrist supination and pronation actions were not frequently
misidentified. Only participants in τ2 confused them with each other. The remaining joint actions
are significantly more commonly confused with one another for all stimulation groups.
These results were expected for a number of reasons. The ring finger and thumb flexion actions
utilize the motors that are most proximal to the ears, meaning that when the joint is active, it
will be heard and interpreted clearly. The opposition joint uses motors that are also close to
the right ear so stimulations from it can be easily misidentified as thumb flexion and vice versa.
Supination and pronation use locations of the scalp that are unlike every other joint, nearing the
nape. Because of this, they are able to be uniquely identified over all other joints, with little
crossover between these actions and other stimulations. While supination and pronation were
identified well over other joints, they were often confused with each other for participants in τ2.
In this stimulation pattern, both actions use the same two motors and the direction of the ST
sequence dictates the action (e.g., rightward sweep is supination and leftward sweep is pronation).
This relationship was apparent for all wrist actions in τ2; however, it was more common to mistake
the others (flexion/extension, and ulnar/radial) with other nearby joints as well as each other.
Stimulation patterns τ1 and τ2 use more actuators—they use a pair of motors to encode each
action—so they can be more easily confused and sometimes overwhelmed by the number of active
vibrations taking place, making it extremely difficult to precisely localize stimulations and associate
them with the appropriate joints. When the participant is presented with multiple moving joints
it proved extremely challenging to isolate their attention to one of the active joints. In practice,
this would not be as significant of a problem as the joints that are moving are commanded by
the wearer, so their input command should promote the expected joints to move and instead of
devoting cognitive energy to which joints are moving, they are more likely to devote energy to how
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much each joint is moving as it is already known which joints are moving as they commanded it to
do so. The remaining joints were commonly confused for two main reasons: (1) they occupy space
that is too close to other space dedicated for a different joint action, and (2) the motors are located
in lower skin sensitivity regions of the scalp. In a future prototype of the WHFD, the actuator
locations and pattern sequences need to be optimized to reduce this confusion. Section 5.5 presents
a number of solutions that could promote better haptic clarity and identification performance.
Inactive identification scores report similar results as found above for active identification
scores. Naturally, the inactive identification scores would have significantly higher scores overall
as are more circumstances when a joint is not active compared to when it is active. The confusion
matrices presented in Fig. 5.20 show identical trends to the active identification score presented
above, but their differences (given the number of positive inactive classifications) are insignificant























































































































































































Figure 5.20: Inactive identification confusion matrices.





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.20: Inactive identification confusion matrices, continued.
5.4 Outliers
5.4.1 Head Dimensions
As mentioned in Section 5.1.5, one participant failed to feel the activity of motors in the same way
as other participants. This is because the skullcap used in the headgear did not properly fit to her
head, as she had head dimensions that were well below its specified target wearers (40th percentile
female). In retrospect, she should have been withdrawn from the study early in compliance with
the experimental protocol. At this time it was hoped that the headgear would work for her. For
the first two checkpoints she was able to pass and interpret the haptic patterns. This meant that
she was able to spot localized stimulation, with only one or two active motors. In checkpoint 3,
she was overwhelmed by the multiple actuators active at once. She reported that she felt the
entire hat was vibrating. As a result, her identification, accuracy, and by extension of continually
failing, her confidence scores began to reduce significantly. At this point, she was withdrawn from
the study. She had not completed checkpoint 3. This result does not impact analysis. Since
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she did not complete checkpoint 3, her checkpoint 3 scores were not calculated and included in
checkpoint 3 analysis. As for her checkpoint 1 and 2 scores, they satisfied the mean scores of
her stimulation group and the total population, removing them would not have affected the mean
checkpoint scores or their variances, but would have drastically decreased the effect size further in
identifying significant results. Therefore, her data was not excluded for analysis of checkpoints 1
and 2.
5.4.2 COVID-19
First, the subpopulation of participants who returned from the COVID-19 hiatus was isolated;
n = 15. For each participant, the delta scores for each visit were calculated, and the instance
where the time separation between successive trials was large was identified. If the delta score was
higher than 1.960 (95%) SD, or more conservatively, 1.645 (90%) SD, of the average of the previous
visits, then the hiatus was considered to have impacted their learning performance significantly
(p ≤ 0.05) or with conservative significance (p ≤ 0.1). From the 15 participants, only 7 (of
which 5 were found to be significant to the p ≤ 0.05 level) experienced a significantly higher score
than their previous average in at least one of the five learning criteria. It is believed that the
decline in performance could be represented as a complex function of many parameters: amount
of accomplished education (HLOE), age, duration since the last lesson, complexity of the material
(checkpoint upon return) and the amount of practice/experience they endured before the break
(which is separated into two categories: (1) number of visits before the hiatus, and (2) the amount
of time they had to learn the checkpoint material). Table 5.12 itemizes each case:
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Table 5.12: Participants that returned after the COVID-19 haitus, where a. is Age, b. is Visits
Before Hiatus, c. is Hiatus Duration (in days), d. is Visits in Checkpoint Before
Hiatus, and e. is Return Checkpoint




6 Masters 32 6 3 182 3 A
18 Masters 25 4 2 194 3 C, A∗
24 Secondary School 20 4 2 177 3
Type 1
7 Undergraduate 22 7 1 179 5
13 Undergraduate 55 5 3 183 3 I, A
22 Masters 24 4 2 182 2
31 Secondary School 19 4 2 190 3 I∗
Type 2
2 Masters 27 8 1 182 5
5 Masters 27 7 1 188 5
8 PhD 31 6 1 190 4
11 Undergraduate 26 5 2 204 3
14 Undergraduate 24 5 3 83 3
17 Masters 28 5 1 176 5 I∗
26 Secondary School 20 4 3 174 3 A, AA∗
29 College 56 3 1 189 2 Ĩ , A, AA
32 Undergraduate 26 1 1 186 1 Not Applicable
Using this multi-variable matrix each individual variable is tested separately for association to
post-hiatus score declination. Consider each of the associative trends as rudimentary as there is
certainly not enough data to support them completely.
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5.4.2.1 Hiatus Duration
The length of time the participant was paused from the study is expected to be the primary cause
of performance degradation. Of course, this may be more evident for hiatus duration that are
orders-of-magnitude greater than the durations collected. Only one participant,  = 14, was
able to return to trials fewer than 100 days after the lab shutdown, meanwhile the rest of the
participants were away for longer than 170 days (174–204 days). After a six to seven month lapse
in training, the amount of knowledge lost per day is likely to decline to insignificant levels. Fig. 5.21
groups the hiatus duration into 10-day bins.
Figure 5.21: Percentage of significant post-hiatus delta scores for various hiatus durations.
This trend can be easily misinterpreted by bin widths, and the clustered distribution of duration
periods, leaving many intermediate periods (90–170 days) to be without any (or limited) data.
Excluding the one early return, in the range from 170–210 days, no significant post-hiatus perfor-
mance trends emerge. However, this may not be the case if (hypothetically) some participants were
separated from trials as long as one year or more, while others were separated only a few weeks.
Overall, without substantially more participants whose duration periods are more diversely orga-




Both participants whose age is greater than 53 years had post-hiatus delta scores that were signif-
icantly greater than previous visits; however, so did some of the remaining participants whose age
sparsely ranged from 18–33, with no data available between ages 33 and 53. Grouping participants
into 5 year spans shows a slight direct correlation between age and performance degradation, as
shown in Fig. 5.22.
Figure 5.22: Percentage of significant post-hiatus delta scores for various age groups.
However, just like hiatus duration, this trend can be misrepresented by the bin widths, and the
uneven distribution of age. Overall, without substantially more participants (of all ages) comments
about the relationship between age and return performance cannot be stated confidently.
5.4.2.3 Education
Participants who had significant performance decline after the hiatus ranged sparsely in education
backgrounds, ranging from secondary school diploma to master’s degree, as shown in Fig. 5.23.
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Figure 5.23: Percentage of significant post-hiatus delta scores for various levels of education.
Increasing education shows to be inversely related to significant post-hiatus delta score decline,
however, it is likely to appear this way since there was only one participant with a college diploma,
who happened to experience a significant decline in performance after the hiatus. With the limited
data available, it is unclear whether the hiatus had a significant effect on return performance, more
data would be needed to actually determine an effect.
5.4.2.4 Prior Experience
Prior experience may be the only test conducted here that shows a fair trend toward a significant
effect on post-hiatus performance loss. Participants who had attended more than six visits prior
to the COVID-19 shutdown were not found to have a significant post-hiatus score decline, while
those with fewer visits did, as shown in Fig. 5.24.
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Figure 5.24: Percentage of significant post-hiatus delta scores for various amounts of previous
experience.
From this result it is clear that lower amounts of prior experience can result in poorer performance
following a long-term hiatus. This prompts an interesting discussion in the next test. While those
participants with fewer visits were more likely to perform worse due to limited experience, those
with more visits are more likely to be tested in higher checkpoints. This effect is twofold, as
when the participant is introduced to a new checkpoint, a spike in delta scores is expected, as
the participant learns to adapt and remember the new complexities introduced in the checkpoint.
With more visits in the same checkpoint, the delta scores will also tend to decline towards zero, at
which point the participant will likely pass the checkpoint and move onto the next one. Therefore,
if the participant was more recently introduced to the new checkpoint, they would be more likely
to score worse after the hiatus. This test was found to produce the opposite effect, where a greater
percent of participants actually produced worse post-hiatus scores, with as many as three prior
attempts in the checkpoint, than those who only had one prior attempt, which is represented in
Fig. 5.25. However, this may be due to other combined factors such as the difficulty of the test
upon return, as discussed in the next section.
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Figure 5.25: Percentage of significant post-hiatus delta scores for various amounts of previous
experience within the tested checkpoint.
5.4.2.5 Difficulty of Return Test (Checkpoint)
As determined in Section 5.2, checkpoints ranked in order of descending relative difficulty as 6, 3,
5, 1, 2 and 4. The perceived difficulty of the checkpoint is expected to be a significant factor in
the post-hiatus performance. As mentioned in the previous test, the relative difficulty of the test
is expected to have contributed to the decline in performance, but this was not found to be the
case as seen in Fig. 5.26.
Figure 5.26: Percentage of significant post-hiatus delta scores for various checkpoints.
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It appears that the amount of cumulative experience outweighs the increasing difficulty of the
test, as the new bar for what is considered “challenging” is raised with more experience. It is not
surprising that the significant post-hiatus performance drop occurred mostly in checkpoint 3 (no
data was collected for checkpoint 6).
5.4.2.6 Stimulation Group
It seems improper to have performed the above tests without considering the fact that some par-
ticipants received different stimulation types than others, but subdividing them further into these
categories reduces the ability to observe any effect even further. Fig. 5.27 shows the percentage
by which participants from each stimulation group had a significant post-hiatus delta score.
Figure 5.27: Percentage of significant post-hiatus delta scores for various experimental groups.
There appears to be a trend supporting the order of stimulation group performance discussed
in the previous section. Participants in τ0 were most likely to produce the poorest delta scores
after a long-term hiatus. However, there were only three τ0 participants who returned from the
COVID-19 hiatus, while four and nine participants were able to return from the hiatus in τ1 and
τ2 respectively, so there are too few people to make definitive claims.
The above tests provide insight about how participants would likely respond to a long-term
separation from the WHFD given participant-specific and study-specific criteria. It is plausible
that most of the evaluated factors contribute to significant performance decline following a long-
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term hiatus. The multivariate problem should be more thoroughly investigated. Unfortunately,
there is not enough data acquired from this study to do so.
The above analysis is partially flawed in that the post-hiatus delta score is compared to the
average of all previous delta scores. This a crude comparison, as the average of delta scores prior
to the hiatus fluctuate greatly, so the reference delta score is highly variable and inconsistent.
This can be worsened further when looking at participants with fewer visits. Since there are no
other formal precedents about how to properly analyze this kind of event, suggestive claims about
whether COVID-19 hindered their learning trajectory cannot be made. Less than 50% (7/15)
of the participant’s post-hiatus scores were noticeably impacted and it appeared be significantly
related to the amount of experience obtained prior to the shutdown. Anecdotally, it appears
that after returning to trials, participants were quickly reminded of the interpretations of the
haptic patterns during that return session. The post-training test scores on their return visit
closely matched the scores they would have scored by näıvely linearly extrapolating their pre-
hiatus learning trajectories.
The delta score trajectory plots in Section 5.2.7 are plotted here again, Fig. 5.28–Fig. 5.32,
except these plots exclude the one instance of their COVID-19 return datum. From a careful
side-by-side look at each plot (with and without hiatus data), it can be seen that there are some
marginal differences between the plots; however, none show significant enough changes to suggest
that the pandemic hiatus impacted their performance.
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5.4.2.7 State Identification
Figure 5.28: Week-to-week state identification knowledge loss, excluding the hiatus return score.
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5.4.2.8 Active Identification
Figure 5.29: Week-to-week active identification knowledge loss, excluding the hiatus return score.
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5.4.2.9 Accuracy
Figure 5.30: Week-to-week accuracy knowledge loss, excluding the hiatus return score.
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5.4.2.10 Active Accuracy
Figure 5.31: Week-to-week active accuracy knowledge loss, excluding the hiatus return score.
Removing the COVID-19 cases reduced the disparity between the differences between τ0 and the
other two, where now the 90% CIs do intersect, this happened because participants in τ1 and
τ2 had instances of the COVID-19 hiatus that overstated the average (and confidence intervals).
Removing those items dropped the average for τ1 and τ2 such that the 90% confidence intervals all
intersect, so it is possible that COVID-19 hiatus did have a significant effect in this one particular
case.
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5.4.2.11 Confidence
Figure 5.32: Week-to-week confidence loss, excluding the hiatus return score.
This is somewhat conclusive that the stochastic trajectories were not directly (or if so, not sig-
nificantly) related to the COVID-19 hiatus. Still, there is a general trend downward towards (or
below) zero indicating that their memory is getting better, and little knowledge is lost after a
period of separation (irrespective of length) from training with the headgear.
5.5 Improving Haptic Transmissibility
As the trials proceeded, early evidence showed that participants were commonly confusing some
joints with one another, typically ones that utilize neighboring motors, especially those atop the
scalp. The headgear was designed to comply with standard scalp two-point discrimination mea-
surements (greater than 4 cm spacing), plus a bonus factor to ensure that confusion could not
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happen. This sub-study evaluated potential causes for this issue, and suggests hardware and soft-
ware improvements to the WHFD so that it can produce better haptic clarity to further reduce
confusion.
5.5.1 Gravity, Motor Performance and Sensitivity
As derived in Section 3.3, the vibrational forces generated by the motor can be resolved as the
in-plane centrifugal forces of the eccentric mass directed radially from the rotation axis, Eq. (3.1).
The current prototype activates the vibratory motors to rotate such that the plane on which the
centrifugal forces act lie tangentially to the scalp surface. In conception of the WHFD, it was
believed that the tactile receptors within the scalp were able to process these tangential vibratory
movements as shear forces. It was later learned that vibrations in this direction (shear) are
only processed well by glaborous skin with substantially greater tactile receptor density, such as
that found on the fingers, tongue, lips and genitals. Pacinian corpuscles are better stimulated
with greater fluctuations in downward pressure (i.e., the eccentric mass rotating on a plane that is
normal to the surface of the scalp). Motors laying tangentially to the scalp do not apply significant
downward forces onto the scalp. Both the shear (A) and normal (B) configurations are shown in
Fig. 5.33 below.
Figure 5.33: Motor orientation configurations: shear (A) and normal (B).
This issue is worsened by the natural curvature of the scalp as some motors will experience more
gravitational impedance on the eccentric mass motion than others. This results in a number of
issues that make the haptic sensation non-uniform across the scalp. As the plane tilt, α, increases
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with respect to the horizontal so increases the amount of gravitational work done on the eccentric
rotary mass. This demonstrates that plane tilt increases the effect gravitational forces have on the
mass, causing it to accelerate with, and decelerate against, gravity on each rotation. Naturally, this
causes cyclical changes in rotational velocity, which produce off-axis torques, causing gyroscopic
precession. It is this gyroscopic precession that the skin on the scalp is able to feel as oscillating
pressures. This force fluctuation increases proportionally to the rotation speed of the motor.
The gyroscopic precession movements become larger and more pronounced with greater angular
velocity, ω, felt thereafter as a change in vibration intensity. The magnitude of the force delivered
into the scalp in the current prototype is only one tenth of the force produced by the motor, shown
empirically in Fig. 5.34. The curvature of the scalp weakens the motor force further as the rotation
plane becomes more horizontal (smaller α), which can be seen clearly in Fig. 5.34a. The normal
configuration plots in Fig. 5.34b do not exhibit this same behavior because α remains constant,
irrespective of the varying β.


























(a) Shear force output


























(b) Normal force output
Figure 5.34: Force output from the actuator at varying contact angles, β.
The motor remains at rest for varying motor PWM levels at various plane-tilts (shown in the
first 3 seconds for each force-time plot in Fig. 5.34). This can be explained by the amount of
input force needed to move a stationary hanging mass. The greater the plane tilt, the greater the
required input torque (which is proportional to input current—which is directly associated to the
duty cycle) needed to move the mass over its first cycle. Therefore, to get any motor output at all,
the input power needs to be greater. This results in the relative motor intensity being inconsistent
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from motor to motor and motors on different areas of the head (namely the ones on the sides, front
and back) start inherently slower than ones at the top. Fig. 5.35 presents a close-up look at the
motor vibration output waveform, it can be seen how much better the force is transmitted into the
sensor when oriented in its normal configuration compared to a shear configuration. The vibration
waveform looks more purely sinusoidal with fewer higher frequency artefacts and noise, it achieves
a significantly higher magnitudes of force each cycle and produces nearly linear increases to both
the vibration amplitude and frequency, with a linear increase to duty cycle.
(a) Shear
Figure 5.35: Vibration intensity differences between shear and normal configurations at β = 0◦.
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(b) Normal
Figure 5.35: Vibration intensity differences between shear and normal configurations at β = 0◦.
The joints that were most often confused employ motors that target the upper region of the
head, above the crown. This can be explained by the non-uniform sensitivity mentioned in Section
2.4; E.H. Weber mentions the reduced sensitivity, but does not quantify it [54]. This is not believed
to be as significant of a problem in this work since the WHFD stimulation methods for that region
can be designed to be more intense.
The WHFD was never intended to stimulate the ears, sound information appeared to be per-
ceived more than touch. The WHFD was expected to be intense enough that it can be felt and
that the person would not need to depend more upon their ears than their skin. Ears can have a
complimentary effect on sensory perception with multi-sensory fusion, however, this would require
a lot of practice [61]. With little exposure, ears and skin will typically compete with one another,
which limits sensory perception to only one modality [59]. Hearing alone however, has several
issues associated with it. First, as mentioned in Section 2.3, ears are serial peripheral sensors,
they can only be interpreted when attended to [66], so stimulation with multiple actuators acting
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at once is complicated for the ears alone to decrypt. This has the added downside of requiring
users to stop interacting with their environment to listen to the haptic patterns. The second issue
is that the ears take over the process of identifying the location of an acting motor using trian-
gulation between both ears to estimate its location; which is not sustainable as sound intensity
declines with the square of the distance, the sound of acting motors further away from the ears
are less likely to be heard, especially if there are other active actuators that are more proximal.
Thirdly, the actuators laying flat do not promote bone conduction, that is, they do not direct the
vibrational energy into the bone (a more efficient sound transfer medium than air), so even the
ability to process the sound is limited by the motor orientation.
The root cause of the issue is that the actuators in the current prototype are not stimulating
enough to the scalp, and no two neighboring actuators share similar activation properties that are
identical. Motor orientation is the first issue that can be simply resolved, the motor should be
oriented such that the radial centrifugal forces generated by the mass always act normally to the
scalp surface, while at the same time are all impacted by gravity in the same way. This can be done
by orienting the motor rotation planes along the lines of longitude around the head. Changing this
one thing solves many problems. The skin stimulation is significantly more prominent, all of the
motors behave similarly, and they have identical lag time before the motors turn on (overcoming
gravity on the first cycle). The improved intensity allows the brain to depend more on tactile
information over hearing information. But if the brain is able to perform sensory fusion with both,
the motors stimulate the scalp better so that bone conduction is more efficient and the sound
information is most clear. The second issue that has been addressed is with respect to response
time. Subtle changes in vibration intensities take time to accelerate to new speeds. To accelerate
the fastest it can, more energy is required. This allows the vibration to reach its target speed
faster so that sharp transitions in motor activity as responsive as they can be in an open-loop
system. This was achieved by temporarily overshooting the target speed so that the vibration
energy accelerates its fastest. Optimum overshoot times were found by trial and error. Fig. 5.36
shows how the motor is behaving to step changes in vibration intensity in the trials and after
optimizations.
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(a) Before optimizations
(b) After optimizations
Figure 5.36: Vibration output before and after optimizations.
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As a result of this side investigation, future work will proceed with these modifications to the
haptic actuators to enable the best chance for success in haptic information transfer.
5.6 Discussion
The present study is not perfect, some areas of the experiment design and analysis contain flaws
that reduce the significance of the outcomes observed. In this section, these areas are detailed and
defended.
5.6.1 Accuracy
Learning in this study was defined by many parameters: identification (I and Ĩ), accuracy (A and
Ã), confidence (C), and memory. Each parameter reveals a different aspect of the learning process.
It is important to note that only the participant’s accuracy and confidence scores contribute to their
progression through the checkpoints. In retrospect, this decision should be rightfully scrutinized,
as there are a number of reasons why there could be potential bias. Accuracy scores are misleading
as the participant is awarded up to two points for every joint, even for those that are inactive in
the question. Accuracy scores enable the observation of how well the participant can resolve the
displacements of each joint. The flaw exists in the fact that the scores obtained in phase 1 do
not equally represent knowledge in the same way as phase 2. They are awarded more ‘free’ points
for the inactive joints in phase 2 than in phase 1. In phase 1, there are five joints from which
to choose, so misidentifying the activity of one joint accounts for 20% of the question’s accuracy
score. This makes it very difficult to produce a passing score if the passing threshold is set to
80%. In phase 2, there are 11 joints, so misidentifying the activity of one joint accounts for only
9% of the question’s accuracy score. Therefore, to fail an accuracy score in phase 2 one would
need to misidentify more than twice as many joints than in phase 1. This issue could have been
resolved by introducing all of the joints (hand and wrist) in the beginning. This flaw could explain
how A3 scores were the lowest, recognized as among the most difficult checkpoints, which is shown
clearly in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.12. Because of this, it is currently unclear whether the checkpoint was
most difficult for its added complexities, or if the test’s passing criteria was more challenging. The
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active accuracy scores from Fig. 5.10 show a more accurate depiction of the relative complexity
differences between each checkpoint, as the reference for scoring is relative to the number of joints
presented in the question. From this result it shows that the order of complexity (greatest to least)
is 6, 5, 1, 3, 4, and finally 2. This result is concerning, for if the active accuracy scores were used
to dictate the passing criteria instead of the accuracy scores, participants would not have passed
any checkpoints as easily, if at all.
5.6.2 Confidence
Confidence is similarly underrepresented. In order to pass, participants also needed to have a
confidence over 60%. Confidence scores are calculated in the same way as active identification
and active accuracy, including only the confidence ratings for the joints that are active. While the
participant may be discounted on accuracy scores for the question, they are not for the confusion
score. This is to prevent the compounding of deductions for misidentifying a joint. This was
believed to be fair; unfortunately the confidence scores may have been subject to overconfidence
bias, shown in Fig. 5.37.
(a) Confidence level histogram



















(b) Correct vs. incorrect confidence level
submissions
Figure 5.37: Confidence level submissions.
As can be seen from the above histogram (N = 10059, Mconf = 7.842, SD = 1.412), incidents
where participants report 5.4 or lower (which rounds to 5 for integer input) on the confidence scale
is significantly small, p = 0.0418. The researchers believe that participants are subconsciously
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inflating their own confidence scores so not to appear inferior or feel the pressure to admit that
they do not know the answers in the presence of the objective researcher. That statistic shows the
confidence scores for all questions (correct or incorrect); however, when isolating for either case,
the distributions appear the same, correct (N = 8535, Mconf = 7.942, SD = 1.366), and incorrect
(N = 1524, Mconf = 7.283, SD = 1.645). The difference in the correct and incorrect confidence
score distributions between the confidences are not significant (p = 0.758). This means that even
when participants are incorrect, the confidence level they submit is large. This result suggests
that the individual’s absolute lowest bottom-level-confidence, especially when they are bound to
be incorrect, is approximately 4/10. Participants are most likely to default to 6/10 or 7/10 if
they are not confident, they are most likely default to 8/10 on the confidence scale when they are
neutrally confident. Of course, when they are certain (or near certain), they would likely submit
9/10 or 10/10. Part of this issue was resolved by the fact that the active joint confidence score
was defaulted to zero when the participant failed to identify it, reducing their confidence further,
so even if they were 8/10 confident that the active joint was something else, the Cq, Ct, and Cc
averaged around 60–70%. This effect was not suspected to prior to the study. If subjects were to
have used the full confidence spectrum as intended, the anticipated mean result may have remained
close to 50%, which is why 60% was used as the target threshold for passing the checkpoint. A
threshold of 60% was evidently too low. The overconfidence bias observed moves the bottleneck for
the deciding criterion for which they pass more toward the accuracy with less effect on confidence
scores. This explains why the passing rate bar graph (Fig. 5.12) looks much more similar to the
accuracy plot (Fig. 5.9) than the confidence plot (Fig. 5.11).
5.6.3 Training vs. Testing
In this study it is believed that the training component was not ultimately effective in the process
of educating the participant of the haptic information. The training sessions took up to 30 min-
utes to complete, wasting valuable time, and after approximately 5 minutes, the participant lost
interest and was unlikely to be absorbing any more information. Instead, it is more likely that
the participant learned more from taking the pre- and post-training tests, where they were more
engaged. With every question they received a colour feedback reporting the areas of the question
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they submitted correctly (green), incorrectly (red) or close (amber). This positive and negative
reinforcement is expected to have contributed to the outcomes of future questions, but also what
caused more permanent plasticity and memory allocation. Instead, the training component should
have been a simplified replica of the test, with positive and negative reinforcement (perhaps with
more interactivity including opportunities to “Try Again” when they are incorrect), while the pre-
and post-training test should not have included any reinforcement whatsoever.
The second part of this argument stems from the incongruity between the haptic patterns
trained and tested. In training, the haptic stimulation was presented as a cosine curve, where the
first half of the motion is the complete concentric contraction stroke followed by the corresponding
eccentric contraction stroke in the second half of the stimulus. While in testing, the eccentric
motion is never tested, all stimulations are assumed to start from the home (or anatomically
neutral) position and follow a one-way sigmoidal trajectory to its destination. Therefore, the lack
of uniformity between the training and testing stimulation could have hindered to the participants
learning.
5.6.4 Averages of Averages
The outcomes presented Section 5.2 may be subject to oversimplification, as the numbers used
are assemblies of great quantities of data, resolved into a single point. For every test score, it
is computed as the average of averages (the average question score, which is an average of the
question’s joint scores), which reduce the number of data significantly. This is reduced even
further when considering the checkpoint score—participants needed several tests to eventually
pass the checkpoint. This substantially down-sampled the data, and therefore reduced statistical
power. This needed to be done because otherwise one may argue that the samples are no longer
independent—as it is true that one sample may have an effect on a future sample. For this reason
standard statistical analysis practices such as t-tests could not be applied. The better approach
to this problem would have been to run non-parametric tests on the raw data (before averaging
and reducing the data).
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5.6.5 Demographics
The participant sample was taken from a setting where the mean age, sex and education are bound
to be unlike a typical sample population. The Faculty of Engineering at Western University is
weighted toward young adults (20–26 years of age) with a male-to-female sex ratio of 3:1; all of
whom have completed secondary school education and or are in the process of completing their
post-secondary education (undergraduate or higher). This sample is unlike a typical distribution
if sampled on the nation-wide or global scale—a typical demographic for which the target market
of such a product is designed. It remains unclear that the results of this thesis pertaining to the
sample collected are representative of the population at a greater scale, thus this effect cannot be
confirmed or denied. While these demographics are not expected to be causal of haptic interpreta-
tion performance, it is necessary to widen the population demographic scale (such as recruitment
of amputees of all ages, sex/gender, hand-dominance, etc.) for following studies.
5.6.6 Sensory Substitution
Anecdotally, it appeared that participants were still actively thinking about the stimulus they felt,
instead of it being a direct, immediate association. It is difficult to claim whether sensory substi-
tution or sensory augmentation has taken effect in the present study. With healthy participants,
sensory substitution is certainly not the mechanism, since there is no substitution of any senses,
only addition. This is because it cannot be explicitly measured if the participants have or have
not elicited sensory ownership of the on-screen hand. For now the evidence suggests that subjects
are being trained to merely associate patterns of vibrations to the visual of a hand moving on-
screen, therefore, they do not internalize the sense but simply try to recall the image that matches
the stimulus they feel. While it was clear that learning was occurring, this does not conclusively
confirm or deny the presence of sensory augmentation at play. That said, it can be confirmed
that with enough practice, even given sub-ideal learning conditions, people can at least learn to
correctly interpret collections of haptic patterns to a satisfactory level of accuracy and confidence.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
The primary purpose of this study was to determine if haptic patterns delivered by the WHFD
can be interpreted and learned from. If learning was found to be occurring, the study also assessed
whether participants given a specific stimulation type were able to learn more or faster than other
stimulation types. The primary contributions this thesis provides to the scientific community are
outlined. Significant results found from Chapter 5 are assembled into meaningful lessons learned
from the study. In reflection of the study’s outcomes and limitations, recommendations for how
to proceed with future work are listed. Following this, the final concluding remarks of the thesis
are shared.
6.1 Contributions
The work demonstrated in this thesis has several main contributions to the field of sensory feedback
in upper-limb prosthetics. First, it is the only wearable haptic feedback device in the literature
that delivers large scale haptic stimulation, capable of providing up to 30 independent channels
of sensory feedback should the application require it. Second, the proposed solution is the first
haptic feedback device to employ the skin on the scalp for this haptic feedback applications. The
summary of research outcomes are presented in Section 6.2.
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6.2 Lessons Learned
6.2.1 Learning
Learning was assessed by tracking the test scores of each participant and observing the time-trend
of succeeding through checkpoints. The participant was pressed with the challenge of interpreting
information from the haptic signal that they were provided. After some time, they eventually
produced test accuracy and confidence scores that permit them to move onward to more com-
plex checkpoints in the study. Considering that the checkpoint trend is ever-increasing (despite
plateaus), this shows that the wearer’s ability to interpret haptic information was growing and
that learning was taking place, as was shown in Fig. 5.6.
The plateaus of the checkpoint progression curves in Fig. 5.6 were attributed to the introduction
of new challenges associated with the next checkpoint (increasing feedback resolution, number of
active joints, and adding more sensed quantities). This strategy was intended to “chunk” the
learning process so that moving to the next checkpoint builds new knowledge onto the learned
foundation. However, knowing which (or how much) of these parameters to modify had not
been previously established. This study served to highlight the modifications that had the most
significant effect on the participant’s learning trajectory. For example, it was discovered that
the feedback resolution and adding the wrist senses did not present as significant of a decline in
performance as increasing the number of active joints. The act of adding wrist joints in checkpoint
4 did not present a significant enough challenge, having already surpassed the complexities of
checkpoint 3. This has lead to the insight that all of the sensed quantities should be trained and
introduced together and that the feedback resolution can be increased. Overall, despite the non-
linearity of the challenge introduced in each checkpoint, participants always managed to interpret
the new complexity and surpass the checkpoint indicating that they are learning and becoming
more comfortable with the haptic interface.
After some practice, participants were able to commit their learned material to memory, which
is a substantial part of the learning process. Delta scores indicated that the amount of knowledge
lost from one session to the next was trending toward zero (Section 5.2.7), where the post-training
test and the following session’s pre-training tests were similar, despite the period of time where
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the participant was not being trained. This was especially interesting when COVID-19 forced
participants to wait substantially longer before their next session—only seven (47%) of participant’s
delta scores were found to be critically affected by the hiatus. It appeared that the long hiatus
especially affected participants who had less overall exposure to the study, while those with more
than six visits were not affected. This shows that memory plays a special role in the learning
process. Once the material becomes firm in memory, it is unlikely to be forgotten. For long
hiatuses, if the participant has had sufficient practice, they can return to trials with little change
to their original learning trajectory. Even the participants whose post-hiatus delta scores were
significantly large managed to recover back to their original trajectory after only one training
session.
6.2.2 Stimulation Methods
There is no dispute that, in this study, participants in τ2 had a significant advantage in nearly every
test, which agrees with results found by Novich supporting ST style stimulation types maximizing
haptic throughput [40, 41]. At times, this stimulation pattern was overwhelming, especially when
several joints were simultaneously active, mainly because each sensory threshold fired two motors
at full velocity. The temporal sequence starting at the instant of crossing a new sensory thresh-
old allowed participants to keep a running count of the joint positions. As the sensed quantity
increased, so did the amount of time for the pattern to elapse, which proved useful for reminding
the participant of the joint’s position if they lost track of it. Unfortunately, the time needed to
clearly depict a perceptual difference between two levels needed to be large, causing the pattern to
elapse over intervals from 300 ms up to 3 s. These durations could not have been reduced more,
nor would such a change be effective since Novich mentioned that the haptic interpretation rates
increased with longer ST pattern durations [40, 41]. This feature makes the proposed ST method
less functional for dynamic quantities that are sensed in real time. The pattern elapsing slowly
meant that the test needed to assume that the joints are moving slowly, and the haptic resolution
can only be divided in up to six steps, which may not be practical. Future work should consider
ST patterns that can elapse over significantly faster intervals so that greater feedback resolution
can be achieved at conventional prosthesis joint speeds; however, this still may not prove respon-
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sive enough for sensed quantities that evolve even faster in time, such as the sense of touch. If a
faster ST pattern can be created, it may be more effective to group actuators into pairs and locate
them closer together, maintaining more distance from other pairs (Fig. 6.1), to further reduce joint
confusion.
(a) Hybrid SVI (b) Hybrid ST
Figure 6.1: Two new concepts for the motor layout. These concepts combine all of the best unique
parts of each method evaluated in the present study. Small intermediate dots represent
the transition of haptic intensity from one motor to the other as demonstrated with the
SVI stimulation method. Chevron triplets represent an ST stimulation method such
as the ‘sweep’ method. Grey motor locations are reserved for other sensing quantities
such as the sense of touch, temperature and other auxiliary features.
The next best experimental group was found to be τ1. Participants given this type of haptic
pattern (SVI) showed a better understanding of the amount of joint motion, as demonstrated
clearly by their accuracy and active accuracy scores. This is because the SVI method spreads
the stimulation out over more space. The combined vibration intensity of two motors encode the
sensory information. As a result, the feedback spectrum is wider so that changes to the sensory
input are felt better (a more significant change in vibration intensity is experienced) when compared
to PVI stimulation patterns. This stimulation is not without flaws as it also uses two motors for
every sensed quantity, effectively doubling the power needed to operate it over PVI methods. Just
like stimulation type 2, pairs of active motors can be overwhelming if multiple joints are moving
simultaneously. This is worsened in the current prototype since the actuators are uniformly spaced
and some pairs breach the space of other pairs, causing some actuators to be confused more easily.
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In a future prototype, it will be better to group paired actuators closer together but further
away from other pairs shown in Fig. 6.1. The SVI stimulation method was originally intended to
perform differently, where neighbouring motors were to vibrate at dynamic rates such that their
constructive and deconstructive interference shift the anti-nodes of the resultant vibration beat.
This has the effect of shifting the apparent vibration locus across the skin, using space to encode
the joint’s motion. This method was applied to Eagleman’s VEST to simulate body contact in
virtual reality [32]. Admittedly, the SVI pattern produced in this thesis for the WHFD does not
really feel this way, and making it behave as intended proved more challenging to implement due
to limitations of the actuators which are outlined in Section 5.5. Perhaps this should be revisited
with an updated version of the WHFD that includes the suggested improvements.
The least effective stimulation type was τ0, where despite having the least joint confusion, the
participants given this stimulation method (PVI) struggled to correctly interpret the amount of
joint motion. This agrees with early hypotheses about the PVI methods. PVI uses fewer actuators
(half has many as SVI) so that there are more substantial spaces between active actuators, spaced
far enough apart to prevent confusion about the state of a joint, but this would compromise their
joint accuracy.
Before making any more decisions about which stimulation method is best, a follow-up study
should employ some or all of the proposed hardware and software changes, especially the ones
detailed in Section 5.5. Until then, the results suggest that ST type patterns are the most rich
in sensory information, while SVI and PVI are better for real-time sensing applications. The SVI
method was more clear from an accuracy perspective. Ideally, a hybrid version of all three types
should be considered in future iterations of the WHFD.
6.3 Recommendations and Future Work
6.3.1 Equipment Improvements
 Future work should apply all of the modifications that were determined to optimize the
WHFD haptic transmissibility, Section 5.5. If the same actuators are used (piezoelectric
actuators and linear resonant actuators can be used as an alternative), it is important to
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note that the force generated by the actuator is maximized in one direction, so the orientation
at which the motor rests relative to the surface of the skin and earth’s gravitational force
remain consistent. ERM actuators accelerate too slowly. When a motor needs to quickly
accelerate from one position to a distant set point, the motor should be provided with as
much electrical power as needed to accelerate it as quickly as possible.
 Lycra was used to allow the WHFD to conform to most adult head shapes, and was effective
for all but one participant in the study. Prototypes of different sizes should be created to
accommodate people of all head sizes. The more tightly the hat can fit on the head, the
greater the likelihood that the vibration would be felt.
 Other proposed improvements include continuing to add features that move the prototype
steps closer to a commercial product. These features are mentioned in Section 3.1, which
include transitioning to wireless communication, using battery power over and external power
supply, hiding and immersing electronics into the product’s aesthetic, and including all of
the necessary sensory channels such as the sense of temperature and touch.
 Actuator placement was carefully designed so that no two actuators were ever closer than
4 cm—the two-point-discrimination threshold on the scalp. Despite this spacing considera-
tion, joint motions were often confused, especially with nearby actuators. It is possible that
simple equipment modifications would resolve this issue. If a haptic stimulation pattern such
as the proposed SVI or ST is used, then the actuator placement should look like the hybrid
layout in Fig. 6.1. This way, the best performance characteristics of the SVI or ST method
are conserved, while adequately spacing the joint pairs from others. More actuators per joint
(maybe three or four) should also be considered if the space permits it.
6.3.2 Interactivity With a Physical Prosthesis
The WHFD will ultimately be used with a real prosthesis, where the user can manipulate the
prosthesis to perform actions while they feel the haptic feedback in response to their commands.
Future studies should consider evaluating the WHFD in this type of setting.
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 Adding prosthesis interactivity would promote a better environment for sensory substitu-
tion/augmentation to take place. Interacting with the plant while simultaneously feeling the
sensed behaviour and adapting control inputs to accomplish a task is a human-in-the-loop
control system. This enables the brain to depend on the sensory feedback in order to accom-
plish the task well, and this dependence is what drives the brain to plasticize more quickly.
The current simulated approach is not conducive to sensory augmentation of the sense of
proprioception, hopefully an interactive environment can remedy this in future studies.
 Sensory augmentation, or the amount thereof, should be quantified. A quantifiable way to
ensure that SA is prevalent in this study is to use a PET scan to observe the neural activation
and record its response time following a stimulation.
 In addition to sensory substitution and augmentation, this change would eliminate any of the
causes for concern regarding the differences between training and testing. This is because,
neither training nor testing stimulations would use simulated haptic profiles. So whether
the finger was moving faster or slower, in a cosine or sigmoidal trajectory, or in one or both
directions would no longer confound the results.
6.3.3 More Data to Support Results
 With all things being equal, if more participants were recruited (ideally sampled from a more
diverse population), more meaningful results could have been established from the data.
With more data, the greater the likelihood that significant differences are not false positives,
and the more sure one could be about significant outcomes. While 37 participants were
recruited, only 18 managed to finish the study, 14 of whom chose to resume trials following
the COVID-19 shutdown. There is no telling for sure how the study’s results would differ
had the long-term hiatus not happened, especially since significantly more participants would
have been able to complete the study. A repeat of the study excluding the hiatus should be
done to eliminate that factor. The original goal was to recruit 45 participants (15 participants
per group). Had this been the case—even with the reduction in data by averages—it would
have been a satisfactory amount of data to produce meaningful results.
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 In future work, even if more participants are not recruited, the raw data (before assembly and
reduction) should be reanalyzed using non-parametric statistical tests so that the reduction
of data is not a factor that could weaken results.
 In mention of COVID-19, no significant results were obtained due to the number of partici-
pants that were affected. Had more participants been affected, perhaps more confident claims
can be made regarding the learning performance degradation due to the hiatus. Instead, a
study should be done that can control the hiatus period and simulate this effect, tailored to
obtain the results that the present study was not able to determine.
6.3.4 Modifications to the Passing Criteria
 Accuracy and confidence were found to potentially bias the obtained results. This made it
very difficult to compare accuracy results obtained in phase 1 with those in phase 2. The test
should be redone where the hand and wrist joints are introduced together, instead of in two
separate phases of the study. Increasing feedback resolution also did not add a significant
challenge. Perhaps the study should be redone where only the number of active joints is
increasing with each checkpoint (single joint questions in checkpoint 1, two joint questions
in checkpoint 2, etc.).
 The confidence results are now known to have been subjected to bias, and it was determined
that the passing threshold of 60% was too low, making it too simple to pass. Overconfidence
bias should be considered when deciding how to quantify confidence. Future work should
consider increasing this threshold, or consider using a better confidence metric to quantify
this behaviour.
6.4 Concluding Remarks
People with upper-limb deficiencies struggle to control their myoelectric prosthesis, which has
been found to be related to an astonishing prosthetic limb abandonment rate. A key reason
for this lack of control is the disconnect between human and machine—an absence of sensory
awareness. It is very difficult to gain awareness of the sensory states of the prosthesis through
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typical feedback strategies such as eyesight, hearing, and feeling the contact pressures on the
residua. Further, dedicating the eyes and ears to monitor the bionic limb is exhausting and
distracting from the wearer’s environment. The high-end prostheses that claim to offer enhanced
control are too expensive and inaccessible. This thesis introduced a wearable haptic feedback device
that was designed to alleviate the cognitive burden of monitoring prosthesis sensory states. The
proposed WHFD was evaluated in two studies. The first study showed that it is an effective device
for promoting sensory awareness. The study was effective in determining the results to each of the
three research questions. Participants have shown that, independent of the stimulation method
used, that they are able to interpret great quantities of parallel information and can confidently
report what they felt to a satisfactory level of accuracy. The studies discovered that each of the
proposed stimulation methods are useful in different ways, which lead to future iterations that
can harness the best parts of each method for a more effective haptic device. The secondary
study showed that there are hardware and software changes than can also be employed that would
improve the haptic interpretation even further. The study was effective, but it was not perfect.
There are many improvements that could be done to the study design to reach even more impactful
conclusions, and proposed future work will consider the lessons learned from this study to apply
them to ones that follow.
In the grand scheme of the research space, this solution is novel and presents a number of
benefits over previous literature. It is a low-cost and non-invasive solution that can deliver sub-
stantially more channels of sensory feedback than any other researchers have attempted to resolve
(the greatest related attempt being from Cipriani et al. and D’Alonzo et al. [81, 82]). The haptic
hat is still under development and the lessons learned in the studies presented herein provide the
researchers with the knowledge about how to improve it even more. When this device is fully de-
veloped to work with upper-limb myoelectric prostheses, it will be further evaluated if it directly
solves the intended problem—improving control to elicit greater device ownership. At this stage,
it is believed that this solution can present quality sensory feedback, and one day will assist people
with upper-limb deficiencies by improving device control in an affordable manner. There is still
more work to be done before it achieves this goal. The long-term project will not be complete
until it is confirmed that this equipment contributes to lowering the prosthesis abandonment rate.
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Letter of Information 
Title: Development of a Haptic Feedback Wearable Device for Upper Limb Prosthetics through Sensory 
Substitution 
 
Principal Investigator: Dr. Michael Naish (PhD) 
Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering 
Western University, London, Ontario, N6A 5B9 
Amit Chakma Engineering Building, Room 3470 
 
Experimenter: Marco Gallone (BESc) 
Graduate Student, Mechanical and Materials Engineering 
Western University, London, Ontario, N6A 5B9 
Amit Chakma Engineering Building, Room 3410, Desk 10 
 
Funding: NSERC Discovery Grant 
 
Location: Amit Chakma Engineering Building, Room 3410, Western University, London, Ontario, Canada 
 
You are being invited to participate in a research study directed by Dr. Michael Naish. This study calls for approximately 
90 voluntary participants over the age of 18 who have normal (or corrected to normal) vision and can attend short weekly 
sessions at Western University over a several month span. The study aims to understand how a vibratory stimulation 
headset developed at Western University can display various patterns depicting hand/wrist motion, and to determine if the 
wearer can correctly interpret this information. This is a time-based study, to assess the learning curve of participants as 
they are exposed to actions and their corresponding vibratory activation patterns. Over the study, the change in 
understanding, memory, and comfort with the signals will be assessed. In the first visit, Marco Gallone will review this 
Letter of Information and Consent form with you. Please confirm that you have read and understand the content by 
initialing each page. Marco is available to clarify any questions or concerns that you may have as you read. Thank you for 
your interest in participating in this study.  
 
Motivation of the Study: 
Amputees often abandon their prostheses because they do not work well for many tasks. Among the many essential 
features requested by amputees is the ability to sense the artificial limb’s motion (called proprioception). Our research 
team believes that this type of sensory feedback can be incorporated into prosthetic hands in an inexpensive and non-
surgical manner. The overall goal is to improve user functionality by reducing the mental burden required to operate a 
powered prosthetic device, leading to an improvement to the quality of life of the amputee. 
  
Thankfully, there is a well-known phenomenon in neuroscience called sensory substitution suggesting that the human 
brain can learn to replace damaged or absent senses with information from one or more of the body’s other senses. This 
means that the body learns to trust other active senses, commonly referred to as heighted senses to gather a lot of the same 
information that may be absent, damaged or underdeveloped. This is how a visually impaired person can learn to read 
fluently while they graze their finger over braille text. In this project, the brain can use the concept of sensory substitution 
to learn to interpret patterns of vibrations that contain information about a prosthetic limb. The main goal of this study is 
to determine the limitations of sensory substitution using haptic displays of proprioception. 
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Study Details: 
The primary objectives of the study are: 
1. To observe whether and how well a wearable haptic interface conveying proprioceptive sensory feedback can be 
correctly interpreted and which of the various stimulation patterns best accomplish this. 
2. To compare the learning curves of participants who are exposed to different stimulation patterns.  
 
Procedure: 
The study will start with the proctor, Marco Gallone, introducing himself and various pieces of equipment that the study 
will utilize. Marco will be using custom software to help automate each step of the study. The first step is to enter your 
Participant ID Number, which is first issued to you right here. 
 
Participant ID Number: _______________________. 
 
Each time you visit for your scheduled session, you will need to provide this number so that further data can be collected 
in your study record. If you forget it, a copy of this number will be documented in a Master Participant List to be accessed 
if needed. Using this newly issued ID number begins the first step of opening a new study profile. 
 
Marco will ask you to fill out some information including Age, Sex, Gender, Dominant Hand, and Highest Level of 
Education Achieved. Marco will then take two separate measurements of your head, as shown in Figure 1. Following this, 
your study record will officially open, and the experiment can begin. This study record setup step is only done in your first 
session; once this information is saved to your study record it will not be modified in later sessions (unless requested).  
 
 
Figure 1: Participant’s Head Measurements 
 
Training:  
Each visit, you will be presented with some hand/wrist actions displayed in a video on screen while the headgear presents 
a pattern of vibrations corresponding to each gesture. The pattern and/or the intensity of vibration change proportionally 
to the amount of motion in each joint. Refer to Figure 2 below for an example. The intensity of one vibratory motor is 
comparable to a smartphone notification. On this headgear, there are 30 distinct vibratory motors, which the combined 
intensity can be described as a head massage when all or most of the motors are active at once. Each training example is a 
recording of each joint performing a simple motion. The active joint motion is played nine times – three quickly, three at 
normal speed, and three slowly. 
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Figure 2: Example Training Stimulation  
 
Testing: 
There are two identical types of tests in this study: the Pre-Training Test and the Post-Training Test. The only difference 
between these tests is when in the session it occurs. The Pre-Training Test assesses your long-term memory. This test 
happens before the training session of each visit, to assess retained information from the previous session a week before. 
Of course, on your first visit you will not need to perform a Pre-Training Test. The Post-Training Test assesses your short-
term memory. It happens immediately after you have had a training session, where you will be evaluated on your ability 
to recognize recently trained gestures. You will be presented with a pattern of vibrations (this time, without the aid of a 
video). You will need to try and identify the motion from the vibration pattern, indicating which joint(s) are active, and 
how much each joint has moved. With every answer provided in the test, you will need to also indicate how confident you 




This study is separated into two Phases: Phase one considers finger articulation only (refer to Figure 3), while Phase two 
includes full hand articulation (refer to Figures 4 – 6)  
 
Figure 3: Neutral Pose (a), Index (b), Middle (c), Ring (d), Thumb Flexion (e), Thumb Oppose (f) 
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Figure 4: Flexion (left), Neutral Pose (centre), and Extension (right) 
 
 
Figure 5: Radial Deviation (left), Neutral Pose (centre), and Ulnar Deviation (right) 
 
 
Figure 6: Pronation (left), Neutral Pose (centre), and Supination (right) 
 
Each phase has three levels: Beginner, Intermediate, and Expert. As you progress and become more comfortable 
distinguishing patterns, the level of difficulty will increase. After each answer is submitted you will be provided with 
immediate feedback on how close you were to the correct answer to help guide your learning. As you become more 
comfortable with the information presented through the haptic device you will experience a direct positive affect on your 
test scores. Scoring 80% or better allows you to level up to a more challenging checkpoint in the study. Leveling up 
beyond the Expert level of Phase one begins the Beginner level of Phase two. Exceeding the Expert level of Phase two 
concludes your participation in the study. Since the completion of the study depends on your test scores, an estimated 
study duration cannot be provided; however, you can only advance one checkpoint per week. As such, a minimum of six 
visits is required for completion. A complete outline of how the study will be conducted is represented in the flowchart 
below: 
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Figure 7: Study Design Flow Chart 
 
Scheduling: 
Your participation in this study is very much appreciated, and completely voluntary. If you choose to continue to support 
the study, it is politely asked of you to remain on a strict weekly attendance. If you are able, please schedule future 
sessions into your calendar to avoid conflicts with other engagements. Meetings will be scheduled each week by default 
on the same day and same time as your previous session but can be rescheduled flexibly within 3 days. Sessions will 
continue until you have successfully demonstrated a complete and correct interpretation of all signals tested in Phase 2. If 
you are unable to attend your scheduled session(s), or choose to no longer participate in this study, please let your proctor, 
Marco Gallone, know as soon as possible so that accommodations such as rescheduling or cancellations can be made prior 
to the next session’s scheduled time. Should you be unable to attend a scheduled session for reasons that are outside of the 
control of all of the parties involved, your profile and data will be retained, unless you explicitly request to withdraw from 
the study. When you can resume sessions again, you will take a preliminary test to assess your retention, and then 
continue as scheduled. 
 
Exclusion Criteria: 
Participants will not be permitted to participate if they are under 18 years of age or have self-proclaimed weak vision 
(after considering corrective prescription eyewear). They are asked if they can see the visuals displayed on screen clearly, 
if they respond no, they will be withdrawn. Participants will not be eligible to participate if their head (and accompanying 
hair) does not fit the head worn equipment, or if hair is too thick, causing a prevention to feel the vibratory stimulation. In 
addition, any participant with scalp sensitivity, skin irritation, or chronic headache will be excluded. You may be 




People who choose to participate in this study may experience one or more of the risks and inconveniences listed below: 
 Slight discomfort due to the headwear pulling vibrators tightly to scalp. Those with large heads or with thin or 
absent hair are particularly at risk.  
 Vibrators on the scalp can cause scalp irritation and/or headaches, especially for those with thin or absent hair. 
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 Vibrators can obstruct hearing. There is a small risk of ear ringing during or after the visit. The sound of the 
vibrators can also drown out the sound of the proctor’s voice.  
 Risk of lice transfer. All participants are expected to wear the same headgear. Lice transfer from contaminated 
headgear or the proctor’s hands is possible. 
 Vibrators pressed over hair can cause slight hair pulling or can be damaging to certain hairstyles. 
 
Prevention and Mitigation of Risks Provided: 
For each of the risks presented above, the research team has the following prevention and mitigation strategies in place for 
the best chance of the risk avoidance: 
 Participation in this study is voluntary. You may withdraw from the experiments at any time, even after consent is 
given.  
 The headgear features a layer of Spandex/Lycra™ material, offering some padding between the vibrator and the 
scalp. The sensation of the vibration is often compared to a “head massage”, though the tolerance to intense 
vibration varies from participant to participant. 
 Those who have too large or too small of a head diameter to comfortably sense the haptic interface will be 
withdrawn from the study.  
 The headgear features some degree of adjustability, so some discomfort can be reduced. 
 If headache symptoms are experienced, Aspirin, Tylenol, Advil, or other over-the-counter headache suppression 
medication is recommended following an appointment.  
 A thin disposable hairnet is required to be put on before the participants head dimensions are recorded or the 
headgear is worn and long before there is any contact with the haptic headgear.  
 The proctor is to take every pre- and post-experiment precaution to prevent the spread of lice. Marco will ensure 
that his hands are thoroughly washed before getting close to the participant’s hair. If any participant claims that 
lice has been contracted during the study, Marco will perform an equipment disinfecting procedure. 
 Those who fear that their hairstyle could be ruined or damaged due to the headgear will have the option to 
withdraw themselves from the study. It is strongly encouraged that hairstyles conducive to wearing a hat are worn 
each session. 
 Those with large volumes of hair or hairstyles that present a complication to the sensation of the vibrations will be 
withdrawn from the study. 
 While this is highly unlikely, should you get harmed/injured as a direct result of this experiment, the medical care 
costs will be covered by your own health insurance plan. 
 
Benefits: 
This is the first study among many involved in a research program that aims to improve powered upper-limb prosthetics. 
The focus of this study is haptic feedback and discrimination of proprioceptive senses using sensory substitution for the 
wearers of prosthetic limbs. Participants may not receive any personal benefit as a result of their participation. Some of 
this study’s potential public academic and scientific benefits are listed below: 
 The evaluation of a low-cost and non-invasive sensory feedback interface.  
 Test the complexities and validate the science of sensory substitution and explore the depths to which it can be 
applied. 
 Confirmation that haptic stimulation can improve proprioceptive sense awareness. 
 
Confidentiality: 
Your name, signature and email are not linked to any of the other personal identifiers captured in this study such as age, 
sex, gender, dominant hand and head dimensions. These identifiers are strictly protected by this study. Marco Gallone and 
Michael Naish have put in place many security measures to ensure your confidentiality.  
 
A complete outline of the documents used in this study containing identifiers are explicitly listed in the table below.  
 
 






Table 1: Identifier Linking Documentation 
Document (type) Identifiers Captured 
Letter of Information/Consent form (paper) 
 
 Full Name 
 Signature/Initials 
 Participant ID Number 
 
Master Participant List (electronic) 
 
 Full Name 
 Participant ID Number 
 Email 
 
Participant Tracker (electronic) 
 
 Participant ID Number 




 Dominant Hand 
 Head Dimensions 
 
Weekly Test Data (electronic) 
 
 Participant ID Number 
 Visit Date 
 
  
All the electronic documents where sessional data is captured (which excludes the Master Participant List) will be saved 
on a password protected USB drive. The USB contents will only be opened using a password protected Computer/Laptop. 
Whenever the USB is not in use it will be locked in Marco’s desk filing cabinet. The cabinet is in ACEB 3410, a graduate 
office, where key card permission/access is strictly controlled. Only Marco and Michael have a key to this office and 
filing cabinet. The Master Participant List is a password protected document and is saved in a different location than the 
study data, this document will be saved independently on a secure Computer/Laptop. In this way, if the USB data is 
stolen/compromised, there is no way for one to link the data to your identity. All paper documents such as this Letter of 
Information/Consent will be locked in Michael’s desk filing cabinet, which is in a faculty office to which only he can 
access.  
 
Further protection of your identity lies in the complexity of the data stored, all data is unlabelled and abstracted with 
numbers (i.e. Male = 0, Female = 1). In this way, only Marco and Michael can understand the data collected, since they 
have an inherent knowledge of each item in the data. Your anonymity will always be protected by using numeric codes 
(your personal ID number) when analyzing your experimental data. Data will be retained for 7 years (in accordance with 
UWO policy), then destroyed. Representatives of the University of Western Ontario Health Sciences Research Ethics 
Board may require access to your study-related documents to oversee the ethical conduct of this study. If you withdraw 
during early stages of the experiment, the data collected up to that point will be discarded entirely from the study. After 
you have progressed beyond the Expert level of Phase 1, your data will not be discarded unless explicitly requested within 
three weeks of termination from the study.  
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Rights: 
You do not waive any legal right by consenting to this study. If you have any questions or concerns regarding 
participation in our study, please contact Dr. Michael Naish. If you have any questions about the conduct of this study or 
your rights as a research participant you may contact The Office of Human Research Ethics [phone number omitted from 
thesis publication], email: [email omitted from thesis publication]. A copy of this information package is yours to keep for 
your personal records.    
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Consent Form 
Title of Research: Development of a Haptic Feedback Wearable Device for Upper Limb Prosthetics 
through Sensory Substitution 
 
Principal Investigator: Dr. Michael Naish (PhD) 
 
Collaborator: Marco Gallone (BESc) 
 
For the Participant: 
I have read and understand the above information describing this study. I have had the purposes, procedures, and technical 
language of this study explained to me. I have been given sufficient time to consider the above information and to seek 
advice if I chose to do so. I have had the opportunity to ask questions, which have been answered to my satisfaction. I am 
voluntarily signing this form. I will receive a copy of this consent form for my information. 
If, at any time, I have further questions, problems, or adverse events, I can contact Dr. Michael Naish, the principal 
investigator of the project, at [phone number omitted from thesis publication] or any of the investigators and collaborators 
on the project. 
If I have any questions about my rights as a research participant or the conduct of this study, I may contact The Office of 
Human Research Ethics [phone number omitted from thesis publication], email: [email omitted from thesis publication].  
 





    
Name of Participant 
(please print) 





    
Name of Person Obtaining 
Informed Consent 
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Experimental Protocol 
Title: Development of a Haptic Feedback Wearable Device for Upper Limb Prosthetics through Sensory 
Substitution 
 
Principal Investigator: Dr. Michael Naish (PhD) 
Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering 
The University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, N6A 5B9 
Amit Chakma Engineering Building, Room 3470 
 
Experimenter: Marco Gallone (BESc) 
Graduate Student, Mechanical and Materials Engineering 
The University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, N6A 5B9 
Amit Chakma Engineering Building, Room 3410, Desk 10 
 
Funding: NSERC Discovery Grant 
 




Those who have unfortunately lost their limbs may regain some functionality with the assistance of a prosthesis, but many 
affordable commercially available prosthetic devices do not restore the ability to sense. Everyday tasks such as grasping, 
reaching, and maneuvering with such a device are difficult due in part to a lack of common senses such as touch, 
temperature, and proprioception (the internal sense of knowing the position and orientation of your limb in space). Among 
these senses, proprioception is one of the least recognized as problematic, but certainly critical to operate a prosthetic 
effectively. Many amputees agree that it is imperative to have a sense of proprioception since the alternative is to dedicate 
a lot of attention and focus with their eyesight, hearing, and other natural human mechanisms to close the loop and operate 
the device properly. This heavy cognitive load to use their prosthetic sometimes leads some amputees to abandon it 
altogether.  
 
A common phrase of those who’ve lost a critical sense is: “when one sense is lost, the body’s other senses become 
heightened in order to compensate”. Dependence of other senses such as eyesight, hearing, and touch is a well-known 
concept in neuroscience called sensory substitution. Sensory substitution relies on the ability of the brain to gather sensory 
information from other senses within the body, effectively retraining to use alternate senses for the same information. In 
this way, it is possible to use the body’s more active senses to gather information as a replacement for senses that may be 
absent, removed, damaged, or underdeveloped.  
 
This project focuses on the development of a wearable vibratory stimulation (haptic) device to be paired with a sensory 
capture system that will eventually be integrated into hand/wrist prosthetics. This study will focus mainly on the brain’s 
ability to infer proprioceptive sensory information from the haptic stimulation. This will be investigated by recording 
various patterns of vibratory stimuli, each relating to a specific motion, and playing it back for the participant to identify. 
This study will investigate whether and how well the wearer can interpret the haptic information.  
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Background:  
Amputees often abandon their prosthesis; the reasons behind why they choose to do this has been explored in extensive 
detail in [1]. The most notable cause for discontentment and further abandonment is the ineffectiveness of the device due 
to missing or subpar features to address functionality, usability, and comfort etc. Many of these features are available in 
costly prostheses. An extensive search for the features that raise device cost was found to include advanced 
sensors/actuators, lightweight/durable materials, and improved dexterity though complex controls [2]. Unfortunately, 
amputees are generally not able to afford these state-of-the-art features; further, many countries fail to offer governmental 
subsidization to help them afford them. This is exacerbated since the cost of the prosthetic hardware is only a fraction of 
the expenses realized by consumers—they must also pay for expensive surgeries, fitting, training, and customizations. If 
some features of a high-end prosthetic can be made more cheaply then they can be included in lower cost prosthetics, so a 
greater portion of consumers can benefit. Among the many features sought by amputees, the ability to sense the artificial 
limb’s position, orientation and motion (called proprioception) is a high priority [1]. Our research team believes that this 
type of sensory feedback can be incorporated into low cost prosthetic hands in an inexpensive and non-invasive manner. 
The overall goal is to improve user functionality by reducing the cognitive load required to operate a powered prosthetic 
device, leading to an improvement to the quality of life of the amputee, which doesn’t need to come at a high cost.  
 
Sensory feedback for prosthetics is not a new concept, in fact there has been a lot of ground-breaking research done in this 
field. One of the most noteworthy solutions stimulates residual nerve structures so that sensory information feels as if it is 
collocated with the phantom limb. This is called targeted sensory reinnervation (TSR) [3]. Normally this is done in 
conjunction with targeted muscle reinnervation (TMR), where nerves connecting to dead/damaged muscular tissue from 
the amputation site are relocated to larger muscles in the upper arm, shoulder, and chest areas. TMR allows the amputee to 
use more prominent muscle activation signals to add more control to the prosthesis. TMR represents the current state-of-
the-art, but it still has its flaws, especially for low income amputees. The operations are invasive and dually expensive—
both for the surgery itself and for the cost of the prosthetics that integrate well after having a TMR/TSR procedure done. 
Additionally, this is only a solution for those who are amputees, suggesting that those who were born without a hand or 
wrist will not be able to realize the benefits for targeted reinnervation. Lastly, to the extent of research done, there has 
been no mention of the sensory information being fed back to the wearer containing proprioceptive senses, only tactile 
ones. This is unfortunate since it has been determined that proprioceptive information is crucial for low focus operation, a 
quality that many amputees desire [4].  
 
Thankfully, there is an alternative—a well-known phenomenon in neuroscience called sensory substitution suggests that 
the human brain can learn to replace damaged or absent senses by forming new neural pathways to collect information 
using some of the body’s other senses [5]. This means that the body learns to trust other active senses, commonly referred 
to as heighted senses, to gather much of the same information that may be absent, removed, or damaged. A prime example 
of this is how a visually impaired person can learn to trust their sense of hearing and smell for local positioning or learn to 
infer direct meaning while they graze their finger over braille.  
 
In this project, the brain can use the concept of sensory substitution to learn to interpret patterns of vibrotactile signals that 
encode information about a prosthetic limb. The researchers plan to confirm the applicability and to what extent sensory 
substitution is viable. This is to be investigated by observing the learning curves of participants while they are exposed to 
haptic displays depicting hand/wrist proprioception. Sensory substitution strategies in prosthetics for sensory feedback 
have the attention of many researchers, examples are reported in [6]–[8]. This study differs from work done by these other 
researchers mainly in how the sensory information is being fed-back and what physiological sensory attributes are 
encoded in the haptic information. Many researchers focus on feedback of tactile information, with little focus on 
proprioception. Those who focus on proprioception are limited by how many DOF they sense and feed back to the wearer. 
This study stands out from other literature because of the location of the haptic stimulation site, the head—all others have 
used the participant’s upper arm, or residual limb. There is a lot of scientific reasoning behind this decision [9]–[11], 
where it is theorized that this headwear will be the easiest to learn from and adopt compared to other stimulation sites seen 
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in literature. The haptic interface is a hat containing 30 disk motors. The researchers of this study have chosen that the 
head among other sites on the body as a desirable wearable technology location for many reasons:  
 
1. It is generally not used for other purposes and will not get in the way of other body interactions or senses. 
Additionally, actions (i.e., arm motion) do not impede the clarity of the stimulation. The head doesn’t change shape 
as much as alternatives such as the upper arm, shoulder, back, thigh, and calf. The vibratory motors can stay 
situated on regions of skin where they were originally placed. Additionally, based on the aesthetic features of the 
hat, it can be relocated easily and repeatably. These features should ease the learning process from the device since 
the intended stimulation site is stimulated in the same way every time. 
 
2. It has the highest resolution for 2-point discrimination spatial acuity, meaning information can be more densely 
packed in a smaller area [9], as compared to other stimulation sites seen in literature, including the upper arm, 
shoulder, back, thigh, and calf. 
 
3. Among adults, the size of the head does not significantly vary in diameter, (much less so than upper arms, 
shoulders, torsos and legs) so a one-size-fits-all prototype can be used for all participants of this study [10].  
 
4. Prolonged exposure to vibratory stimuli eventually becomes ignored, some even experience numbness [11], 
especially in areas of dense muscle or fat. On the scalp, there is little fat or muscle to dampen the stimulation, so the 
researchers believe that vibratory stimulation on the scalp is less likely to be ignored. The natural hardness of the 
scalp may also make it more suitable for discerning variations in vibratory stimulation. 
 
5. Headwear such as toques and baseball hats are a commonly used accessory for the entire population, the researchers 
believe wearing a haptic hat will not appear out of place in public. 
 
Design 
The main objective of this study is to investigate the value of a wearable haptic interface in conveying proprioceptive 
properties to the wearer. This will be done by assessing the wearer’s ability to correctly interpret patterns of vibratory 
stimuli depicting 8-DOF proprioception. Participants will be randomly grouped into cohorts to observe their learning 
behaviour resulting from one of three different stimuli encoding patterns. The study design type is modeled after a cohort 
framework, with the goal of establishing which encoding patterns can be best interpreted from and, if so, how effectively 
when compared to the others. Each participant will learn all of the gestures in two phases—the first phase will be 
dedicated to finger articulation, and the second to hand and wrist articulation. Participants will be deemed to have 
completed each checkpoint when they achieve at least 80% accuracy and confidence. A complete outline of the study 
framework is presented in Figure 1. As the participant improves, the difficulty of the gesture identification questions will 
become progressively more challenging, resulting in a variable study duration. The study complexity increases in 3 ways 
described briefly below:  
1. Stimulation Resolution: The wearer is expected to be able to discern various levels of stimulation, the granularity 
at which the stimulation is presented to them becomes finer as they progress to higher levels.  
2. Answer Correctness Accuracy: When the wearer is tested on their ability to discern the level of stimulation, the 
range of plausible answers to which the wearer will be deemed correct narrows as they progress to higher levels. 
3. Number of Active Joints: The wearer can be presented with a series of stimulations that correspond to multiple 
moving joints at once, the number of joints active at once increases as they progress to higher levels.  
 
How these parameters change over time is fully outlined in Table 1 below.  
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Figure 1: Study Design Flow Chart 
 
Table 1: Test Complexity in Relation to Experience Levels 
Trained Joints 
Beginner (Level 1) 
Stimulation Resolution: 25% 
 
Accuracy:  
Correct ≤ +/- 24%  
Incorrect > +/- 24% 
Intermediate (Level 2) 
Stimulation Resolution: 20% 
 
Accuracy: 
Correct ≤ +/- 12%  
Close ≤ +/- 24% 
Incorrect > +/- 24% 
Expert (Level 3) 
Stimulation Resolution: 20% 
 
Accuracy: 
Correct ≤ +/- 9%  
Close ≤ +/- 19% 
Incorrect > +/- 19% 
Phase 1: Finger 
Articulation Only 
1. Index  
2. Middle  




    
Phase 2: Full 
Articulation 
 (Includes List from 
Phase 1) 
6. Flexion  
7. Extension  
8. Ulnar Deviation  
9. Radial Deviation 
10. Supination 
11. Pronation    
 




 Haptic Feedback Headgear Prototype 
 Teensy 3.6 microcontroller 
 2 Desktop Monitors and Computer 
 Laptop 
 Micro USB to USB cable adapter  
 Breadboard 
 5 V 5 A Power Supply 
 E-Stop Button 




 MATLAB – Haptic Proprioception Application 
 TeamViewer 
 Arduino 
 Microsoft Excel 
Other 
 Haptic Feedback Headgear Prototype 
 Tailor Measuring Tape 
 Disposable Hairnet 
 Chair 




Figure 2: Experimental Setup 
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Methods: (approx. 55 – 90 Minutes) 
First Visit Setup (approx. 10 Minutes) 
1. Welcome and invite the participant to be seated in the provided chair in front of the experiment desk. Introduce 
them to the various pieces of equipment that the study will utilize. Allow the participant to read the Letter of 
Information and Consent Form to ensure they are properly informed and complete consent is given before any 
information/data is collected.  
2. Launch the MATLAB application Haptic Proprioception. The first prompt of the application is to enter the 
participant’s ID number, since this is the participant’s first visit, they will not have one issued to them. Populate 
this field with the next available ID number—the application can do this automatically. They will be prompted to 
edit all the other fields, including Age, Sex, Gender, Dominant Hand, and Highest Level of Education Achieved*. 
 
Figure 3: Enter Participant Information 
(*Right Panel: Highest Level of Education added to Form) 
 
3. Allow the participant to become comfortable in the provided chair and ensure that they are sitting tall. Hand them 
a disposable hairnet and ask them to put it on, trapping as much hair as they can fit. Using a tailor’s measuring 
tape, measure the participant’s head diameter over the forehead around the crown, and over the highest point on 
the head from the left temple to the right temple as shown in the figure below. Enter these measurements into the 
corresponding fields of the application.  
 
Figure 4: Participant's Head Measurements 
 
4. Once the information is fully recorded, check the box indicating the information submitted is correct, and click 
Generate New Participant. This locks in their information and saves it in a Master Participant Tracker document. 
Record their newly issued ID Number on their consent form and store the file in a locked cabinet at the study 
location, which is inside a locked room (ACEB 3410).  
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Figure 5: Generate New Participant 
 
5. Assist the participant in fitting into the haptic headwear. Ensure that the cables are directly located at the back of 
the head and draped by the nape, as shown in Figure 6 below. 
 
Figure 6: How to properly fit the wearable onto an individual’s head 
6. Enable the hardware by turning on the power to the power supply and unlatching the E-Stop button. This step will 
only provide power to the vibratory motors but will not drive them. The participant will rest/hover their hand over 
(but will not press) the E-Stop button to be prepared to press it in the event of discomfort.   
7. Since there is no prior knowledge of the proprioceptive signals portrayed by the haptic wearable, the subject will 
not be prepared to begin with the Pre-Training retention testing. For this reason, the application will prompt the 
user to begin the training session if the visit number is 1; otherwise, it will prompt the pre-training test. Every 
other successive visit will be started on Step 1 of Regular Visit Setup below. To proceed, click Begin Training 
(Skip to Training – Step 1). 
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Figure 7: Begin Training 
 
Regular Visit Setup (for the 2nd visit and up) (approx. 5 Minutes) 
1. Welcome and invite the participant to be seated in the provided chair in front of the experiment desk. Allow the 
participant to become comfortable and ensure that they are sitting tall. Hand them a disposable hairnet and ask 
them to put it on, trapping as much hair as they can fit.  
2. Assist the participant in fitting into the haptic headwear. Ensure that the cables are directly located at the back of 
the head and draped by the nape. (Refer to Figure 6). 
3. Launch the MATLAB application Haptic Proprioception. The first prompt of the application is to enter the 
participant’s ID number, which they are asked to remember from session to session. If they have forgotten it, this 
information can be found in the Consent Form they signed stored in the locked cabinet. Once the ID is entered, 
the application will auto-populate the rest of the fields that were recorded on the first visit. Proceed by clicking 
the Pre-Training Test button. 
 
Figure 8: Pre-Training Test 
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8. Enable the hardware by turning on the power to the power supply and unlatching an E-Stop button. This step will 
only provide power to the vibratory motors but will not drive them. The participant will rest/hover their hand over 
(but will not press) the E-Stop button to be prepared to press it in the event of discomfort.  
 
Pre-Training Test (approx. 10 – 20 Minutes) 
1. Following an identical procedure as the Post-Training Test performed during the participant’s last visit. This 
means that, even if they had advanced as a result of the previous session testing, they will still perform the pre-
session test with the same the level of difficulty as the post training test they performed in their last visit. This will 
test the participant’s ability to recall patterns trained in previous trials. (see Post-Training Test for details of the 
test procedure).  
 
Training (approx. 25 – 35 Minutes) 
1. Enable the haptic headgear in software. This will enable the motors to receive drive commands from the 
MATLAB application. Ensure that all hardware is working as expected. This is done by pressing the Test 
Wearable button, playing a test sequence that activates each motor in the headgear one at a time, for 1 second 
each. If any of the motors are unperceivable, the experiment will be temporarily suspended to troubleshoot. The 
running indicator light illuminates green indicating that vibration motor drive commands are being sent to the 
wearable device. The running light will then turn off when execution has completed.  
 
 
Figure 9: Enable and Test Wearable 
 
2. The participant will be exposed to hand and wrist actions displayed on a monitor, while simultaneously being 
presented with a sequence of vibratory stimuli corresponding to those actions. Each gesture presented is one of 
the beginner actions stated in Column 1 of Table 1. When the Play Gesture button is pressed, the running 
indicator light illuminates green and two visuals appear: a video recording of a hand performing the gesture and a 
wearable stimulation curve. The running indicator light turns off when the stimulation has completed. 
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Figure 10: Testing - Play Gesture 
 
3. Starting with the index finger, perform each gesture 3 times at a slow speed, increment through the gestures in in 
the order listed in Column 1 of Table 1. 
4. Repeat the process with each gesture another 3 times at a medium speed. 
5. Repeat the process with each gesture another 3 times at a fast speed. There will be a total of 9 presentations of 
each individual gesture.  




Figure 11: Post-Training Test 
 
Post-Training Test (approx. 10 – 20 Minutes) 
1. Enable the haptic headgear in software. This will enable the motors to receive drive commands from the 
MATLAB application. Ensure that all hardware is working as expected. This is done by pressing the Test 
Wearable button, playing a test sequence that activates each motor in the headgear one at a time, for 1 second 
each. If any of the motors are unperceivable, the experiment will be suspended to troubleshoot. The running 
indicator light illuminates green indicating that vibration motor drive commands are being sent to the wearable 
device. The running light will then turn off when execution has completed (Refer to Figure 9). 
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2. When the Play Gesture button is pressed, combinations of the single joint motions listed in Column 1 of Table 1 
will be played. The gesture stimulation resolution, the number of active joints and correct answer accuracy 
become increasingly complex based on their level of experience. The joint selection and the level of stimulation 
are pseudo-randomly generated, so that identical gesture stimulation sequences are not tested more than once in 
the same visit. Refer to Figure 12, pressing the Play Gesture button causes the running indicator light to illuminate 
green indicating that vibration motor drive commands are being sent to the wearable device. The running light 
will then turn off when execution has completed.  
3. Following the completion of each haptic display, participants will be asked whether they can identify the actions 
the stimulation represented. In their answer, they will be asked to include which joint(s) are involved and how 
much each joint has moved from rest, represented with a slider (0 – 100%). They will also be asked to indicate 
how confident they are in each answer that they provide, represented with a slider (1–10). When they have 
selected the active joints, proceed by clicking the Submit Answer button.  
 
Figure 12: Play Gesture and Submit Answer 
 
4. Their answer will be processed, and the correct answers are the provided as feedback, indicating which areas they 
were incorrect (red), close (amber) and correct (green).   
 
Figure 13: Submission Feedback  
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5. Each test will be played once, and the total number of test questions is 8 (Phase 1) and 15 (Phase 2). 
6. After all questions have been submitted, the participant’s score is calculated, then saved in a Test Results 
Summary Excel sheet. This is followed by the last prompt, ending the study.  
 
Figure 14: Session Done - Proceed to Finished Window 
 
Clean-Up (5 Minutes) 
1. Turn off the haptic feedback wearable device by pressing the E-stop switch and the Power Supply switch. 
2. The study application compiles and assesses the results of the tests in the session and calculates the participant’s 
new experience level to determine whether they have advanced in the study for their next visit. In subsequent 
visits they will be further trained and tested in the category that corresponds to the most recently calculated level 
of experience (Refer to Table 1).   
3. Carefully remove the haptic wearable hat. 
4. Ask the participant to stand and put the disposable hairnet in the garbage bin. 
5. The study is complete. A prompt will ask them to confirm the next meeting date and time, thank them for their 
time, and the session is then terminated. If this is their last session (determined by the scores of their most recent 
test), they will not receive a scheduling prompt, instead they will be shown that their information is completely 
anonymous, and their files have been locked away in a cabinet and their intersession data has been stored on an 
encrypted USB drive.  
 
 
Figure 15: Session Complete - Schedule Next Visit 
 




Figure 16: End Study 
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